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ABSTRACT

USER INTERFACES FOR MICROCOMPUTER BASED NEONATAL MONITORING SYSTEMS

From 1980 a Loughborough University, St George's Hospital and All
Saints' Hospital research group developed a ~icrocomputer based
During the course of their research it
was apparent that most of its users could be characterized as "naive"

neonatal monitoring system.

computer users. Because of the restraints of the physical environment
within a neonatal unit careful consideration had to be given to
ascertaining an ideal user interface.
The aim of this research was to investigate the most suitable user

interface which would enable the naive user to input data and make use
of the vast amount of data automatically collected by the monitoring
system. An analysis of existing computer based medical monitoring
systems was carried out but none were found to be as sophisticated as
that being developed by the Loughborough research group. ·It was also
apparent that very little effort had been dedicated to user interfaces
for this application.
The research commenced with a series of structured interviews

involving thirty five medical and nursing staff. This led to the
development of a software package that was used to evaluate the
performance of a range of user interfaces. A pilot study was carried
out to evaluate the software using the conventional keyboard as an
input system. A second pilot study was used to prove that the other
two input systems would be reliable for the main trials.
The main research trials involved testing and evaluating the three
chosen input systems: a conventional QWERTY keyboard (control); a
Touch Screen, and a Tracker Ball. Emphasis was placed on the
development of the software so that it could be seen to be performing
"real" tasks for the users.

The users performed a series of specific

tasks. The software automatically recorded error inputs and the speed
at which tasks were performed. These parameters, among others, were
used to evaluate the three systems.
The research used medical and nursing staff from six regional neonatal
units with a sample size of approximately one per cent of all
available UK neonatal staff.
The results did not reveal a single superior input system. However
the Tracker Ball was superior for numeric entry and selections from
menus, and the conventional keyboard performed best for text input
whilst making free form comments. The keyboard was also good for menu
selection.

Based on the results of the trials and information gathered throughout
the trials an "ideal ll user interface was proposed and modeled.

Paul Richard Cartmell

July 1989.
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CHAPTER 1

:

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This thesis is a report of the findings of research carried out under
contract to the Department of Health and Social Security from
September 1984 to September 1986.

The work details the design,

development and evaluation of three user interfaces to a microcomputer

based neonatal monitoring system.

Similar areas of study are

investigated, design ideas are formulated based on many hours of
discussion with the hospital staff for whom the interfaces are
intended, and finally recommendations are made for a suitable single
user interface.

The research forms only one part of a group effort to

design micro-computer systems for use in Neonatal Units.
This chapter details the makeup of the research group and their aims.
It continues to describe, for the novice, a typical Neonatal Unit, its
physical design, its function within the hospital, and the
implications its environment has on computer system design.

The work

of the research group and this research in particular is then
justified and in so doing an overview of the proposed total
monitoring/management system hardware is given.

1• 1

THE RESEARCH GROUP AND THEIR OVERALL AIMS

This research forms one part of a group effort to develop micro
computer systems for use in Neonatal Intensive Care environments.

The

group has the following structure and will from now on be'collectively
known as the

"research group".

Dr DA Ducker, Consultant Neonatologist at All Saints' Hospital,
Chatham, Kent: Medical Supervisor of the research group. (1980
to date)
~~ JS Smith, Senior Lecturer in the Department of Design and
Technology, Loughborough University: Design/Technical
Supervisor of the research group. (1980 to date)

Mr CA Bass, Research Systems Analyst. (independent): Responsible
for the major system design and software development. (1980 to
date)
Hr PR cartmell,

Research Assistant in the Department of Design
and Technology, Loughborough University: Responsible for the
development and analysis of user interfaces for the system.
(1984 to 1986)
1

D Davies, Director of HUSAT: Human Factors Consultant to
the research group. (1984 to date)

~x

The long term aim of the research group was to make any part of the
mass of information collected about an infant instantaneously
available at the cot side.
(i)

The five major objectives were to:

substantially reduce the amount of nursing time involved in

compiling data for the patient notes;
.(ii)

reduce duplication of data items in the patient notes - which

will be computer based and NOT paper based;
(iii) allow more flexible and immediate access .to patient data
enabling more effective clinical evaluation;
(iv)

enable an alarm to be sounded based on a ·coffiQination of the

physiological parameters that were being monitored by the system and
(v)

provide data in a form that can be made easily:available for
\

clinical research and calculating neonatal unit statistics, for
example: cot status, mortality and morbidity.

HUSAT - Human Sciences and Advanced Technology Research Centre,
The Elms, Elms Grove, Loughborough, Leicestershire.

2

1 .2

THE NEONATAL UNIT

The Neonatal Unit, often referred to as a "Special Care Baby Unit

ll
,

generally exists within a large General or Maternity hospital and its
prime function is to care for the sick newly-born infant - the
"Neonate".

In general, infants are admitted to the unit if they are

of low birth weight, low gestational age, they have physical
abnormalities, or if there were serious problems at birth.

The Unit

will admit infants from the adjoining hospital, infants born at home
within its catchment area and, if the unit is classed as a Regional
Unit, from other hospitals within its region.

Infants born outside

the unit's hospital are collected by a "Flying Squad", consisting of a
member of the medical staff and a qualified Neonatal Nurse.

The

IIFlying Squad" are transported in a conventional ambulance and take

with them a transport incubator plus additional instrumentation and
equipment which allows them to attend to the sickest of the newly
born.
The Unit is staffed by specially qualified Medical and Nursing Staff.
There will generally be one to three Consultant Paediatricians, one of
whom is likely to be a Consultant Neonatologist.

To assist them they

will have a Senior Registrar, two Registrars and up to four Senior
House Officers (SHOs).

There will be a Nursing Officer, a Clinical

TUtor and a Senior Sister who between them will attend the day to day
running of the unit, and formulate the duty rotas (known as the "Off
Duty") of the Nursing Staff.

In addition there will be fifty to sixty

nursing staff which will include a proportion of qualified Neonatal
Sisters and Staff Nurses, and non-Neopatal qualified Staff Midwives,
State Enrolled Nurses (SENs) and Nursery Nurses.

3

The large Neonatal Unit contains three nurseries, which care for the

infant at various stages of his recovery/growth.

These are detailed

below.

1. 2.1

THE INTENSIVE CARE NURSERY

An infant admitted to this nursery is very likely to be of low weight
·or have other serious problems and they are generally very ill.
Infants of a low gestational age will often have difficulty breathing
and will require mechanical assistance from a ventilator .. The small
infant has very thin skin (a few cells thick) and as such will lose
To counteract this the infant is

body heat and water very rapidly.

placed in an incubator; its enclosed environment can be temperature

controlled and has a high relative humidity.

The incubator

environment temperature is typically between thirty-seven and fortytwo degrees Celsius at a relative humidity of sixty· to eighty percent.
The ambient temperature in the nursery is maintained in the region of
twenty to twenty-seven degrees Celsius to help maintain the high
internal temperature of the incubator.

This is also essential so that

when the incubator is opened, whilst attending to the infant, he does
not suffer from extreme thermal changes.

Protection against infection is of paramount importance in the
intensive care nursery as the infants have a very weak immune system.

In order to reduce the risks of infection, visitors are required to
wear special gowns, remove watches and rings and wash their hands in a

sterilizing soap solution upon entrance to the nursery.

All of the

surfaces, instrumentation and equipment are damp dusted every day to
reduce the risk of bacteria forming.

4

The nursery usually contains up to eight incubators, with all the
associated monitoring instrumentation and equipment required to aid

the nursing of the sick infant (see Fig 1.2.1a).

Around the walls

there is piped gas (oxygen, carbon dioxide and air) along with piped
suction.

Shelving is provided for the instrumentation and racks or

draws for the sterilized tubing and other care products.

There is,

however, usually a shortage of free space or flat working surfaces for
additional equipment, because unless the neonatal unit is fairly new,
the nursery will not be designed to accommodate such an abundance of
equipment.

Along with the increase in ambient temperature, that the

occasional visitor may find taxing, there is the cacophony of alarms
constantly sounding.

In general there is a constant heart rate.bleep

and a constant respiratory bleep for each infant in the nursery.

In

addition there is a clunking sound made by the mechanics of the
ventilator and fairly frequent high-pitched alarms indicating various
other physiological problems.

Figure 1.2.1a
Incubator and associated instrumentation within an
Intensive care Nursery
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1. 2.2

THE SPECIAL CARE NURSERY

When the infant is considered well enough, which may be at any time
from several days to one month after being admitted to the intensive
care nursery, he will be transferred to the Special Care Nursery.

The

infant should require slightly less nursing attention at this stage.
The level of monitoring equipment used on the infant is reduced, and
if necessary the number of incubators within the nursery can therefore

be increased.

The infants will normally still be in incubators, but

will not be ventilated except in exceptional circumstances when the
Intensive Care Nursery is over subscribed.

Piped gases and suction

are still available and the ambient temperature both within the
incubators and the nursery itself are lower than in the intensive
'.

situation.

1. 2.3

THE NURSERY

Having spent several weeks in Special Care the infant is finally
transfered to the ordinary nursery where he will be acclimatized to
'normal infant care and a normal environment.

There are no incubators;

the infant sleeps in a conventional hospital plastic box-type cot.
Instrumentation is more or less non-existent except possibly for an
apnoea alarm for each infant.

The ambient temperature is lower

compared to the special care nursery.

Throughout the infant's stay

here, which may be several months, he is weaned onto conventional

feeding methods rather than the intravenous feeding techniques which
are used in the other two nurseries.

Although infection is still a

potential hazard, the infant's immune system improves, and as a result

6

entrance to this nursery does not "appear u to be quite as restricted.

1. 2.4
THE IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEONATAL UNIT Eh'VIRONMENT UPON
COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN

Up until recent times computers needed to be allowed to operate in a
temperature and humidity controlled environment.
but only for main frame computers.

This is still true

Modern microcomputers can operate

in normal living environmental conditions.

However a certain amount

of caution must exercised in the selection of computer equipment for
use in the Intensive Care Nursery where ambient temperatures are

considerably higher than normal ambient temperature (twenty-one
degrees Celsius).

Other possible problems may be associated with

monitoring equipment, heaters and large inductive loads switching on
and off causing spikes on the mains supply and nursing staff damp
dusting equipment that was never designed to allow for this.

The

conventional keyboard that cannot be damp dusted will be a very
dang.erous infection source.

1 .3

THE NEED FOR MICROCOMPUTER BASED MONITORING

The neonate undergoing intensive care is frequently of very low birth
weight (less than 1500 grams) and extremely ill.

In addition to

prematurity, some may also be light in weight for gestational age and
this makes for additional hazards.

In order to care adequately for

these infants considerable sophisticated electronic monitoring
equipment is necessary.

Typically the infant may have several of the
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following physiological parameters continually monitored:

heart rate;

respiratory rate; blood pressure; core temperature; peripheral
temperature; inspired oxygen; arterial oxygen; transcutaneous oxygen
and transcutaneous carbon dioxide.

The existing monitoring equipment,

generally speaking, will monitor a parameter in real time at high
speed and display information in the most appropriate way - usually
graphically on a Cathode Ray Tube (oscilloscope type trace) or
numerically on a digital display.

In some cases the traces are also

reproduced on a chart recorder.

Current practice requires the nursing staff to record the readings of
various monitors at regular intervals, for example every sixty,

thirty, fifteen or ten minutes dependant upon the health of the
infant.

This information is charted in either numeric or graphical

form or both.

using the current system of manually charting the

information, the nursing staff are collecting nearly one thousand
items of data per day (Frayer, 1980) which consumes some twenty per
cent of nursing time (Miller et aI, 1978).

Not only is this process

inefficient in terms of nursing time but it is also an inadequate
method of data compilation.

The data represents intermittent sampling

so a large proportion of the information about the infant is lost and
as a result a true trend of the infant's progress is not available.

Until recently, however, this type of data collection has proved to be
an acceptable compromise.

In 1980 the research group began an

investigation into the possibility of collecting monitored data using
a desk top microcomputer, the Apple 11 - eight

bit microcomputer.

Initially the prototype system was used as a research tool by Dr
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Ducker (Ducker et aI, 1985) in research comparing two types of
incubator temperature control.

Various physiological parameters were

monitored including three temperatures: skin temperature; toe
temperature and ambient temperature.

The research made extensive use

of the computer system developed by the research group not only for
monitoring but also for the statistical analysis of the data.

The monitoring system was progressively refined and improved and was
subsequently installed in a number of major teaching hospitals.

As a

result more people became involved in the system as users and the
increasing potential of microcomputers in neonatal units became

apparent to a greater proportion of doctors and nurses.

At about the

same time a Neonatal Data Base software package was being developed
which provided detailed or summarized reports of the infant's stay in
the Neonatal Unit.

1 .4

THE SUBSEQUENT NEED FOR A USER INTERFACE

At this time (towards the end of 1982) it became clear to the research
group that to develop their ideas further towards their overall aim
they must combine the monitoring system with other more powerful
features such as data bases and calculation facilities and should
involve the staff of the hospitals in the system development.

following two courses of action were taken.

9

The

1. 4. 1

THE INITIAL IDEAS FOR AN IMPROVED SYSTEM

The first was the development of an integrated monitoring, data base
and general neonatal unit management system.

The basis of the design

would be a local area network of microcomputers, leading eventually to
one microcomputer per cot throughout the intensive care unit.

The new

system would have a 'colour display, be much faster and much more
powerful than the original system based on the Apple 11 microcomputer.

The proposed hardware configuration for a six cot neonatal intensive
care unit would be as follows:
The complete system would be based on the 16 bit Nimbus
microcomputer.

2

The system being based around a central Nimbus with an

115 megabyte Winchester hard disk and a 60 megabyte tape spool er used
as a file server.

On the network there would be one diskless Nimbus

per cot used for monitoring and display of cotside patient
information, and one extra Nimbus situated in a doctors office with
twin floppy disk drives for general interrogation of patient files and
unit statistics calculations.

(See Figure 1.4.1a).

-------------------2

Nimbus microcomputer designed, developed and manufactured by
Research Machines Ltd, Oxford.
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COS'I'ING FOR SYSTEM HARDWARE FOR A SIX COT NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE UNIT
NETWORK SERVER
VXS115 - 115 Megabyte Server (inc. 2 Megabyte
CT60 - 60 Megabyte tape streamer
Net"'ork Cabling: 4x 1Om + 6x4m

8250.0
995.0
163.2
9408.2

PAM)

MASTER REMOTE TERMINAL
PCN2 - dual floppy disc drives

(inc. 1 Megabyte RAM)

1645.0
545.0
599.0
22.8
995.0
22.8
3829.6

Hi Res '"411 Colour Monitor

Dot Matrix Graphics Printer - NECP6
NEC Printer Cable
Letter Quality Printer - Brother HR40
Brother Printer Cable

COTSIDE TERMINALS
PCTN - Diskless workstation (inc. 1 Megabyte RAM)
Hi Res 1411 Colour Monitor
16 Channel Analogue/Digital converter board
FOR SIX COT UNIT

x6

TOTAL
VAT @ 15%
Therefore cost per cot

1085.0
545.0
300.0
1930.0
11580.0
24817.8
3722.67
28540.47

/6

4756.74

N.B. The above costings do not include software or cot side user
interfaces.
The costs are based on current NIMBUS price lists (June
1988) .

1. 4. 2

THE USER INTERFACE

The second course of action was as a result of the research group
realizing that as a system was being developed for everyone on the
unit there was a need for a great deal of consideration, to be given to
how the users were to communicate with the system.

The group were

concerned that to use a conventional computer keyboard and a single
colour visual display unit showing monitoring graphs and user
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input/output Nas possibly not the correct device to be used by
essentially computer-naive doctors and nurses.

At this early stage a

wide range of devices were under consideration to improve the possible

problem of human/computer communication.

This included lightpens,

graphics tablets, speech input and output, and handheld liquid crystal
displays.

An application was made to the Department of Health and SOcial
Security by the research supervisors for financial support to look at

this problem.

The author was subsequently employed to embark upon a

research project entitled, "Communication between medical staff and
microcomputer monitoring systems". The Human Factors involved in this

research were a high priority and the services of the HUman Sciences
and Advanced Technology Research Centre (HUSAT) were requested on a

consultancy basis.

HUSAT has been carrying out research into computer systems for more
than fifteen years.

They are highly respected ·by both academic and

commercial organizations.

Their experience has been largely in office

systems, specialist industrial applications and some hospital work
but they have no experience in neonatal intensive care. However, many

of their principles are of a general nature and so would be applicable
to this area also.
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CHAPTER 2

:

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN -

AN OVERVIEW

This chapter outlines the experimental design of the research and in
so doing places the rest of this text in context within the research
program.

The intention is not to detail each stage within the

experimental design, rather to justify the course taken and the areas
studied.

There are certain tasks which took place concurrently, for

example, the information search continued in the background for many
months whilst the formative stages of the design ideas were being
developed in the foreground (see Fig 2a).

2.1

RESEARCHER'S IDENTIFICATION WITH AREA OF STUDY

Although the area of study had been defined to the Department of
Health and Social Security in the application made to them for
support, the researcher had little involvement in its formulation.
For this reason prior to the commencement of the research program it
was necessary to become conversant with the philosophies of the
research group, and in particular their overall aims for this
research.

Once the research had begun, discussions were held with

supervisors to clarify their feelings towards the work, and also with
the Research Systems Analyst who was a valuable source of knowledge
with regard to not only computer system design but also. Neonatal Units
and their function.

Meetings of the whole research group were then

held to define the course of the research in detail.

This initial

period of study was essential in enabling the researcher, who was not
a medical person but a designer, to begin to be able to identify with
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the area of study and become more aware of potential pitfalls in terms
of the computer system design.

Identification of initial·Area of Study

I

Discussions with Research Group

__----~A-------_
(
1

Information Search

Development of Initial Ideas

I

Structured Interviews

I

Identification with Neonatal Units

Development of Keyboard Based User Interface

I

Minor Pilot Study

I

Development of Tracker Ball.and Touch Screen User Interfaces

I

Inside department testing of devices and software

I

Major Pilot study

I

Modification to trials and systems as a result of Major Pilot Study

I

Main Trials

(--------~--------1

Analysis of Main Trials

Production of Report to D.H.S.S.

I

Designing final User Interface

I

Final Recommendations

Production of Report to Hospitals

l~_~

____- - )
Y

Submission of Report to the Department of Health and Social Security

Figure 2a

Research Plan
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2.2

INFORMATION SEARCH

In order to develop a base on which to build the remainder of the
research program, an information search was carried out.

The-aim of

the information search was firstly to examine published material in
areas related to the research, and secondly to look at the state of
technology, in particular microcomputers and computer based medical
monitoring systems.

The published material search is detailed in

Chapter Three entitled "Literature Review ll and is based on three main
areas of inquiry:

(i)

Computers in medicine and neonatal intensive care

This section examines the use of computers in medical environments and

concentrates on their use in Noenatal Intensive Care.

Published

information in this area is not in abundance, although several papers
have been produced detailing the use of mini computers in adult
intensive care and these are cited.

(ii)

Computer systems and user interfaces

Here it is the intention to identify manufacturers, and other
researchers who have published their attempts at designing user
interfaces.

This area not only covers different approaches to

hardware design but also the very important concept of information
presentation via software control.

The user interface is clearly a

combination of hardware design, software design and system design and
the examination of previous attempts is an effective way of avoiding

duplication of ideas.
(iii) Human factors and HUSAT memorandums
The design of the user interface is very clearly going to be
influenced by a series of human factors.
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Here attention is drawn to

the recent studies performed in relation to the user and his computer

system.

HUSAT have a great deal of expertise in this area and are an

internationally recognized body in this field.

They have produced

many reports about their work known as HUSAT memorandums, some of
which are available to external bodies for reference and full
advantage has been taken of this facility.

They have not however

studied Neonatal staff and Neonatal computer systems, but many of
their observations and techniques can be equally applied to this area.
The second part of the information search was to examine the state of
the art of technology in areas related to the research.

The

information arising from this is detailed in Chapter Four, IIInitial

Selection of User Interface Devices", and at other times throughout
the text.

The areas investigated cover user interface devices,

Neonatal monitoring equipment, microcomputer systems and related
peripherals.

2.3

DEVELOPMENT OF INITIAL IDEAS AND PRE-PILOT STUDY

Initial design ideas were formulated based on discussions with the
research group and as a result of the information search.

The ideas

at this stage were presented solely in pictorial form, that is
sketches of possible screen layouts.

It was considered of prime

importance to involve the user in the system design as much as
possible.

To ensure that initial ideas about the user interfaces were

following the correct line, a survey involving potential users was
carried out.

The method chosen to survey the users was to use

"structured interviews", the purpose being two-fold.

Firstly to

identify that the proposed presentation of information on the screen
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was going to be acceptable to the potential users and secondly to see
which three or four input devices would be most appropriate to
evaluate further.

The structured interviews were carried out at two

hospitals and data from thirty-five members of the medical and nursing
staff was gathered.

From the results of the structured interviews,

detailed in chapter 5, several changes were made in the development of
the system.

2.4

DEVELOPMENT OF KEYBOARD BASED USER INTERFACE AND MINOR PILOT

STUDY

The three types of user interface nominated to be trialed included a
conventional keyboard, a tracker ball and a touch screen.

This

nomination is discussed in detail in the latter part of Chapter Five,
"Pre-Pilot Study - Structured Interviews".

In the first instance the

user interface software for the monitoring/management system was
developed for the conventional keyboard only.

The micro computer

selected for the user interface device evaluation was the BBC'
microcomputer.

As discussed earlier the computer eventually selected

for the Neonatal system was the Nimbus microcomputer, however at this
early stage in the research no such machine was available at a
realistic price.
The user interface software design was based largely on a simulation
of the proposed new monitoring/management system.

The software was

designed to enable the Neonatal staff to perform what were considered
realistic tasks for them.

Several different types of user interaction

were identified to be included in the trial systems: free form text
BBC - The British Broadcasting Corporation instigated the
development of a microcomputer designed and built by Acorn
Computers Limited - known as the "BBC micro".
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input; structured selective input; interrogation of text lists and

interrogation of graphical representation of data.

As soon as the conventional keyboard user interface software and trial

system was complete and tested it was trialed in the minor pilot
study.

The minor pilot study included the Neonatal staff of All

Saints' Hospital, Chatham using the system to answer questions from
typed sheets.

Although the system had been tested, it was necessary

to allow potential users to try the system.

It was also important to

gain impressions from the users of the system at this relatively early
stage, so that any changes to be made to the system could be made
before the system was expanded to enable the use of the two other
devices.

Further details of both the Minor and Major pilot stUdies

are given in Chapter Seven, "Pilot StUdies".

2.5
DEIIELOPMENT OF TRACKER BALL AND TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEMS AND THE
MAJOR PILOT STUDY

Following the Minor pilot study changes were made to the keyboard
system which were integrated into the design and development of the
Tracker Ball and Touch Screen systems.

One of the main aims in the

development of the three "parallel" systems was to ensure that as far
as possible they appeared to function in exactly the same manner.
Once the remaining two systems had been completed and tested the major
pilot study was carried out.

This study involved the users in using

all three systems and was again carried out at All Saints' Hospital,
Chatham.

It was designed exactly as the main trials were expected to

be performed, and was used to not only test the correct operation of
the interface devices but also to test the format of the trials.
total of twenty neonatal staff took part in this pilot study.
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A

Several

major improvements were made to the software and the way in which the

trials were performed.
The other main function of this study was to analyse the resulting
data which in turn lead to a change in the structure of the trials.
Minor changes were then made to the software, hardware and the way in
which the data was analysed.

2.6

THE MAIN TRAILS AND THE DATA ANALYSIS

The main trials were used to finally evaluate the performance and
usefulness of all three user interfaces.

A total of 96 Neonatal staff

took part in the trials which represents 0.96% of all the staff
estimated

2

to work in Neonatal Units, with Intensive Care facilities,

throughout the United Kingdom.

The trials involved staff of six

Neonatal Units from the Midlands, London and the South East.
represents 4% of the estimated

2

units.

This

The main aim of the trials was

to identify either one device which was seen as superior to aid all
user interaction or a combination of devices to accommodate

differences of opinion and performance criteria.
The trials produced several types of data about each user's
performance including:
(a)

question sheets which contained the user's answers derived from

the computer system;
(b)

computer printouts which showed exactly what each user did with

the system and how long it took him to perform each task;

2

Staff estimate based on: 150 units; 6 medical staff per unit;
and the British Paediatric Association recommended 3 nursing
staff per cot. [Figures obtained from The Directory of
Emergency and Special Care Units (1985)].
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multiple choice question sheets which detailed the users views

of his performance, the system's performance and his overall ranking

of the devices.
The actual format and purposes of the main trials is detailed further
in Chapter Eight J "Main. Trials ".

The analysis of the data collected from the trials was very complex.
Several different techniques were used to report the data.

This

ranged from the methods used in Chapter Seven, "Pilot Studies" which
detailed the performance of each user with respect to each question he
was asked, to the method finally used in Chapter Nine: "Results" which
used statistical analysis of the data and did not detail each user's
performance.

2.7

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to complete the research a final recommendation was made in
terms of a model and photographs of a purpose-designed "ideal" user
interface.

The interface includes a number of the features examined

and trialed throughout the research program and others which have not
been trialed due to the technology being unavailable during the course
of the research.

Chapter Ten: IISuggested lIideal" user interface"

explains the derivation of ideas, includes detail photographs, and
photographs of the model in position and in simulated use in an
intensive care unit.

Several of the main features of the final user

interface are given below:

(al

Large area Dot Matrix Liquid Crystal Display

(bl

Tracker ball used to select options from menus
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(c)

Standard typewriter keyboard provided for comments input

(optional)
(d)

Hand writing input surface, used to sign for drugs

prescription/administration
This chapter was designed to give an overview of the research
experimental design and explained how the researcher became involved
not only in his research but the work of the whole research group.

A

detailed information search was carried out, including a literature

search, a survey of related existing products and of possible computer
systems and peripherals that may be used in the final system design.
A discussion of the use of different levels of pilot studies was given
in order to explain the methods used to develop ideas for system
design and formats for the final trials.

A brief discussion then

followed explaining the use and extent of the main trials and the
types of data collected.

The chapter concluded by explaining some of

the main features of the recommended user interface, which was
designed as a result of the trials and overall impressions of the
needs of the users.
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CHAPTER 3

:

LITERATURE REVIEW

A literature review was performed to determine what similar work had
been carried out in related areas largely over the past six years.
The review concentrated on three main areas: (i) Computers in medicine
and neonatal intensive care, (ii) Computer systems and User

Interfaces, (iii) Human Factors and HUSAT memorandums.

The main aim

of the literature review was for the researcher to build up a base of
related areas of study in order to put the research in context with
any parallel work.

The subheadings are made for convenience but there

is considerable overlap in certain areas of the review.

3. 1

COMPUTERS IN MEDICINE AND NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE

It will be clear from the following section that neonatal computerized
intensive care monitoring systems are very rare.

There are a few

computer aided monitoring systems used in Adult Intensive Care Units,
and by anaesthetists in operating theatres and only one or two used in
Neonatal Intensive Care units (NICUs).
AlIen, L.P. et al (1978) developed a computer system for the recording
and display of data from neonates with respiratory illness.

The

system was based on the popular PDP 11/45 mini computer which in this
case was located remote from the unit in the Medical Physics
Department.

The.remote terminal was used when a patient was admitted

to the unit, the patient details were entered using a conventional
keyboard and the majority of the input required the user to answer
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Y(es) or N(o) to a number of questions.
stage for confirmation.

Data is represented at this

The physiological data entry is made by hand

and in the main consists of blood gas data.

.

The data is represented

in graphical form on TWO television monitors alongside the terminal.
Data from the six "active" infants is always available and the data

from anyone of the two hundred and seventy seven infants admitted to
date is available when the PDP 11/45 is on line.

The study showed

that the PDP 11/45 was on line for seventy eight percent of the time.
The system proved to be very useful not only for analysis pf
respiratory problems but also for teaching undergraduate and
postgraduate students, and allowing the data to be used in other
research.

AlIen, L.P. points out that a time saving was made as the

staff were spared the task of writing out the blood gas results and
constructing graphs by hand.

Interestingly AlIen goes on to say that,

The

cl~n~cal ~a~~ o~ the un~t weke almo~ ent~ely
ke.6pon.6~b.ee ~Ok entek~ng the data, thu.6 de.mon~kaang that
a camputek ~ac~.e~ty o~ th~.6 type can be managed w~thout
d~6~~cu.ety by c.e~n~~an.6.

Overall AlIen states that the system improves the efficiency of a
. neonatal intensive care unit and suggests that such a system should be
made available to all regional referral centres.
Blom, J.S. et al (1982) (Netherlands) have developed a microcomputer
based patient monitoring system for use by anaesthetists.

The system

is based on a Digital Equipment Corporation LSI-11, 16 bit
microcomputer .. It writes all calculated data to magnetic cassette
tape every five to fifteen seconds.
allowed.

Free form comment input is also

Any input on a conventional keyboard, for example, comments

or data is saved on the tape with the real time. Although the system
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can monitor up to thirty two analogue signals, at twenty millisecond

intervals, it has the facility to indicate only sixteen of these, each
on a three digit, seven segment display.

The signals are converted to

digital format using a twelve bit Analogue to Digital Converter.
system is designed to be modular and intelligent.

The

Modules can be

added to the system to perform various processing tasks on the data as
it is recorded.

After the operation the data can be taken to a second

computer on magnetic storage material and loaded into the computer
which takes thirty to forty minutes.

Further analysis can then be

carried out, graphs can be produced of various parameters -and errors

can be edited from the comments.

This particular monitoring system

has been in use several times a week since 1978.
for operations taking up to three hours.

It is used mainly

The anaesthetists only

criticism is the difficulty in entering comments on the keyboard.
A dedicated, modular system designed for use in Adult Intensive Care
Units was developed by Prakash, o. et al (1982) (Netherlands).

This

system was again based on an LSI-11 but did not rely on existing
monitoring equipment for its inputs.

It calculates values itself from

raw transducer input, therefore, its modular software is arranged so

that each module will calculate a separate physiological parameter.
The complete system is based around ten LSI-11 micros, one LSI-11 for
each of the eight ICU beds, one master remote nurSes station (which
also contains a second monitor for each patient) and the tenth LSI-11
is used as a mass data storage/processing system and is used also to
generate statistics.

Each bedside system contains a thirty two

character LED display (touch line), which is not only programmable,
but also Touch Sensitive.
the LED "touch line" only.

The system is set up for monitoring using
Instructions are given and inputs are made
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on the touch line. The standard 625 line monitors (Bed and Nursing
Station) display three to four graphs of physiological data or up to
thirty-two lines of text.

A conventional keyboard is supplied at the

nursing station for input of patient data - name, weight, sex etc.
A monitoring system developed in the Nedlands, western Australia, (OH,
TE, (1982»

uses a novel method to input data which ordinarily cannot

be monitored automatically.

This is another system based around the

LSI-11 but makes use of a twin floppy disk drive for data storage.
This novel input method is used for the input of variables such as
central venous preSsure, manometry and thermodilation cardiac output.
The device consists of an LED digital display and a potentiometer.
The potentiometer is turned until the display reads the value that has
subsequently been read from the conventional monitoring system.

There

are twelve such displays for up to twelve different physiological
parameters which cannot be monitored automatically.

Every twelve

minutes the computer scans the twelve displays and stores the values
on floppy disc.

The real time display of up to ten variables is given

numerically and graphically on the VDU and is continuously averaged
over one minute.
understand.
time.

However, this display is untidy and difficult to

Trended graphs are also available; up to three at anyone

They are selected by using a simple menu driven system.

A

useful feature of the system is its ability to alarm if certain
predetermined ranges are exceeded on anyone parameter over the past
eight minutes.
time.

The LSI only stores the data in RAM for this length of

Any offending data is marked with an asterisk and all the data

is written to disc.

Barnber P.A. (1984) looked in a very logical manner at the design of a
computer monitoring system for use in an Intensive Therapy Unit (ITU).
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Firstly he examined exactly what staff on the unit want from such a

system.

with this information he established what information they

must give in exchange.

Most of his observations seem very obvious but

may not appear so to an eager system designer who has been given the
task of designing such a system.

He points out that any alarms should

have levels of intensity, implying levels of urgency, and that they
should be accompanied by a written statement of the alarm showing its
nature clearly.

As much information as possible should·be given in

graphical form and the use of paged displays should be used in
preference to cramming lots of information onto one page (Display).
Bamber then looked at the problem of inputting free form comments and
said

The

mean~ cho~en mu~ be ea~y, Ok ea~ek, than the
convent~ona~ mean~ 06 kecokd mak~n9; Ok ~6 ~t take~ mOke
e660kt then ~ome bene6~t, e~thek 60k the Opekatok Ok
pat~ent mu~ be appakent to the pek~on entek~ng the data,
and not ju~ to tho~e u~n9 the ke~uU~.

The use of a keyboard and VDU could be off-putting to the staff so he
suggested that,

... to make th~9~ ea~~ek a ~~9ht pen co~d be u~ed to
~e~ect the kep.ey d~kecay 6kom the ~Ckeel1. When the
techno~09Y become~ ava~.eab~e, d~ect~y touch ~en~t~ve
~keen~ w~~~ 066ek an even mOke acceptab~e appkoach to
data entky 06 th~~ 60km.
Bamber's description continued and he in fact gives a fairly accurate
description (unknowingly) of the the monitoring system currently being
developed by the research group.
Dugdale, R.E. (1983) describes a purpose built dedicated ZeD based
microcomputer monitoring system for use in a neonatal unit.

system has one very clear benefit.

The

The outputs, analogue or digital,

from existing monitors can be plugged into any input socket of the
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system thus making the system much easier and quicker to use and set
up.

The system indicates trended graphs up to twenty four hours long

on the VDU and is able to print out any selected graphs on a dot
matrix printer.

Another special feature is a built-in control loop to

control partial pressure of arterial oxygen.

It makes use of a

stepper motor controlled oxygen-air blender, which operates if the
oxygen level goes out of a predetermined range (8 to 12
, kPa).

The

system has been in use for some fifteen months and has been readily
accepted by medical and nursing staff alike mainly because it involves
minimal keyboard use.

A dedicated keyboard is used and each input is

prompted by a small LCD display.

3.2

COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES

This section highlights information on attempts to produce purpose
built, although flexible, user interface devices.

It is a very new

concept and although information on conventional devices such as light
pens, mice, joysticks, and graphics tablets is in abundance, .
information on more dedicated devices is rather scarce.

International

Business Machines (IBM) however, issued a technical bulletin (Davis,
M.I., 1983) in which they describe an interactive display tablet.

The

tablet makes use of a conventional capacitive input surface and a
stylus.

It contains a small screen (15cm x 10cm) onto which an image

is projected from behind using mirrors, a liquid· crystal display and a
light source.
software.

The image can be changed using the host machine

This device was designed because they saw a need for a

second screen in certain computer aided design (CAD) applications and
their proposed system combined the second screen with the main
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capacitive input device.

They do not however, refer here to the

second screen being utilized in any way to provide soft switches 1.
Apart from the general purpose soft switches provided on
microcomputers such as the Apricot, Hewlett Packard (HP 150), and the
Data Manager, no other companies other than IBM have ventured towards
a more dedicated, (no keyboard) input device.

The remainder of this

section looks at trends towards other input devices which may form
part of the user interface.

Martin, J.M. (1981) looked at the CHORD

keyboard, which is basically a coded five key system.

The user learns

the code and is able to input text to a system using those five keys
alone.

This system is satisfactory for someone inputting vast amounts

of text who is unable to type, but is willing to learn the codes.
However, it is a good example of the type of non-user friendly device
which is least suitable for the needs of this research.

It would be

an unrealistic prerequisite for the nurse if before she could nurse
intensive care babies she had to learn a unique coding system in order
to enter her observations into the computer system.
Much interest is presently being shown in the use of ICONS in
friendly input systems.

user-

An icon is a symbol which clearly represents

a particular function within a system.

For example, the use of a

simple line drawing of a waste bin to indicate that the text should be
deleted - "thrown in the bin".

The icon would be selected by using a

mouse or joystick to move the cursor over the icon a·nd pressing a key
to initiate the process indicated by the icon.

Icons are used

extensively in CAD software and on microcomputers in word processing

Soft switch - a switch whose function can be changed by the
system software, this would normally be indicated near to the
switch on the VDU or additional strip of liquid crystal
display.
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or graphics software.

The new Apple Mackintosh makes extensive use of

icons within its word processing software package.

They are seen to

be a very important innovation so much so that Gittins, D.T (1983)
(Loughborough University) has developed an "icon-driven end user
interface to Unix."

Unix is an operating system used in the Digital

Equipment Corporation: VAX-11/750 computer.

This version makes use of

high-resolution colour graphics, and each icon is selected by
manipulating the cursor using the cursor control keys.

This

particular system uses icons which only computer experts would
understand.
Jones, M.R. (1984) (Loughborough University) looked at the use of
icons in complex search tasks.

She was interested in which system

would prove to be easier for selecting a specific file from a grouped
set:

an icon-based system or a conventional system with typed labels.

Her system was intended for use on a computer system, but was in fact
carried out using a paper-based system.

She made use of compound

icons, each icon was made up from three component parts: (i) the
external shape represented the file name ego Square: Travel, 'Circle:
Sales; (ii) the file type was represented by a small pictogram ego
line drawing of the back of an envelope: Mail, line drawing of a note
pad: Notes; (iii) the background colour of the icon represented the
security classification eg: White: Unrestricted, Pale green: Personal.
She carried out various tests on both systems and her data showed that
the use of icons was a superior system to conventional labelling.
explained this in terms of the power of the image memory and image
processing capabilities of the human brain.

Icons are easily and

quickly learned, possibly better than their lexical equivalents.
There still exists however, the argument that the use of many
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She

different icons could be defeating the object as it means learning a
new language albeit pictorial.
Most of the devices covered above are designed to be used on or with a
conventional Visual Display Unit (VDU). However, thoughts are moving
towards the use of a second screen/input device. Examples of such a
screen could be another VDU, DC Plasma Panel Display or a Liquid
Crystal Display (LCD).

Plasma Panels (Bindra, A.K. (1984»

present an

image very similar in appearance to a VDU, although usually orange and
only monochrome.

The advantage of a plasma panel is that its total

thickness is less than forty millimetres.

However, it has several

disadvantages in that it requires a high DC voltage supply and its
cost is usually higher than a conventional VDU.

They are used, for

example, in military equipment where space is of prime importance.
The other alternative was to use an LCD panel with lower power
consumption, the same price range as a conventional VDU and medium

resolution.

Display Devices (1984) discussed various new LCD panels

entering the market.

It covered a range of manufacturers already

producing Dot Matrix LCD Panels capable of displaying 80 characters by
16 lines (480 x 128 pixels for graphics).
examples of such companies.

Matsushita and Hitachi are

The article predicted that Toshiba and

Epson would have displays capable of displaying 80 characters by 25
lines by mid 1984.

In fact less than a year after the article was

published these displays were used in microcomputers such as the Epson
Portable and Data Manager Portable.

Colour LCDs were also predicted but the manufacturers are not yet
ready to mass produce large area coiour LCD panels.

Tectronix are,

however, developing a high-resolution colour display that combines the
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use of CRT and LCD technology.

They claim that the displays will

match the resolution of typical monochrome display but in colour.

The

CRT generates the image and the LCD panel is used as a colour switch
to give a field-sequential colour display.

The outcome should be a

cheap, high resolution, colour display.
In January 1985, Epson launched a new integrated circuit which is not
only a Dot Matrix LCD panel driver, but also converts a standard VDU

output from a microcomputer into an understandable form for the LCD
panel.

This has had a great impact on the LCD Panel industry as it

means that LCD panels with this IC can be used as a direct replacement
for conventional VDUs.

It also, more importantly, makes the whole

process of introducing an LCD panel input/output device much more
straightforward for this research.

The ICs are currently available

2
from Norbain Displays Limited .
The following input systems (Strobie and Moody,- (1984» may be viable
for inclusion in the system over the next few years.
NORMAL speech input.

The first is

Although companies such as Apricot have launched

Personal Computers (PCs) that allow speech input, the actual input is
very restricted.

The system software has to be trained to understand

specific speech patterns.

One may for example, have to train it ten

to twenty times for each word to enable it to recognize that word
ninety percent of the time.
five hundred word's.

A typical vocabulary would be fifty to

The larger the vocabulary the larger the

computing power required.

Unfortunately one is still talking to the

computer like a machine.

The facility to enter free form comments by

speech, i.e. "normal speech" is still probably ten years away.

2

Norbain Displays Ltd, Norbain House, Boulton Road, Reading,
Berkshire. RG2 OLT.
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The

speech system reviewed by Strobie (1984) was the Texas Instruments
Speech Command System (TI SCS).

This represents approximately £1300

worth of hardware plus the price of a 16 bit microcomputer with twin
floppy disk drives and 256K of Random Access Memory.
The second type of input device is free-form handwritten input.
input is made using a magnetic stylus on a sensitive pad.

The

The system

software compares the input it receives to tables to find the

corresponding letter, subsequently the input process is quite slow.
The devices are intended to enable data to be entered into data bases.
Pre-printed forms may be used as overlays for the system.

But this

seems to be a non-starter for our system as it requires a great deal

of computing power for the inputs alone.

It is not one hundred

percent accurate and re-entries have to be made.

It is relatively

slow and a suitably sized hand writing recognition device of this kind
would cost between £1000 to £2000.

3.3

HUMAN FACTORS AND BUSAT MEMORANDllMS

HUSAT (Human Sciences and Advanced Technology Research Centre) have
published many papers (memos) on various human factors involved in
computer system design.

The title of one such paper (Damodaran, L.

1981) sums up their approach quite succinctly:
system designer".

"the end user as a

Damodaran is not only saying that when designing a

system one should start with the form of the output and work
backwards, but one should also include the user's ideas, in the system
design.

He should be made to feel that his ideas are tested if not

actually used in the development of the system.

The research group,

is trying to adopt this approach by interviewing doctors and nurses to
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see what they require from the system and subsequently modify our
ideas to suit.

The system being designed is essentially intended for use by naive
computer users (doctors and nurses).

Eason, K.D. (1974) discusses the

naive user and says that they can be split into three groups, each of
whom require to do different things with a system.
specifically to office staff.

He refers

The three groups are: (i) clerical

users who require to do routine/repetitive, well-defined tasks on the
computer; (ii) management users who require pre-defined outputs only
and, (iii) specialists who wish to do input/output manipulation of
data on files.

In our system, Sisters/Nurses = Clerical Users,

Doctors = Management and a Local Expert (probably an interested
Consultant)

= Specialist.

In any system design and implementation the users need continued
support throughout the development.

There should be pre-use support

given, as an introduction to the system that is being developed, with
opportunities for opinions and feelings to be shown from any
interested persons.

Then support during the design stages, giving

interested persons the chance to comment, offer ideas and of course,

implementing these and possibly changing the design if thought
appropriate.

Lastly, post implementation support is required again

taking note of comments, and carrying out more redesign and
redevelopment.

This all leads to the possible introduction of a

Liaison Officer (Eason, K 1984) who is a member of the staff who can
report back on the real feeling of the rest of the staff towards the
system.

He can also be someone to whom the staff with system-based

problems can turn but he will not be the recognized Local Expert.
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Turning to the more practical human factors design considerations,

Davis, E.G. (1983) discusses three types of graphical presentation:
static (bar/pie charts); dynamic (monitoring graphs), and interactive
(requiring human interaction).

He says that whatever type of

presentation is used, careful consideration should be given to the
layout, colour, and amount of text shown on the screen.

Davis says no

more than eleven colours should be used at anyone time, and no more
than nine items should ever appear in any main menu situation.

In

discussing various types of user interfaces Schneiderman, B. (1980)
[cited in paxton, A.L. (1984») refers to a menu driven system as
having obvious advantages for the naive user in that the users will
generally require minimal or no training.

He states that an effective

menu driven system needs to provide the user with the following:

(I)

the

ab~~~ty

to

ea~~y ex~t 6~om

(2)

the

ab~~ty

to

~et~n

(3)

the

ab~Uty

to

acce~~ he~p 6~ame~.

to

the menu

p~ev~o~ men~i

~equencei

and

When discussing input devices for interactive graphics systems,
Ritchie, G.J. (1975) clearly identifies the following five criteria to
judge the effectiveness of an input device:

(a)

It

mu~

be Mmp~e and nat~a~
ope~to~ t~a~~g.

~~tt~e O~

no

(b)

~te~6ace
Mmp~e.

~o~d

(c) 3
co~e

The

be

between

to

u~e, ~equ~~g

~put dev~ce

and

compute~

Suppo~t ~06twa~e m~t be m~n~~zed ~o that max~um
~o~age may be ded~cated to d~p£ruJ cont~o~.

(d)
The dev~ce and ~t~ ~te~6ace ~ho~d be ~nexpen~ve,
ve~~t~e and capab~e
~te~ct~on w~th d~66e~ent t~pe~
06 d~pfuy.

06

3

Core - refers to the magnetic cores used to store information
in computer memory of the past. The modern equivalent would
be silicon based Random Access Memory (RAM).
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(e)

The

p~ov~~~on

06

ha~d

copy

o~

the 6ac~l~ty 06 touch
may be con.Mde.~ed

~tvw.ct~on w~thout a ~pe.c~a.e MYfu~
e~~ent~.e to the u~e~ .Mtuat~on.

Although Ritchie is clearly discussing hardware criteria they appear
to be very real requirements of the user interface as whole -

hardware, software and graphic presentation.
The research here is concerned to a large extent with providing a
method of communication with a computer system.

The majority of the

users will be naive or novice computer users and Paxton, A.L. (1984)
discusses in detail the human factors involved in the design of
systems for such users.

Modern microcomputers have their own command

system which enable the user to manipulate data files and program
files.

Generally known as the operating system, it is a very powerful

tool which can have disastrous effects on data files if used
incorrectly.

Stewart, T.F. (1976) [cited in Paxton, A.L. (1984)]

explained that the most effective man-computer interaction occurs when
the user is protected by the software interface from the computer's
operating system.

Any computer system that is designed for continual

or regular use by naive users will eventually become easier to use to
such an extent that some users may feel frustrated in the use of the
system as they become more and more expert in its abilities and
functions.

Eason, K.D. (1981) and Schneiderman, B. (1980) [both cited

in Paxton, A.L. (1984)] feel that such systems should have the
facility to be operated from different levels of user competence, not
only in terms of flexible input systems - with appropriate levels of
explanation given on input screens - but also a structured system of
HELP facilities.

It is suggested by Schneiderman, B. (1980) that the

user would control how much error (HELP) information he received by
the use of commands relating to the detail of the error information
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required.

The system would then be useful to novice and expert user

alike.
With the steady increase in the use of VDUs in the mid seventies to
the rapid uptake of micro computer systems in the early eighties,
there has been much concern about VDU related health hazards.

Several

major conferences around the world have taken place to discuss these
emotive issues, and the key findings of some of these are discussed.
The three main areas of concern were skin rashes, visual defects, and

damage to the babies of pregnant VDU operators.
Many of the suspected VDU related health hazards were thought to be
caused by radiation emissions from the VDU.

Cox (1984) reported that

although several studies on radiation emission had been done around
the world, many of them were suspect in terms of their completeness.
The survey, headed by Cox, thoroughly examined all VDUs manufactured
or marketed in the UK.

The survey was conducted for the Health and

Safety Executive and as such a strict test protocol was published.
All measurements were taken at the screen surface with the brilliance
and contrast controls adjusted to their maximum for a readable
display.

The results showed that although taken in extreme conditions

the radiation emissions were still much less than the limits for
continuous occupational exposure as given in many international

standards.

The conclusion was that the radiation normally emitted

from a VDU does not pose a hazard to operators.

Skin disorders and facial rashes among VDU operators have also been
attributed to the prolonged use of the VDU.

However, Tjonn (1984)

when studying such a claim, diagnosed the facial rashes as an
occupational contact dermatitis.

The cause was a build up in
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electrical potential difference between the VDU and the operator.

The

result being sub micron dust particles precipitating on the skin of
the operator due to the difference in potential between the VDU and
operator.

To overcome this Tjonn (1984) suggested that the monitor

manufacturers should earth the monitor cases.

The employers should

also ensure that anti-static carpeting and surfaces should be adopted
in the working environment of the VDU operators.

It should be noted

that facial rashes of the kind described above cannot be entirely
attributed to the use of VDUs.
One of the papers presented at a conference in 1983 entitled "Video,
displays, work and vision" discussed the possibility of cataracts
(opacities of the lens of the eye) being caused by prolonged exposure
to VDUs.

The author explained that the causes of most cases of

cataracts are just not known.

As many as 25 per cent of normal people

may suffer from either congenital or developmental opacities that do
not effect vision.

However, exposure to high levels of ionizing

microwave radiation is known to cause cataracts, as is exposure to

very high levels of ultraviolet radiation.

Studies of both animals

and humans have shown that the levels of radiation required to cause
cataracts are thousands to millions of times greater than those
emitted from a VDU. (Cox 1984).

This was substantiated earlier in

this text.

Possibly the most emotive potential health hazard related to VDU
operation is adverse pregnancy outcome and spontaneous abortion.

women continue to work well into their pregnancy.

Many

It is therefore

important that a statement of risk is made by the authorities to help
lessen or potentially remove the anxiety associated with this kind of
health hazard.

McDcnald (1987) investigated this problem.
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She

interviewed more than fifty thousand women immediately after
pregnancy, and a further four thousand women who had just been treated
for spontaneous abortion.

More than seventeen thousand of these women

were employed full time in a job which required them to use a VDU a
substantial amount of the time.

Her investigation revealed that the

use of a VDU during pregnancy does not increase the rise of congenital
defects.

However, there was insufficient evidence to reject the

thoughts that prolonged VDU use may effect spontaneous abortion.
This chapter has outlined three main areas of information review.

The

first area "Computers in Medicine and Neonatal Intensive Care" showed

that the majority of work in this area has made almost exclusive use
of mini computers, with only one exception which used a purpose
designed ZBO microcomputer based system.

Monitoring of the type

investigated by this research group has not been commonplace and the
majority of this section discussed monitoring systems for use in Adult
Intensive Care Units and for operating theatre use.

The second area

"Computer systems and user interfaces" took a more general look at the

state of the art in terms of purpose built user interface devices.
Voice Input/Output free form handwritten input, specialist LCD screens
were some of the interface devices examined.

Included in this section

was also a discussion of two articles on the use of icons in complex

.search tasks and a user interface for the UNIX computer operating
system.

The final section looked at "Human factors and HUSAT

memorandums" which illustrated possibly the most important philosophy

to be used throughout this research, that is to use the· "end user asa
system designer".

Other points identified here were the groupings of

staff in terms of their requirements of computer system and the
ability of the systems to accommodate experienced users and naive
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~sers

alike.

OtheI·more basic Human Factors were also discussed in

terms of screen layout use of colour and different methods of user
interaction.

The potential health hazards relating to the use of VDUs

were discussed in detail - but fortunately none could be proved to be
a significant hazard.

The following chapter takes a much wider look

at the range of user interface devices available for use in the
research.
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CHAPTER 4

:

INITIAL SELECTION OF USER INTERFACE DEVICES

In order to design a computer system which is user-friendly, suitable
user interface hardware had to be selected.

Due to economic and time

constraints, particularly the time available for intensive care staff
to participate, only a small number of devices could be trialed.

The

list below indicates the range of devices that were available at the
I

begining of the research that could be used to aid communication with
computer systems:
1.

QWERTY keyboard & function keys

2. Alpha keyboard & function keys

3.

System dedicated keyboard

5.

Touch sensitive tablet

6. Light Pen

7.

Joystick

8. Tracker ball

9.

Mouse

. 4. Touch screen (three types)

10. Graphics tablet

11. Hand writing input device

12. Voice recognition

This chapter describes each device briefly and outlines the arguments
for and against using each device in a Neonatal unit, illustrating why
particular devices were selected for inclusion in the structured
interviews.

Due to the speed of present day technological

advancements the devices mentioned below are not only likely to have
become cheaper in price during the course of the research, but the
function and availability of many of them will also have been
improved.

To give a concise description of the devices, three pieces

of information are given at the start of the discussion of each
device.

These represent the estimated cost for such a device in 1985,

the physical size of the device (Length· Width • Height), and the
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requirement of working surface space for its satisfactory use (Length
* width).

All of the dimensions are given in millimetres.

4. 1

THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF EACH DEVICE

4.1.1

QWERTY KEYBOARD WITH FUNCTION KEYS

Cost: £ 160
Size: 450*150*50
Working surface area regd.:

500*230

The conventional computer keyboard is based largely on the standard
QWERTY typewriter keyboard.

"QWERTY" refers to the l.et ters of the

first five keys on the second row of the typewriter keyboard.

The

majority of the latest computer keyboards also have a number of
additional keys: a numeric, calculator. type, key pad (12 keys), and a
set of approximately ten special function keys not found on
typewriters (Figure 4.1.1a).
has over eighty keys.

The modern computer keyboard typically

The function keys are used to instigate

special procedures within the computer system which are most often
used~

They are commonly used to select choices from a menu given on

the screen usually with a single key press.

If the system is used by

trained typists or at least keyboard literate users then it could be
argued that the computer keyboard may be regarded as an ideal device
due to its similarity to a conventional typewriter keyboard.

It also

has the advantage that once QWERTY keyboard skills have been mastered,
the skills are easily transferable to other QWERTY keyboard systems.
For the naive (Eason, KD. (1974}) user not only is the sheer quantity
of keys on the keyboard confusing but there are also problems with the
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seemingly illogical arrangement of the keys.

The quantity and

arrangement of keys increases frustration, length of input time and
the chance of users making input errors.

It also increases the

data/key vetting' problems associated with the system software itself.
Mechanical keyboards or any other device that requires a horizontal
surface on which to be used effectively are fraught with problems.
Vacant surfaces of this kind are not generally available in intensive
care nurseries which are usually cramped with equipment, incubators,

ventilators and stores of medical aids.

Figure 4.1.1a

Modern computer QWERTY keyboard

-------------------,

Data/key vetting - a term used to describe the process of
examining every key-press made by the user in order to
disregard those that are not acceptable or may cause
unrecoverable system errors if accepted.
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4.1.2
Cost:
Size:

ALPHABETICAL KEYBOARD WITH FUNCTION KEYS
£180
450*180*50

Working surface area recd.:

500*230

The alphabetical keyboard is not a common device but certainly appears
to be a more friendly device for the naive user.

The keys are

arranged in the order of the alphabet (from A to Z) on four or five
rows.

Several function keys and a numeric pad are also generally

provided.

These keyboards are currently in use on control panels of

machine tools (Figure 4.1.2a).

The opposition to these devices comes

from users who are already familiar with the QWERTY keyboard because
they have been trained to use the accepted standard keyboard

a~d

an

arrangement of this kind will be very frustrating for them to use.

Figure 4.1.2a

Alphabetical keyboard in use on a machine tool
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4.1.3
Cost:
Size:

SYSTEM DEDICATED KEYBOARDS
£200+
Dependent on design
Dependent on design

Working surface area regd.:

This style of keyboard takes the form of groups of keys, possibly with
group identification, but certainly with an identification legend on
the top of each key all situated on a single base.

To select a

function, routine or procedure within the system the appropriate
button or-buttons are selected.

For example, five of the keys for the

monitoring system might read: START monitoring; PRINT GRAPHS ON PAPER;
PRINT GRAPHS ON SCREEN; SET UP NEW BABY

or CALCULATE DRUG DOSE.

This

keyboard is very easy to use on a system where the user needs to
repeat a specified pattern of functions.

An

example where this type

of keyboard would be well suited would be on the control console of an
_automated process control system such as one found in a-chemical
plant, for example. (Fig 4.1.3a).

The user here is required to

investigate the process state of various parts of the plant.
be done by simply pressing the appropriate keys.

This can

Unfortunately,

although-this method would be ideal for use in a stressful intensive
care situation, the monitoring/management system proposed is far too
complex in structure to allow the use of a dedicated keyboard.

The

system proposed is very likely to have eight to ten MAIN menus, plus
their sub menus.

A dedicated keyboard to accommodate this type of

structure would be very large and possibly confusing to the user.
There would also be a modest amount of numeric and textual data to
I

I

enter and there is no facility for this on such a keyboard.
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Figure 4.1.3a :
control console

4.1.4

Typical dedicated keyboard used within a process

TOUCH SCREEN

To provide a touch screen· facility a conventional monitor normally has
a touch screen device added to it.

There are three types of touch

screen generally available:
(i)

RESISTIVE FILM TYPE:

Cost: £1000
Size: To fit monitor
Working surface area regd.:

N/A

This is a clear plastic film which has a fine grid of conductors on
its surface.

When the screen is touched two adjacent pads on the grid

are joined and the X,Y coordinates can be electronically determined.
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(ii)

CAPACITIVE FILl1 TYPE:

Cost: £1000
Size: To fit monitor
Working surface area regd.:

N/A

This is a clear plastic film which has the wire (or metal film) grid
embedded in the plastic.

When the screen is touched the X,Y position

can be determined by electronically measuring the change in the
capacitance value.

(iii)

INFRA RED MATRIX:

Cost: £250
Size: To fit monitor
Working surface area regd.:

N/A

This screen is not strictly sensitive to touch but is sensitive to

infra red beams being broken and this gives the impression that the
screen is sensitive to the pointers' proximity to the screen surface.

It is composed of a set of infra red emitters and infra red detectors
which are situated opposite each other on both axes.
may be twelve to twenty such devices on each axis.

Typically there
When the finger

breaks the infra red beams of light the X,Y coordinate can be
determined (see Fig 4.1.4a and Fig 4.1.4b).
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Figure 4.1.4a

Figure 4.1.4b

Infra red add-on touch screen - by Microvitec

:

Infra red integral touch screen - by Hewlett Packard·

The display on the monitor requires the user to touch the screen at an
appropriate point to instigate an input.

For example, a selection

from a menu would require the user to touch that selection.

The main

feature of this system is that the meaning of a particular area of the
screen changes as the software requires it to.
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System. design can be

very flexible and can be refined and changed without a financial
outlay on new hardware.

The use of colour and flashing areas of the

screen can be used to draw attention to various sensitive areas of the
screen.

This function is not readily available in other more

dedicated input devices.
Unfortunately unless two monitors are used at each cot-side then the
monitoring display may be lost from the screen whilst data input is
made.

This does, however, depend on how much screen space is required

for data input.

The monitor would also have to be positioned in reach

of nurses, tall and short, and would have to be cleaned regularly to
remOve finger marks and possible bacteria.

4.1.5

TOUCH SENSITIVE TABLET

Cost: £200
Size: 300*300*30
Working surface area reqd.:

350*350

The touch sensitive tablet functions in a similar way to the first two
types of touch screen and has similar advantages and disadvantages to
the dedicated keyboard.

The description of the "keys" are likely to

be silk screen printed onto the tablet surface and as a result may be
a slightly more stylish/practical arrangement compared to the
dedicated keyboard.

This device may be made more useful by

incorporating a QWERTY or Alphabetical keyboard within its design,
enabling the input of free form text.

It is likely that such a device

will be physically larger than a conventional keyboard depending on
the complexity of the system it is designed for.

Again this device

was considered inappropriate for this application due to its
inflexibility once installed and its probable size.

..... ...,-.
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4. 1 . 6

LIGHT PEN

Cost: £50-£ 100
Size: 130'10 dia.
Working surface area regd.:

N/A

This device is so called because of its "pen-like
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appearance and it

appears to operate in association with light areas on the computer

monitor.

In fact the light pen when pointed at the monitor responds

to the screen "Raster" as it passes the optical sensor in the end of

the pen.

In simple terms a Raster Scan Monitor produces its display

by continuously drawing and redrawing every screen line by line. The
Raster Scan starts at the top left corner of the monitor, travelling
in a "Z" type fashion covering several hundred horizontal lines in its

path, to the bottom right corner of the monitor. This system is
accurately timed and very fast.

The software "knows" the exact

position of the light pen by measuring the time it takes for the
Raster to be detected by the light pen from the time it leaves the top
left hand corner of the monitor.

To instigate input a push button

switch is usually pressed either with the finger on the side of the
light pen, or the tip of the pen may include a switch which is pressed
by pushing the pen onto the monitor surface.
The light pen has similar advantages as the touch screen in terms of
screen presentations and selection from menu lists.

However

Sanders,M.S.(1987) refers to both touch screens and light pens as
being fatiguing to use for long periods, due to holding the arm up at
the screen.
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4.1.7

JOYSTICK

Cost: £20 - £50
Size: 50*50*100
Working surface area regd.:

90*90

The joystick may be a hand held device or may be mounted as part of
the main hardware of the system

(see Fig 4.1.7a).

It is used by

moving the joy stick forward, backward, left and right which in turn
moves the cursor uPJ down, left and right on the monitor display_

The

joystick operates by moving two potentiometers mounted at right angles
to each other.

A voltage is applied to the potentiometers and the

resulting voltage output can be converted into digital form by using
an analogue to digital converter.

The digital information is

processed in the computer software and scaled to give appropriate X,Y
coordinates on the display.
The joystick screen presentations are likely to be similar to those
for the touch screen.

Input to the system"will be made by positioning

the cursor (pointer) in the correct position and instigating input by
using a "fire" button.

This device may appear to be difficult to

manipulate but is used in certain industrial applications - usually to
control the movement of equipment.

It is also used in computer games

and as a result many users may already be familiar with its operation.
unfortunately numeric or textual information may be difficult or at
least slow to input.
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Figure 4.1.7a

4.1.8

:

Joystick

TRACKER BALL

Cost: £75
Size: 190*110*70
Working surface area regd.:

230*150

Figure 4.1.8a shows a tracker ball which is also commonly used in
military applications and early computer games.

Physically it is a

large ball approximately sixty millimetres in diameter supported in a
truncated spherical socket exposing the top one third of the ball for
use.

In contact with the ball are two shafts which are positioned at

right angles to each other and have an optical encoder on one end.
The pulses from the encoders can be counted by the computer software,
hence the X,Y coordinates can be calculated. The cursor or pointer is
moved around the screen by rolling the ball in its socket.

Again

similar screen presentations as those used for the touch screen would

be used.
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One of the prime advantages of this device, as with the joystick, is
its small size and portability essential when intended for use in the
intensive care environment where space for additional computer

equipment is not readily available or desirable.

Figure 4. 1 . Ba

4.1.9

:

Tracker Ball - by Marconi

MOUSE

Cost: £90
Size: 100*60*40
Working surface area regd.:

200*200

A Mouse is a small hand held device measuring no more than 100mm'x
60mm x 40mm and is in effect an up turned tracker ball.

The ball in

this case is approximately 25mm in diameter and as the mouse is pushed
across the table the ball rolls within its socket.

The mouse contains

two miniature shaft encoders (similar to the tracker ball) and is
generally used to mOve the cursor around the screen.

This device is

now very popular for use with microcomputer based word processors,

spread sheets, and databases as there is a straightforward
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relationship between the movement of the mouse and the screen cursor.

The mouse normally has two or three buttons which can be used to
instigate certain functions.

The main objection to this device for

use in Neonatal intensive care was the lack of clear horizontal

surfaces on which to use it.

A typical mouse is shown in figure

4. 1. 9a.

Figure 4.1.9a

4.1.10

Mouse

by Research Machines Limited

GRAPHICS TABLET

Cost: £500+
Size: 300*300*25
Working surface area regd.:

350*350

This is a flat tablet approximately three hundred millimetres square
which is electrically excited.

A variety of methods have been used to

excite tablets including: a sine wave on the X and Y axis which are
ninety degrees out of phase with each other; alternate DC excitation
of each axis; digital coding of up to 1024 separate wires on each
axis, and multi layer tablet techniques.
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In all cases a stylus is

used on the tablet which will generally be inductively or capacitively
coupled to the tablet.

The combined output from the stylus and the

tablet indicates the X,Y coordinates selected.

This device is very

expensive due to its construction and the high level of sophistication
involved in connecting it to the computer.

They are extremely precise

and are used extensively as an input devices in computer aided design
systems

(see fig. 4.1.10a).

If a graphics tablet were to implemented in the monitoring system it
is likely that a number of printed overlays would be provided which
contained menus and possibly a keyboard representation to allow free
form text input.

The appropriate overlay would be selected for the

type of input required.

A selection is made using a Cross Hair X,Y

cursor and the enter button provided.

This system may prove to be

tedious to use in terms of selecting overlays and it also means that
to change part of the system software or extend it would incur a
modification to an overlay or the production of a new one.

This

device clearly requires a large flat surface on which it can be used
and is a highly expensive device for this application in return for
its limited flexibility.
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Figure 4.1.10a

4.1.11

:

Conventional graphics tablet and stylus

HAND WRITING INPUT DEVICE

Cost: £9'00+
Size: Dependent on design
Working surface area regd.:

Dependent on design

Strobie and Moody (1984) discussed the concept of hand written input
to a microcomputer.

The device used is very similar in operation and

appearance to a graphics tablet.

The written input is analysed

character by character and compared to tables in order to identify the
character.

This method is currently quite slow and unfortunately is

more suited to completing forms than entering free form text
fig. 4.1.11a).

(see

It may however have uses within the system if there

was a case to accept hand written input that the computer did not
necessarily have to "understand" but merely replicate should the need
arise.

An example of this would be a persons signature at the end of

a typed comment.
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Figure 4.1.11a

4. 1. 12

:

Hand writing input device

VOICE RECOGNITION

Cost: f 1 000+
Size: N/A
Working surface area regd.:

N/A

A voice recognition system enables the computer to accept input from
the spoken word.

Input is made using a microphone whose analogue

output is converted into digital format using a high speed analogue to
digital converter.

The computer software can then analyse the digital

patterns by comparing them to tables of data it has in its memory.
Unfortunately, due to the complexity of such a system the computer
processing currently appears slow and the vocabulary available is
quite small.

As the vocabulary is small, clearly the computer could

only "understand" a limited amount of speech.

Each per.sonls version

of a spoken word will differ, as will their version of the same word
when they have a cold or sore throat.

All of these permutations would

have to be "programmed" into the speech system for each word and for
each potential user.

This causes immense management pr?blems leaving
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aside the increased speed and memory requirements of the computer

itself.

There is, therefore, still much more development to be

carried out in this area before such a device will become readily
acceptable for

4.2

NO~AL

speech input.

SELECTION OF DEVICES FOR STRUCTllRED INTERVIEWS

As a result of studying the advantages and disadvantages of each
device given above four input devices were considered desirable to
offer in the structured interviews:

(i)

a conventional QWERTY Computer Keyboard;

(ii)

a Light Pen;

(iii) a Touch Screen and
(iv)

a Mouse

For convenience during the interviews the latter three devices were
known collectively as POINTING devices.

At this stage the .use of

particular devices was still very hypothetical and it was considered
likely that the final choice of devices to be practically trialed
could in fact differ from those offered for inclusion in the
structured interviews.

This chapter has detailed twelve user interface devices that were
available in the latter part of 1984.

Some of the devices were

rejected purely on cost grounds, but many of them were rejected due to
their lack of suitability for what was seen as their potential role at

this early stage in the research.

During the following· eighteen

months many improvements were made in the design and manufacturing
techniques used in the production of these devices.

Some costs have

been reduced, making for example memory integrated circuits available
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much cheaper than ever before.

!>licroprocessors have been de.sigTied to

operate at much faster speeds with all their associated implications.
However using the four devices detailed above and taking into
consideration that it is only possible to practically trial devices

that are available and economically justifiable, the following chapter
aims to further justify the devices chosen at this stage for use in
the main trials.
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5

:

PRE-PILOT STUDY - STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

One of the main aims at the commencement of the research was to
ascertain exactly what types of information should be input into the
new system, and what form the outputs should take.

There are two

types of input to the computer required from staff: (i) structured
selective input and (ii) free form text input.
Structured selective input implies that a selection is made from a
list of choices, and the list forms part of a structured input system,
for example, to complete a data base of information.

Examples of this

type of data base would be patient history data, drugs data, or fluid
balance data.
The free form text input implies for example entering observational
comments which by their very nature may be original text each time.
A formal investigation was carried out with the Neonatal Unit staff to
ascertain the most appropriate input device for each of the two types
of input.

The following methods of investigation were available: (i)

formal written questionnaire, (ii) group discussions, (iii) informal
discussions at the cot-side (iv) a structured interview.

5.0.1

FORMAL QUESTIONNAIRE ?

To use a formal questionnaire would be problematic.

Firstly, time has

to be set aside for the staff to complete such a task, and secondly
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the YES/NO or multiple choice type of answers available from such
questionnaires would not give the quantity and variety of information

that may be available by using an interview technique.

The other main

problem with a formal questionnaire of this type is that a large
written description of a possible computer system would be required
which would not only be time consuming to read but may be open to
misunderstanding.

5.0.2

GROUP DISCUSSIONS ?

Ian Galer of the Human Sciences Department, Loughborough University of
Technology, suggested that holding a small, six person group
discussion about the various types of input would produce a vast
amount of useful information.

He suggested that it should ideally be

video-recorded or at least tape-recorded.

This idea, however, had to

be discarded because (a) it would be exceptionally difficult to get
such a group of people together at anyone time during working hours
in a neonatal unit due to the strict allocation of duties and high
staff:patient ratio required, and (b) a very experienced interviewer
would be required to chair such discussions to enable maximum benefit
to be gained from the time available.

5.0.3

INFORMAL DISCUSSIONS ?

Originally the most preferred method was to have a relatively informal
discussion with each nurse whilst she was working at the cot side.
Unfortunately, it soon became apparent whilst observing 'the day-to-day
life within the unit that this would be impossible.
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The units are

cramped with equipment and staff without introducing extra activity.
It is also difficult to carry out meaningful conversations with nurses

who are constantly engaged in performing important tasks often in
urgent and stressful situations.

This type of distraction may also be

potentially dangerous to the neonate who may be neglected if his nurse
converses for any length of time with the researcher.

5.0.4

STRUCTURED

I~~ERVIEWS

?

The concept of a structured interview was finally selected as the most
suitable method of obtaining the views of the Neonatal staff.
Structured interviews combined the vast amount of extra information

available from a semi informal discussion with the structure of a
questionnaire, ensuring that the same data was obtained from each

subject.

It was also beneficial to the subject in that to enable them

to understand parts of the computer system different explanations
could be given until the concept was understood.

Members of staff

would be interviewed on their own, using a relaxed interview technique

which would be tape-recorded with the subject's permission.
The interview took the form of a basic description of,a new
monitoring/data base system, showing the subject two sets of specially
prepared cards which demonstrated the two possible input methods
(POINTING and conventional KEYBOARD).

The overall aim was to

encourage them to offer a preference for one of the input methods and
in so doing accumule their views of the proposed system, which could be
used later in modifying and developing system design ideas.
general structured approach to the interview is given below.
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The

The structured approach was adhered to to enable the answers to be
obtained in an ordered fashion so that the resulting tape recordings
could be listened to and the data entered into a computer based
database for analysis.

T'his technique enabled the researcher to

ensure that all the main questions had been answered, and also allowed
other opinions to be expressed by members of the research group.

5. 1

THE STRUCTORE OF THE INTERVIEWS

Throughout the interview the subject was positively encouraged to ask
questions, make suggestions or make criticisms about the suggested
systems.

This was a very powerful way to accumulate further

information and ideas useful in further design development.

The

interview commenced with an introduction to the concept of computer

monitoring.

This was approached at various levels depending on how

familiar the subject was with the concept.

It was explained that

modern microcomputers were very powerful, and were capable of

performing many other functions alongside the continuous monitoring.
The object here was to get the subject to suggest possible other tasks
they thought the computer may be able to help them with.

After the

subject had either made some suggestions or indicated they had no
idea, they were given a list of the type of things it was expected the
system would do: DRUGS CALCULATIONS, FLUID BALANCE, SODIUM BALANCE,
ACCEPT FREE FORM COMMENTS, and construct a BABY DATA BASE.
The explanation went on to say that these facilities could utilize two
types of input: (i) structured selective input and (ii) free form text
input (as discussed earlier) and that the researcher was particularly
interested in how this information was to be entered into the
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computer.

It was explained that they were going to be shown two

completely different ways of entering this information and that at the
end of the interview they would be asked to state which they
preferred.
The subject was shown the interview cards (see Appendix I).

The

KEYBOARD system was shown first and then the POINTING SYSTEM.

This

order was reversed with alternate subjects to cancel out any implied
bias.

An explanation was given of the inputs they would be expected

to make and how it would be done.

On the Keyboard system a modern

computer QWERTY keyboard with special FUNCTION KEYS was described and
that as far as possible these would be used for inputs to the system.
The typewriter section of the keyboard would be used only for free
form comments input.

Whilst describing the Pointing system the

subject was told that there would be no keyboard and that they would
point to their choice from a list on the screen.

At the end of the

interview the subject was asked to indicate which of the three
pointing devices (Mouse, Finger or Light Pen), they thought was most
appropriate.
Earlier, two types of input were identified and these were discussed
during the structured interviews.

The two parts of the system used to

demonstrate the two types of input were a Drugs Selection System
(structured selective input) and a general baby observation system
(free form text input).

At various stages throughout the interview

the subject was asked quite clearly to say what they thought about a
particular feature of each system. With reference to Appendix 11 it
can clearly be seen when these views were requested.
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5.1.1
N.B.

DRUG SELECTION SYSTEM
A similar procedure was used for POINTING and KEYBOARD.

The cards first simulated a monitoring screen, and then by making the
appropriate input one left the monitoring screen and started the
selection of a drug.

Subsequently a list of five drug groups was

given, and a selection was made by hitting the correct key on the
KEYBOARD or by POINTING to the coloured box appropriate to that drug
group on the screen.

The actual drug is selected from a subsequent

list, and then a Route and Standard Preparation is selected in the
same manner.

In return for these inputs the VDU (cards) offer a

confirmation of the data entered.

If this is confirmed the actual

DOSE to be used is given on the VDU (cards).

5.1. 2

COMMENTS INPUT

POINTING:

Again an input is made to "leave" the monitoring screen and

go to the comments screen.

The construction of the comment is made by

pointing to a combination of Key Phrases, Key Words and original words
made up on the "screen keyboard".
one time.

Several comments can be made at any

Selection of "End Comments" ends the comments input and the

system returns to the monitoring system.
KEYBOARD:

The monitoring screen is again left, a selection is made

from the main menu and a comments screen is displayed.

On this system

the keyboard is used only as a typewriter and the comment is entered
character by character.

RETURN is pressed at the end of each comment

and ENTER at the end of all· the comments.

The system then

automatically returns to the monitoring screen.
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When the subject indicates a preference for one or the other methods
of input, having seen both, the interview is complete. However, if the

subject selected POINTING then they are asked to give a preference for
one of the three pointing devices.

A general discussion then followed

concerning areas such as monitoring, computers, and light pens,

depending on'what the subject showed a particular interest in learning
more about.

5.2

RESULTS OF STRUCTDRED INTERVIEWS

From a total of thirty-five subjects approximately equal numbers were
interviewed at two different hospitals.

There was a large majority of

nursing staff to medical staff interviewed.

The ratio was 8.5 to 1.5

which is very near to the actual ratio of nursing staff to doctors.
To cancel out any problems associated with the order in which the
interviews were carried out, the interviews were started alternately

with Pointing and Keyboard.

43% started with Pointing and 57% started

with the Keyboard.
When the subjects were asked to make a choice between the two basic
methods of input then 65.7% selected pointing, 17.1% chose the use of
a keyboard and 17.1% expressed no preference either way.

It is

interesting 'to note here that four subjects selected to use both
methods of input to enter the data.

They chose to use the keyboard

for entering free form comments and pointing for structured selective

input.

Of those subjects that selected pointing as the method of input the
majority chose to use either their Finger (47.8%) or the Light Pen
(47.8%) over the Mouse (4.3%).

Over ninety percent therefore chose to
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use a direct method of pointing rather than a more ambiguous and
possibly clumsy way of pointing using the mouse.

The mouse seemed to

have a novelty appeal in certain cases but it was rejected because it
was a potential dirt/germ trap and there would be a lack of available
flat surfaces on which to use it.
To summarize, the most favoured method of input was undoubtedly
Pointing and the most favoured devices were the finger (touch

sensitive screen) and the light pen.

It is, however, still necessary

to test these results with the real devices.
Taking a more detailed examination of the results it is interesting
that as far as drugs input alone is concerned pointing was only
favoured very slightly more than the keyboard: 68.5%:60% respectively.
It is not until an examination of the Free Form Comments input is made
(62.8%(Pointing) : 34. 2% (Keyboard) that it becomes apparent why the
subjects chose pointing overall.

This clearly indicates that the

majority of the staff either are not familiar with typing on a
keyboard or that they see this being relatively time consuming or
tedious.

The option, therefore, of most of the work being done for

them in terms of preformed comments is bound to appeal.
Approximately one third of those interviewed said that they could type
- although this did not seem to have much effect on their choice of
device.

From the results, the same sort of proportions are indicated

when the subjects were asked which type of keyboard layout they would
prefer to be displayed on the pointing system to aid free form
comments input: QWERTY (28%) : A-Z (57%) : No Preference (14.5%).
From the comments made about the A-Z keyboard layout it seems a very
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popular idea compared to the QWERTY which the subjects found clumsy
and confusing.

5.3

SIDE ISSUES RAISED DURING STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

.'
5.3. 1

CHANGES MADE TO INTERVIEW FOR¥>AT

At the beginning of the interview sessions one of the Staff Nurses
suggested the following alteration to comments input using pointing:
increase the amount

of Key Phrases, provide a short list of Key Words

and make the Keyboard display an option.

The main reason given for

this change was because the present screen displays seemed overcrowded
and confusing.

For the remainder of the interviews this change was

suggested in response to the subjects look of horror when they saw the
display, and in nearly all cases they preferred the alternative.

5.3.2

CONFIDENTIALITY

Generally there was much concern about the confidentiality of such a
system and indeed the legality of prescription and administration of
~rugs.

The nursing staff were concerned about how the mother/child

history would be presented on the screen for all and sundry to view,
most particularly the data regarding the success of previous births.
They agreed that this was relevant information for the files but not
for everyone's (other parents) viewing.
generally as concerned.
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The medical staff were not

5.3.3

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

Both medical and nursing staff were equally concerned about the
legality of the drug system.

It may be easy for someone to defraud

the system with potentially dangerous results.

To counteract this, in

some cases, alternative methods of overcoming this were offered: the
use of Personal Identification Numbers (PINs); PINs and magnetic pass
cards, or the possibility of issuing paper slips that had to be signed
when drugs were prescribed and administered.

Most of the subjects

accepted one or other of these methods but did not think that those in
higher authority would accept any of the systems.

S. 4

FINAL SELECTION OF DEVICES TO BE USED IN TRIALS

The final selection of devices was based on a combination of the
results of the structured interviews and the general feelings of the
research group, taking into consideration sound experimental practice.

5.4. 1

QWERTY KEYBOARD

The most common device used as a user interface to computer systems of

all kinds in hospital environments, industrial/commercial environments
and at home is the QWERTY keyboard.

If the medical and nursing staff

have come into contact with computers prior to the trials it is
extremely likely that they used such a keyboard.

For this reason the

conventional QWERTY computer keyboard was selected as a· control in the
trials although it was the least favoured device in the structured
interviews.
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5.4.2

TOUCH SCREEN

The results of the structured interviews show that the method of
communication which was most favoured overall was pointing directly at

the Visual Display Unit using either the finger or a light pen.

The

light pen is a tried and tested device and has been well documented.
(Sanders,M.S.(1987».

Unfortunately it is generally regarded as a

fatiguing device to use, affecting the arm and wrist.

The touch

screen however is a relatively new device and with the advent of the
Infra Red Matrix devices (discussed earlier) it has become a more
economically realistic device to use.

The devices have not been

tested exhaustively and so were considered ideal to be included in
this research.

5.4.3

TRACKER BALL

The Mouse was rejected during the structured interviews on the grounds
of hygiene and lack of a clear, flat surface upon which to use it.
The research group however felt it necessary to trial a device which
could be used to manipulate the cursor on the screen.

The options

available other than the Mouse were the Joystick and the Tracker Ball.
The Joystick was rejected essentially because of its games image and
the lack of buttons (switches) generally available to implement a
system function.

For these reasons the Tracker Ball was considered

the more suitable device to be trialed further.

The software discussed in chapter six contains all of the
modifications indicated above and others.

The nursing staff were then

able to see that THEIR suggestions made during the interviews were
already being adopted - good system development practice.
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CHAPTER 6.

:

DESIGN OF THE COMPUTER SYSTEM USER INTERFACE

As discussed earlier the intention of the trials was to identify which
user interface was most appropriate for implementation on the new
monitoring system.

The computer system user interface clearly

included both hardware and software design and development.

There

were three different hardware configurations and the appearance of
each system in terms of screen displays and routes through the system
were as near identical as possible.

The only differences were

dictated by the physical operation of each device and so the aim was
to give the user the impression that all three systems appeared to
"work" in a very similar manner.

The BBC microcomputer was selected as the machine on which to carry
out the development of user interfaces.
for this selection.

There were two main reasons

Firstly the computer for the new monitoring

system had not been finally selected because a computer with
sophisticated fast colour graphics capability was not available at a
price that would make the total system economically viable.

Secondly

the Department of Design and Technology at the University were willing
to loan four BBC Microcomputers for use in the trials.

Unfortunately,

the BBC microcomputer has several severe design limitations which
makes software development tedious for this type of application.

To

detail the software design of each system would prove very repetitive
to the reader.

Therefore this chapter will outline all three hardware

specifications and describe in detail the software development for the
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tracker ball system only.

Brief comments on system differences,

however, are given.

6.1 HARDWARE DESIGN

At the heart of all three hardware configurations was a BBC
microcomputer with the following specifications:

BBC MICROCOMPUTER:
LANGUAGE:
DISC OPERATING SYSTEM:
DISC DRIVES:
DISC FORMAT:
MONITOR:

Model B, 32K RAM
BASIC II/(some 6502 Assembler)
WATFORD ELECTRONICS (Double.Density)
DUAL 5.25" FLOPPY DISC DRIVES
80 TRACK, 62 FILES, 200 K BYTES
MEDIUM/HI RESOLUTION COLOUR

Each system had differences depending on the input devices being used
and these are detailed below:

6. 1 • 1

QWERTY KEYBOARD INPUT DEVICE

This system used the QWERTY keyboard which is an integral part of the
BBC microcomputer (see Figure 6.1.1a).

The system made extensive use

of the ten red function keys situated across the top of the keyboard
for selection from menus, and used the QWERTY keyboard for numeric and
textual input.

Audio feedback for various keyed inputs was given

using the in-built speaker and sound generator.

An example of this is

the use of a sound when text input is made when numeric input is

required.

One of the most unfortunate errors in the design of the BBC

micro is the very vulnerable position of the BREAK key (Reset key).
The BREAK key is placed on the main keyboard alongside the function
keys and it is not possible to disable it "cleanly" using software.
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A

BREAK key disable switch was therefore attached to the rear of the BBC
microcomputer used for the keyboard trials.

Figure 6.1.1a

6. 1.2

:

THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER KEYBOARD

TRACKER BALL

The tracker ball used is manufactured by Marconi (see Fig 4.1.Sa) and
operated in the following manner.

The ball, measuring approximately

sixty millimetres in diameter, is supported in a truncated spherical
socket leaving about one third of the ball standing proud.

As the

ball is rolled in its socket using the fingers or the palm of the
hand, it is possible to make the screen cursor move around the screen

in the appropriate direction using the appropriate software.

The ball

is supported by three rollers. Two of these are positioned at right
angles to each other and have an optical encoder on one end.

The

output from the encoders is four square waves which represent
incremental counts of the ball rotation in the X and Y axis and the
direction of rotation.

The tracker ball also has three push buttons

which were used to instigate certain functions.
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All outputs were

connected to the BBC microcomputer USER PORT via a signal conditioning
device designed by the researcher specifically for this application to
simplify software design.
The circuit diagram of the signal conditioning device is given in
Figure 6.1.2a.

In operation, the edge triggered "0" type latch is

used to detect the direction in which the ball is being rotated in two
axes.

The result is two additional output lines from the device: one

for the X axis, Low = Left, High = Right; and one for the Y axis, Low

= Down

and High

= Up.

TWo Light Emitting Diodes (LED's) are shown;

these indicate Right and Up and were included only to aid development
work.
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\
\
\
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SIGNAL CONDITIONING DEVICE FOR TRACKER BALL

Audio feedback - used for the same reasons as on the keyboard utilized the sound generator of the microcomputer but an external
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speaker was mounted near to the monitor.

This enabled the computer

and disc drives to be situated remote from the user in order to give
the user a simpler overall view of the system.

6.1.3

TOUCH SCREEN

The touch screen was an add-on device designed and built by Microvitec
and was placed immediately in front of the colour monitor
4.1.4b).

(see Fig

It has a matrix of infra red emitters and sensors.

There

are approximately twelve pairs in the Y axis and 16 pairs in the X
axis.

This particular device is "intelligent" in that it has its own

dedicated microprocessor which provides X,Y coordinate information
directly to the BBC microcomputer ,via the RS423 serial port.

The

touch screen operates by the user pointing (not touching) at the
screen in order to break the infra red light beams.

Initially great

problems of parallax were experienced using this device because of the
natural curvature of the monitor's screen and the straight arrangement

of the infra red devices.

This resulted in the device returning

the

"wrong" numbers when the user pointed at a particular area of the

screen.

The numbers appeared to be non-linear in both axes.

Another

problem was that static electricity was being given off the surface of
the screen.

By placing a clear acrylic sheet in front of the monitor,

just behind the infra red devices, the static electricity was no
longer a problem.

The non-linearities still existed but to a much

lesser extent and were removed using software.

Audio feedback was provided using an external speaker mounted close to
the monitor.

The only part of the system seen by the user was the

monitor with the touch screen attached.
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6.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN

In order to encourage the medical and nursing staff to take part in
the trials, the software had to be designed so that the system
appeared to perform realistic ·tasks for them.

The trial system was

designed to simulate features of the existing monitoring system and
features of the new system currently under development.

From analysis

of the total concept of the monitoring and database system four basic

types of user interaction were identified.

These should be included

in the trial system.
(i)

Entering numeric and textual data

(ii)

Use of Menu Driven systems to make input selections

(iii) Visually interrogate different graphical displays
(iv)

Visually interrogate text lists

Figure 6.2a is an overview of the system design and it is clear that
the whole system revolved around the Main Monitoring Screen.

At the

bottom of the monitoring screen. was a set of eight small icons

1

represent the system functions.

which

These are shown in Figure 6.2a.

The

functions that have a double box surround are those that have been
implemented in the trial system and will be discussed in detail below.
The remaining four functions which have not been included at this
stage are discussed briefly later.

-------------------1

An ICON is a small picture which clearly indicates its function
They are used extensively on modern microcomputer based data
bases, word processors and spread sheets.
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Overview of the trial system configuration

The following sections of this chapter detail the system software
design.

Each function of the system required several pieces of

software in various forms.

start of each section.

These are detailed in a table given at the

Listings of programs for the tracker ball are

given in Appendix III and the part number of the appendix if
appropriate is shown in the tables.

There were four types of

II

so ftware" which were required within the

total system:
(i)

Program - this was the main program written in BBC BASIC.

(ii)

File - this may be data for the program, eg lists of drugs or

may be a control file used to control the way in which the program
runs.

(iii) Machine Code Routine - this was a section of 6502 assembler code
saved as a memory dump onto disc and was used where very fast
processing was required.

(iv)

Screen Dump from Disc - this was a graphics display saved to
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disc as a block of memory.

Generally the screen display was too

complex to be generated in front of the user in terms of available
program space and the time taken to construct it.
Throughout the software high priority was placed on the vetting of
data input.

On the keyboard system each key stroke was vetted and was

responded to in some way.

A legitimate keystroke enables the

selection to be performed or the character to be printed.

However an

illegal keystroke instigated a sound indicating error or the user was
visually informed of the error by text on the screen.

On the touch

screen and tracker ball systems the keyboard was not available for
user input therefore all data input can only come from the options the
user was given on the screen.

This reduces considerably the amount of

input data vetting required.
The whole system was designed so that the quantity of information on
each screen was kept to a minimum.

Usually each screen only required

the user to make one decision and subsequently one input.

The system

was mainly based on making selections from menus and the remainder was

"fill in the blanks" and free form text input.

These techniques are

generally regarded as efficient means of carrying out data entry
(Schneiderman, B. (1980»

and allow the system designer to have

ultimate control over the way in which the system is used.
All screens were designed using the same format in order to instill a
sense of continuity, which in turn enables the user to become familiar
with the system more quickly.

The screens were split into three main

areas: the top 20mm of the screen is separated from the main areas
with two horizontal green lines, the bottom 30mm is again separated
from the main area with two horizontal green lines, and the main area
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being the area of the screen split top and bottom by the green lines.
All screens had in their top right hand corner the infant's name, the
current time and the current date.

The remainder of the top of the

screen was used for the title of that particular screen.

The bottom

of the screen was used to indicate exactly what the screen is "waiting

for

that is, it asked a specific question and explained how the

11 ,

information should be entered.

The main area of the screen was used

to display menus, and screen layouts for "fill in the blanks".
Each menu had an absolute maximum of ten elements, the first element
of which always enabled the user to return to the previous question
within the function or when appropriate to return to the main
monitoring screen.

These techniques are seen as essential

requirements in any menu driven system, and are discussed in detail in

chapter 3 with reference to Schneiderman, B. (1980).

Depending on

which input device was being used choices were made in the following
manner:

(i)

Using the keyboard system each element in the menu was referenced

with a Red Function key number, for example, fO, f1 to f9.
selection the appropriate red function key was depressed.
6. 2b) .
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To make a
(see fig

GRAPHS MENU:

BAB',,; 11 n on '" roto u se
17

flPH

fO .. Return to Monitoring
fl .. Hourly Mean Heartrate
Last 24HI's
f2 .. Hourly Mean Heartrate
Given Date
f3 .. PreviousMonitored Data
Last 24HI's
f4 .. Previous Monitored Data
Given Date
fS .. Bradycardia with Apnoea
Last 24Hrs
f6 .. Bradycardia with Apnoea
Given Date
f7 .. Fluid Balance
Last 24Hrs
f8 .. SodiuM Intake
Last 24Hrs

Enter choice using RED function keys
Figure 6.2b

(ii)

:

Example of menu selection using the keyboard system

To the left of each menu element on the tracker ball system was

a solid green square block.

In order to make a selection from the

menu, the ball was rolled up or down and the centre of each green
square sequentially became black.

Once a selection was decided upon

the centre button of the tracker ball was depressed to instigate that
choice (see fig 6.2c).
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Figure 6.2c

(iii)

:

Example of menu selection using the Tracker Ball

On the touch screen the displays were similar to the tracker

ball except the green square blocks are situated to the right of the
menu elements rather than the left.

This was done to prevent the menu

from being covered by the hand when the user tried to make a selection
assuming for the trials that the majority of the users would be right
handed.

To make a selection the user pointed to the appropriate

square, which changed to a green square with a black centre.

As long

as the pointing device (finger, biro, or plastic pointer provided) is

•

not taken away from the screen the user can select a different menu
element.

The final choice was instigated when the pointer was removed

from the screen

(see fig 6.2d), this allowed the user to change his

mind after having made an initial decision without a time or re-entry

penalty.
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Example of menu selection using the Touch Screen System

The "fill in the blanks" and comment (text) input screens required a
different input technique and this is detailed below for each input
system.
(i)

Text and numeric input on the keyboard system required the user

to use the conventional keyboard as a typewriter.

The RETURN key had

to be pressed after each complete comment or numeric input.

A delete

key was available to delete the previous character if made in error.
This could be used repeatedly to delete whole words or sentences.
(ii)

Using the tracker ball, text and numeric input was made possible

because a text and numeric keyboard was supplied on the screen.

The

ball was rotated and a special cursor which surrounds characters was
moved around the screen.

The character was identified using the
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cursor and the centre button on the tracker ball was depressed to
input the character.
(iii)

The touch screen used the same displays of text and numeric

keyboards on the screen as the tracker ball.

Input was made by

pointing at the character required, unlike the menu selection where
the choice was made by removing the pointer.

In this case the

character was chosen by simply pointing at it.

If the pointer or

finger remains in close proximity to the screen an "auto repeat"

facility repeatedly prints the character on the screen.

This worked

in a similar manner to a conventional keyboard.

6.2. ,

MAIN MONITORING

Table 6.2.1

:

Main Monitoring Display

Touch
Function

Keyboard

Screen

Control
Monitoring display
Icons display
Ball Control

P
S
S

P
S
S

P = Program

F = File

Tracker
Ball

Append III
Part No.

P
S
S
M

i
x

S = Screen dump from disk

viii
M = Machine code

If this were the real system, the infant's care, as far as the
computer is concerned, would revolve around the monitoring

information.

Consequently the

Main Monitoring Display forms the

central part of the trial system, all other functions start and finish
at this screen.
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The main monitoring system display (see Fig 6.1.2a) was four graphs
which showed trended values of automatically monitored data, to
simulate the monitoring system of which it was part.
did not actually monitor a patient nor could it.

The trial system

For this reason it

is not the intention here to discuss the methods used to automatically
monitor data.
At the bottom of the monitoring screen was a set of eight Icons.
icon represents a function within the total system.

Each

In order to

select a function the user was required to point at the icon in some
way.

Using the keyboard each icon was referenced with a function key

number.

This function key was pressed to make the selection.

the Touch screen the user pointed at the icon.

Using

with the tracker ball

the ball was rolled left and right which moved a solid red cursor
across the icons.
made.

~~en

The centre button was pressed and the selection was

the selection had been made the monitoring program

automatically LOADED and RAN the program for the appropriate function.
If the function had not been implemented the user was informed by text
in the area where the icons were and subsequently asked to make
another choice.
Table 6.2.1 shows that two screen dumps and one machine code routine
were required in addition to the control program.

One of the screen

dumps was the main monitoring screen (graphs with data and icons) and
the other was just the icons.

This was used to restore the icons when

an invalid selection had been made and the icons were overwritten with
text.

The machine code routine was only

used with the tracker ball

and this particular version returned positional numbers only and all
the graphics were carried out in BASIC.
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6.2.2

:

THE MAIN MONITORING SCREEN

COMMENTS INPUT AND REVIEW

Table 6.2.2

:

Comments

Function

Keyboard

Control
Control 1
Keyboard data
Comments data
Atoz display
QWERTY display
Phrases display
Ball control
Ball control 1

P

P = Program

F

F

Touch
Screen

Tracker
Ball

Append III
Part No.

P
P

P
P

ii
iii

F
F

F
F

S
S

S

xviii
xix
xiii

5
5

xiv
xv

M
M

viii

5

=

File

5 = Screen dump from disk
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ix

M = Machine code

The

co~~ents

menu indicates that the user may both input comments and

review lists of comments that have been made previously.

In fact the

user was given the option to view comments for the IIlast 24 hours" or
for a "given date". Throughout this software various menu elements
give "last 24 hours ll and "given date" options.

However, only the last

24 hour options have been implemented for the trials.

The "given

date" option requires the date to be input and apart from this the
remainder of the option would be identical to the "last 24 hours"
equivalent.
As indicated in Table 6.2.2, this function required two control
programs for the tracker ball and touch screen.

This was because

comment input on these devices was more complex than the keyboard
equivalent in terms of program sophistication,.

The main control

program was therefore used for viewing previous comments on all

devices and also making comments on the keyboard system.

Control

program was used solely for making comments on the tracker ball and
touch screen systems.

(i)

Making Comments

The tracker ball clearly did not use a conventional keyboard for
comment input.

The method adopted used a combination of words and

phrases to make up any given comment.

The comment screen display was

a table containing commonly used words and phrases and the user rolled
the tracker ball and selected the words/phrases to make up the comment
(see fig. 6.2.2a).

On the trial system the words and phrases included

in the list are of a general nature.

If, however, this method of

comment input were to be used, a short menu would precede the comments
input screen which the user would use to define the type of comment he
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is likely to make.

For example, incubator problems, cleaning

processes, feeding problems etc.

In reality even with any nuwber of

lists of words and phrases the user was still likely to require to
input a word (or number) that did not appear on any of the
word/phrases screens.

A choice of two screen based keyboards were

provided: a conventional QWERTY keyboard and an alphabetical keyboard
(A to Z)

(see fig 6.2.2b).

separate numeric keypad.

Both the screen keyboards included a

Selections from these screens were made by

rolling the ball to move the cursor to the appropriate character; the
centre button was used to enter the character.

Any combination of the

Words/Phrases, QWERTY or A to Z could be used to make up comments, a
delete feature was provided and the comment was finally entered into
the system by selecting the ENTER "key" on any of the screens.
In terms of software, the phrases and keyboard screens were made
available from screen dumps but the data for the contents of each
screen is stored on a disc file called "keyboard data" (see table
6.2.2).

It was essential that the cursor printing and tracker ball

software interface was carried out in machine code for reasons of

speed and "smoothness" of use.

In this case Ball Control 1 is used

(see table 6.2.2).
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Figure 6.2.2a : Words and Phrases input screen used on the tracker
ball and touch screen systems
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QWERTY keyboard input screen used on the tracker

Making comments using the touch screen required the user to point at
the phrase, word, keyboard, character etc he required in order to
build up the comment.

The appearance of the keyboards were slightly

different in that a more stylized design of the "keys" is used for the
touch screen.

The reason for stylizing the keys was to encourage the

user to point towards the centre of the key.

This made the processing

of the X/Y coordinates returned ·from the touch screen much easier and
more accurate (see fig 6.2.2c).
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A to Z keyboard input used on the touch screen

comment input on the keyboard is very straightforward for users
familiar with the use of a standard QWERTY keyboard.

It enables the

use of all the keys on the keyboard including lower case and upper
case letters, numbers and all symbols.

A delete key is provided and

RETURN is used after the end of the comment - up to five comments on
each screen.

(ii)

"fO" is used to return to the comments menu.

Viewing comments.

When the option "view comments - last '24 hours" was selected a list of

comments was presented on the screen.

Each comment was preceded by a

reference number and the time of day at which it was made.

The

numeric reference was given to allow users to make easy reference to a

particular comment, and also to enable the system to make numeric
reference to comments at the side of graphs and charts that are
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printed out on paper.

The times at which the first and latest

comments were made were given at the top of the screen.

At the bottom

of the screen the user was given the option to "view more conunents" or
"return to comments menu 11 •

By moving the tracker ball left or right a

square block cursor moves between the two options, pressing the centre
button instigates the choice highlighted with the block (see fig
6.2.2d).

A list of the comments used for the trials was stored on a

disc file and was used by all systems (see table 6.2.2).
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:

Viewing comments using the tracker ball system

Viewing comments using the touch screen was visually identical to the
tracker ball system.

In operation the user simply points to the

appropriate part of the bottom of the screen.

Using the keyboard

system, again the visual appearance was very similar, except the user
was informed to press the space bar for more comments and, in keeping
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with the rest of the system, fO was used to return to the

co~~ents

menu.

6.2.3

DRUGS CALCULATION

, Table 6.2.3

:

Drugs

Touch
Keyboard

Function

Screen

Tracker
Ball

Append III
Part No:

------------------------------------------------------ ---~------------

Control
Drugs data 1
Drugs data 2
Drugs data 3
Keyboard data
Numeric display (M4)
Tracker ball icon (M4)
Ball control
P ; Program

F ; File

P

P

P

iv

F
F
F
F

S

F

xx

F
S
S
M

xviii

S ; Screen dump from disk

xvii
ix
M ;

Machine code

The drugs menu offered the facility to calculate a drug dose or view
the past or present drug list for the infant.

For the trial system

the calculation function only has been implemented.

This was chosen

to allow the user to use a database/calculation system, and indeed it
allowed the researcher to observe the ability of the users to enter
exact numerical data.

It was envisaged that the present drug lists

would include information such as when and for how long each drug was
prescribed, the dose prescribed, the times of day they should have
been given and an indication of who administered the drug.

The past

drug lists would include less information in that the time of day and
who administered the drug would become an option in order to simplify
the screen appearance.
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The drugs calculation function made extensive use of menus with
occasional IIfill in the blanks 11 screens.

These input techniques have

been discussed earlier for all input devices and so will not be
repeated here.

In order to calculate a drug dose the computer system

requires certain user input, most of which can be done by selections
from menus.

In addition, it needs to know the infant's weight,

gestational age and postnatal age.

The order of input of information

is as follows:
(i)

Type of drug: the menu offers the choice of antibiotics,

antifungals or sedatation/paralysis drugs.
(ii)

Depending on the previous choice a list of the appropriate type

of drugs was displayed.

In order to adhere to good practice a maximum

of nine drugs appeared on each screen.

h~en

a selection was made from

this list confirmation of the choice was made by printing the drug
name on the right hand side of the screen.
(iii)

From a conventional drugs chart it was possible to determine

the range of routes by which the drug.selected may be administered.
The appropriate range was therefore presented in menu form from the
computer's internal "drugs chart".

Again a selection was made and

confirmation was given on the right of the screen below the currently
selected drug.

(iv)

The next piece of information required for the calculation was

the Standard Preparation to be used to make up the dose.

Again by

using the computer's resident "drugs chart" the most commonly used

Standard Preparation for the drug chosen was offered for confirmation.
If the Standard Preparation offered was not available and was
subsequently confirmed by entering "No", the user was offered a
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numeric pad on the screen and was prompted to enter the standard

preparation to be used in the calculation.

The preparation confirmed

or entered is subsequently confirmed on the right of the screen
beneath the Route.
(v)

The final data input was infant's weight, gestational age and

postnatal age.

This data was entered on one screen only on a "fill in

the blanks" basis.

A delete key feature was available as was the

facility to go back to the previous question.

On the proposed new

system these three pieces of data will be available automatically from
other parts of the computer system thus making this section redundant.
Drug calculations would then be slightly less time consuming from the
user1s point of view.

(vi)

The last screen in the drugs system was used to confirm the data

entered again and also the calculated data.

The calculated data,

which included the information taken from the computer's internal

drugs chart, included:
(a)

the drug dose

(b)

the frequency at which the drug is to be given

(c)

the quantity of drug to be given at each administration

(d)

the actual times of day at which the drug should be given based
on the first time, being the time of the calculation, and

(e)

exactly where the drug may be found in the unit.

The user was then prompted to confirm that he had finished with the
final screen and the function returns to the main drugs menu (see fig
6.2.3a).
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DRUG DOSE

BABY:

AnonYMouse
17 APR

R
~ ~ f e"::::: ::: ::::: ::: :: :: ::: ::::::::: ::::::
Pt'epat'at ion ......................... .

Penicillin
1. V.
300 Mg/vial

Todays.weight ...................... . 1.41.1. gl'aMs
Gestat Ion Pet'lod ............... . 27 weeks
Post Hat a I Age ................... . 5 days
Dose ....................................... .
Ft'equency ............................. .
Quantity to be given ....... .
TiMes to be given ............. .

1.5 Mg/Kg
1.2 HOUl'ly
21..2 Mg
07:88
1.9:08

Avai lable ft'oM ....................

Ft'idge (SCBU)

Retul'n to DRUGS MEHU
Figure 6.2.3a :
(Touch Screen)

Final drugs calculation screen showing results

The drugs function as a whole operates under the control of a file
called "Drugs Data 3" (see table 6.2.3).

This file contained all

screen data for menus and a numerical coding system to control the way
in which the program awaits input for each screen, known in the data
processing industry as a data dictionary.

It was necessary to use

this technique in programming on the BBC micro due to the limited
amount of memory available for variables and program space when using
sophisticated graphic screens.

This system also allows new input

screens to be included without rewriting the program - the data
dictionary only requires updating.

Throughout the drugs function the

user was able to go successively back over previous screens using the

"Back One Question" facility available throughout.

On the tracker

ball system this was achieved by pressing the left hand button, on the
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touch screen there was an active green square on each screen

designated "Back One Question" and using the keyboard system fO was
used for this facility.

on the tracker ball system on "fill in the

blanks" screens a special icon of the tracker ball was presented
indicating that the left hand button was used to go back to the
previous question.
other screens.

A smaller version of the icon was used on all

The icon and the numeric pad are produced from two

screen dumps (see table 6.2.3).

6.2.4

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF MONITORED DATA

Table 6.2.4

:

Graphical representation of monitored data

------------------------------------------------------ -------------~--

Function

Keyboard

Screen

Touch

Tracker
Ball

Append III
Part No.

Control
Graph display 1
Graph display 2
Ball control

P
S
S

P
S
S

P
5
5

v
xi

P = Program

F = File

xii
viii

M

S = Screen dump from disk

M = Machine code

Great importance was placed on demonstrating the flexibility of a
microcomputer based monitoring system by presenting monitored data in
different graphical forms.

It was also necessary to demonstrate that

the system could spot and count physiological parameters that
otherwise could not be determined in such a flexible manner.

The

parameters chosen for this demonstration were the number of
Bradycardia and Apnoea per hour for the infant presented on a
histogram.

Using a computer system of the type proposed it would be
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possible for individual Neonatal Units to define a Bradycardia and an
Apnoea in their own terms.
1I1 oca l

This is likely to be done by a designated

expert" possibly the consultant or an interested senior

registrar.

The Bradycardia and Apnoea could then be counted and

subsequently graphically represented.
The graphs menu was very comprehensive {see fig 6.2cJ but for the
trial system only the "Hourly Mean Heart Rate - last 24 hours" and
Bradycardia with Apnoea - last 24 hours" were implemented.

Both

graphs were of the histogram type and indicate literally the last 24
hours of data in bar form.

The Bradycardia with Apnoea graph in fact

indicates the number of Bradycardia per hour AND the number of Apnoea
per hour.

Each parameter was in a different colour and the two bars

are superimposed over each other.

The display immediately gave an

indication of the progress the infant has made during the previous 24
hours {see fig 6.2.4aJ.
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BRADYCRRDIA with APNOFA
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Return to GRAPHS Nenu

"

Figure 6.2.4a
Example of Bradycardia with Apnoea graph - last 24
hours (Tracker Ball)

The "Hourly Mean Heart Rate Graph - last 24 hours" was again a
histogram presentation of the information and is shown clearly in
figure 6.2.4b.

Extensive use of colour has been used throughout the

graphs displays.

Unfortunately these do not show on the monochrome

representation shown here.
Operation of this system was straightforward.

A selection from the

graphs menu was made and the graph is presented.

Wben the graph has

been observed the user was cued to return to the graphs menu by using

fO on the keyboard systems, moving the cursor to the appropriate
option using the tracker baIlor pointing to the option using the
touch screen.

The graphs function was controlled by one control

program and uses two disc screen dumps for the graphs display
tabl e 6. 2 . 4 ) .
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(see

HOURLY MER" HERRTRATE
Last

BAB\, : Anonyr.,Quse

17 APR

24 HI's

288

198
r-

188

r~
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-
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158
,.":-: . 148

138
128
118
108
89

,.

12

15

18
TiMe

eo

21

83

66

(HI's)

Figure 6.2.4b : Example of the Hourly Mean Heart Rate Graph - last
24 hours (Tracker Ball)

6.2.5

STOP MONITORING

Table 6.2.5

Stop monitoring

Function

Keyboard

Touch
Screen

Control
Ball control

P

P

P = Program

Tracker
Ball

Append III
Part No.

P

vi
viii

M

F = File

5 = Screen dump from disk

M = Machine code

---------------------------------------------------------------------If the "stop Monitoring" icon on the main monitoring screen was
selected the user was asked to confirm this decision.
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This feature

has been employed to enable the user to return to monitoring if the
selection was made in error.

If "stop monitoring" is subsequently

confirmed the Stop Monitoring Control program "-as loaded and run (see
tabl e 6. 2 . 5 ) .

This control program has no real significance with regard to the new
monitoring system.
trial system.

It was included only as an integral part of the

The program presented a "Thank you" screen to the user

who helped with the trial and then carried out extensive data file
manipulation.

6.2.6

These details are given in section 6.4.

PRODUCTION OF

Table 6.2.6

:

GRAPHIC SCREEN DUMPS

Programs to produce graphic screen dumps

Function

Appendix III Part No.

Monitoring graph display
Graph display 1
Graph display 2
AtoZ display (Tracker ball)
QWERTY display (Touch screen)
Phrases display (both)
Numeric display (M1)
Numeric display (M4)
Icons display
Tracker ball icon display

x

xi
xii
xiii
xiv
xv
xvi

xvii

The trial system was designed only to simulate the user interface of a
very sophisticated real-time monitoring/management system.

As would

be expected from such a system, the screen displays would be

graphically well presented, with considerable attention to good human
factor techniques.

The BBC microcomputer provides a reasonable

standard of colour graphics, however, this does substantially reduce
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the memory available for programs and variables.

For example if a

four-colour medium resolution graphics mode is selected, the available
program memory reduces from 32 Kbytes to 10 Kbytes.

The whole trial

system required four-colour displays so each program has to be
substantially less than 10Kbytes in length in order to allow for data
storage in Random Access Memory (RAM).

The only program which was

longer than 10Kbytes was the drugs program due to its complexity.

It

"as therefore written for a medium resolution two-colour graphics
mode.

All programs (functions) also required the value of "page,,2 to

be reduced to its" minimum setting in order to release a few more bytes
of memory.

The majority of the graphics routines were written in BBC Basic and as
such were rather slow.

Although it may have been interesting for the

onlooker to view the graphic screens being constructed in front of
him, to the professional medical staff for whom it was intended it was
likely to be neither interesting or likely to make them want to use
the system.

Due to the factors outlined above all of the graphic displays were
constructed by separate programs and the resulting graphic display was
written to disc as a memory dump of the screen memory.

Table 6.2.6

indicates that ten such screen dumps were used with the tracker ball
system.

The screen dumps could be accessed from any program and

assuming the program was written in the same graphics mode as the
screen was originally constructed, a perfect replica appears on the
screen in a fraction of the time it took to construct it originally3
2

3

nPage" - The BBC microcomputer resident variable used to

describe the lowest position in Random Access Memory for the
program to begin.
This system of producing complicated graphics is also faster
than machine code generated graphics.
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It will be clear from table 6.2.6 that not only complete screens are
used but also any full width horizontal "window" area of the screen.

The Icons display was an example of this.

If an option was selected

from the Icons on the main monitoring display that had not been
implemented then the icons are removed and replaced with a message
that informed the user that the option was not available and he should
make another selection.

After a short time delay the message was

replaced with the icons using a screen dump of only the bottom 30mm of
the screen.

6.3

REMAINING FUNCTIONS NOT IMPLEMENTED FOR TRIALS

As discussed earlier not all functions indicated on the monitoring
screen needed to be implemented for the trials.

It was only necessary

to implement enough of the system to allow the user to perform the
four types of user interaction detailed earlier in a realistic manner.
Due to the time taken to use the system for the trials it was also not
desirable to increase its functions as time constraints would prevent

the staff from using them.

The following discussion outlines the

concepts behind the remaining functions of the real
monitoring/management system under development at the time.

6.3.1

MONITORING GRAPH SCROLLING AND SCALE CHANGE

This function would be used to change the time scale of the main
monitoring graphs from their normal 8 hour display to a less detailed
24 hour display.

Conversations with medical and nursing staff

confirmed that the user should be able to view data collected over a
longer period of time.

This would be especially useful when used on
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the ward rounds or during teaching sessions to give an overview of the

infants' progress during the previous 24 hours.
The left and right arrows shown on this icon are used to imply that
the data on the graphs can be scrolled, left and right on the screen,
that is, moved and replaced with new data.

The intention here is that

the user can progressively scroll through the past few days, viewing
the infants' progress: a useful function for staff who are returning
to duty after several days away from the unit.

6.3.2

FLUID BALANCE CALCULATIONS

Alongside the Drug regime for an infant it is also essential to record
the quantity and specification of any fluid intake.

Currently thi? is

charted in a similar way and at the same frequency as blood pressure
and heart rate. It is not possible at this time to automatically
monitor fluid intake from the intravenous pumps4, so at least
initially fluid intake will have to be entered into the computer
manually.

It is likely that selection of the fluid type would be made

in much the same way as drugs are selected for calculations.
Numerical input would be used to indicate the current input rate, and
quantity to date for that particular treatment.
In respcnse to these inputs and drugs input, the system can generate
running totals for both Fluid balance and Sodium balance.

It will

also give lists of fluids the infant has been taking and for how long.
The sodium balance can thus theoretically be made more accurate than

4

It is only a matter of time before manufacturers of
intraveneous pumps make flow rate information available, in

either analogue or digital form, for direct access by other
electronic equipment.
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ever before.

From the data about each drug and fluid the infant is

receiving, the system will calculate a very accurate sodium balance
and as a result the clinicians can respond to the infant1s need with
much more precision in their diagnosis.

6.3.3

PRINTER OPTIONS

This icon would lead into a simple menu driven function which would
allow the user to obtain a paper printout of various information.
There are likely to be two levels of the printer menu.

The first

obtained from the printer icon would allow the user to print out the
monitoring graphs only.

The options within this function would allow

the user to define the time period over which he requires data, the

,

physiological parameters required and the scale of the graph.

These

options would be completely independent of the parameters relating to
the current monitoring screen.

The second type of printer menu is more likely to be accessed from
within one of the other functions.

It will be possible to get a

printout of any of the data displayed on the monitor.

For example, a

paper printout of the Bradycardia with Apnoea graph, a printout of the
infant's drug or fluid regime, or part of the data base on the infant.
Using the print menu with print options within the other function
menus it would be possible to collate a complete, extremely detailed
infant medical record.

This would be a useful method of describing an

infant's progress to date to another Paediatrician, without a
compatible computer system, if the infant is to be transferred to
another unit.
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Both menus would be accessible through the printer icon in order to
make the system as flexible as possible.

It is anticipated that the

system would support two printers: a graphics/draft dot matrix
printer; and a letter quality daisy wheel printer.

The former would

be used for the production of graphs, and miscellaneous internal
printouts and the daisy wheel printer would be used to produce
discharge summaries (see later) and more formal neonatal unit
statistics for use internally or externally.

6.3.4

BABY DATA BASE

This is a data base of all of the babies in the unit, not just those
in intensive care on the monitoring system, and is to be designed to

have a very flexible data format.

The data base is to be used in a

number of applications, for example, providing discharge letters,
calculating unit statistics and further research.
It is anticipated that the majority of the data entry to the data base
will not be done at the cot side but will be done at the remote master
terminal by the Ward Clerk/Secretary or possibly the admitting member
of the medical staff.

It will not be necessary to "log" the infant

onto the data base in order to start monitoring.

The monitoring can

begin as soon as the infant is placed in the incubator and can be

•

"logged" onto the system at a more convenient time.

Data input will utilize a combination of "fill in the blanks"
(Schneiderman, B. (1980»

and menu driven techniques and will NOT

require the user to know or have immediate reference to ICD
(International Classification of Diseases) codes.
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The data base will contain a vast amount of information.
some of the data types is given below.

A list of

The order of the list is not

indicative of design ideas for the data base.
Infant Information
Hospital Code
Surname, Forenames
Date and time of birth
Gestational age
Birth weight
Sex
Mother Information
Hospital code
Surname, Forenames
Number of previous pregnancies and success of births
Details of any previous problem births
Maternal medical disease
This Birth
Reason for admission
Respiratory problems
Possible infective risks

The baby data base icon will generally be used as a cot side entrance
to the data base and nursing update information can be entered here.
For example, the infant's new weight each day.
The facility to produce a discharge summary will be made available to
the medical staff at the remote master terminal.
requested, the system accesses relevant

5

If a summary is

data and produces a standard

format summary with the basis of a letter to the GP (the neonate's
General Practitioner).

This information would be presented on the

monitor .for confirmation within a simple word processing facility.
The member of staff responsible for the summary has the option of
-5--1R~1;~a~t-d;~-f~;~ discharge summary would be determined by

the unit Consultant Neonatologist as would the format and
contents of the G.P.'s letter.
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accepting the preformed

surr~ary

or editing it, using the word

processor, to his own requirements.

The information for the discharge summary would be drawn not only from
the data base but also from drug and fluid data and also details about
the physiological monitoring.

6.4

COMPUTER BASED COLLECTION OF TRIALS DATA

The object of carrying out the trials using the simulation systems
discussed above was to establish which was the most appropriate user
interface for implementation on the monitoring/management system
currently under development.

Two of the factors regarded by the

research team as being good attributes of such a user interface were

I

its speed of use and the number of errors it encouraged or allowea-the
users to make.

Other attributes have also been identified but these

are not relevant to this part of the report.

Throughout the trial the user was timed by the computer for every
activity he performed.
speed of the system.

This then formed the basis of the overall
Together with the time taken to perform each

activity a log was made of the activity performed and if appropriate
the result of the activity.

This information was then written to an

intermediate disc file.

6.4.1

TIMING TECHNIQUES USED

The user was only timed from the point in time when the system was
ready to accept input.

This method was used due to the differing

times it took for the different systems to construct an input screen .
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For example, the comment input screen on the touch screen system was

much more complex than the equivalent screen on the keyboard system
therefore taking more time to construct.

All inputs are recorded

including those that request a function or element of a menu that has
not been implemented.

These are of particular interest because they

may imply that either the questions used in the trial are not clear or
that the system was not straightforward to use.

After a particular function was completed the system returned to the
main monitoring screen, a data file was then written to disc

containing all user input and times for that function.

At the end of

the trial, when the user has instigated the "Stop Monitoring"
function, the Stop Monitoring control program (see table 6.2.5) read
in all the separate intermediate disc files.

These were concatenated

and rewritten to the data disc in drive 1 as a "user file"e

The user

file can then be viewed at a later stage and used in the analysis of
the particular input system used.

To collect user data from the trials in an ordered manner each user is
given an individual user nurnbere
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6.4.2

LOGGING ONTO TRIAL USING USER NUMBER

Logging onto trial

Table 6.4.2

Touch
Keyboard

Function

Screen

Tracker
Ba1l

Append III

vii

Control

P

P

P

User numbers list

F

F
F

F
F

S

S
M

Keyboard data
Numeric display (M1 )
Ball control

P = Program

F = File

Part No.

xviii
xvi
ix

S = Screen dump from disk

M = Machine code

The user number allocated to each user falls in the range between 0 to
98 and is prefixed by 2,4 or 6.

The prefix indicates in which order

the user used the three systems during the trials.
importance when analysing the results.

This is of great

Table 6.4.2a shows the meaning

of each of the prefix numbers.

Table 6.4.2a

Prefix

:

Prefix numbers used in the User Numbers

System Used 1st

System Used 2nd

System Used 3rd

2

Keyboard

Tracker Ball

Touch Screen

4

Touch Screen

Keyboard

Tracker Ball

6

Tracker Ball

Touch Screen

Keyboard

When the user attempted the trial on each system he was prompted for
his user number before he was able to continue.
printed at the top of his trial question sheets.
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His number was
The control program

tested the entered number to see if it was legitimate.

A serial file

(user numbers list) was used which contains a used/not used flag for
each of the 0 to 98 numbers (see table 6.4.2).

If the user number had

been used previously the user was requested to re-enter his number
assuming that a "keying" error had been made and the wrong number had
been entered initially.

One of the major reasons for checking user

numbers is to protect valuable existing files from being overwritten.
The user cannot continue the trial without successfully entering his
user number.

If for some reason his number had been used before, he

was issued with an alternative valid user number.
The user number was used as part of the name of the data file written
about the users use of the system. during the trial.

The file names

are "UserNN" where NN is the one or two digit user number.
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CHAPTER 7

:

PILOT STUDIES

This chapter will outline the two pilot studies used to perfect both
the computer systems and the trial format prior to carrying out the
main trials.

The minor pilot study included the use of the keyboard

system, whereas the major pilot study was a pre-run of the main trials
and, therefore, included all three systems.

The intention of this

chapter is not to detail the format of the studies, as this is very
similar to the format of the main trials and is detailed extensively
in Chapter Eight, rather to discuss the results and their implications
on further studies.

The chapter is split into two sections: the minor

pilot study; and the major pilot study.

Each section indicates how

the particular study influenced the following study.

7.1

MINOR PILOT STUDY

All of the background work related to the design of the user interface
software had been completed and the initial design ideas had been
discussed with the neonatal staff during the structured interviews.
The development of the whole system had been completed on the
conventional keyboard and the minor pilot study was used to assess the
progress made to date.

Both the hardware and software had been

thoroughly tested by members of the research group and some
volunteers, however it was necessary to further test the system and
have its progress evaluated by the neonatal staff.

A total of ten

staff from the Special Care Baby Unit at All Saints' Hospital, Chatham
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took part in the study.

Upon completion there were eight sets of

complete data.
The analysis of this data is discussed below, by way of evaluating
each user's performance.

7.1. 1

FORMAT OF THE MINOR PILOT STUDY

The trial was based on a question sheet of thirteen questions designed
to assess the potential user's performance of six different kinds of
interaction with the computer system.
detail later.

These are discussed in more

Each type of interaction involved the user in either

obtaining information from the system or inputting information into
the system which in turn mayor may not have given immediate feedback.
Information entered into the system was stored on the user's computer
file and information obtained from the system was written by the user
on his question sheets.
As a means of analysing the data obtained from the trials, the t'ime
taken to perform a task was chosen as one measure of joint success of
the user and the user interface.

During each trial every route

through the system by the user was logged.

Each event was timed from

the moment the system was ready to accept an input.

Each time an

input was made it was vetted and the user was asked to repeat the
input if the original attempt was invalid.

Even if the input was

invalid this input was logged with the other inputs with an
appropriate mark to explain the error.
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7.1.2

RESULTS OVERVIEW

By systematically working through both the question sheet (see
Appendix IV part 1) and the user's computer file a clear picture can

be obtained of the user's progress through the system.

Error inputs

and incorrect answers on the question sheet were seen to be of most

importance at this stage.

Table 7.1.2a gives these results under

three main headings:
(i)

incorrect answers on sheet - the number of wrong answers to the

questions requiring the user to use the system to obtain information;

(ii)

data input error - the user had entered incorrect data into the

system;

(iii) system route error - an inappropriate route had been taken
through the system.
Table 7.1.2b shows the time taken to carry out individual or grouped
questions.
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Table 7.1.2a

:

Detailed SCores and Times

POSITION
USER NO

REG
04

SHO
01

SHO
05

SHO
10

SIST
06

SMW
02

SN
03

Strnw
09

INCORRECT ANS
ON SHEET

o

o

0.5

3

o

o

2

o

1

3

7

o

o

2

4

24

25

16

2

9

DATA INPUT
ERROR

14

SYSTEM ROUTE
ERROR

5

TOTAL USER
INTER. TIME

12:35 25:26 33:5634:02 14:37 21:59 12:35 24:22

NB.

TIME is expressed as MINtiTEs: SECONDS
REG = Registrar, SHO = Senior House Officer, SIST = Sister
SMW = Staff Midwife, SN = Staff Nurse, Strnw = Student Midwife

1 14

TABLE 7.l.2b

:

Times to perform individual or grouped questions

POSITION
USER NO

REG
04

SHO
01

SHO
05

SHO
10

SIST
06

QUES 2

5:0

1: 4

5:0

8:21

QUES 11

1:0

1:33

3:45

QUES 9

1:06

2:37

QUES 13

2:17

QUES 3

SN
03

Stmw
09

51.42 2:08

3:57

1:54

1:21

47.4

1:33

2:28

1:21

9:05

N/A

1:10

2:21

1:07

2:29

5:04

4:45

5:16

4:04

2:341:515:18

1:04

7:14

3:22

9:54

1:40

3:44

4:07

6:55

QUES 10

1:05

2:35

2:18

3:48

1:30

2:02

2:53

1:54

QUES 12

1:011:112:0

1:21

58.66 1:51

2:48

1:30

QUES 5

54.0

33.08 1:06

39.78 30.77 1:02

2:39

49.04

QUES 6,7 & 8

1:57

1:06

53.44 1:09

4:14

2:04

2:20

QUES 4

4.31

46.15 50.4

1:06

20.95 7.58

3.62

NB.

7.1.3

1:39

1:52

SHW
02

TIHE is expressed as MINUTES: SECONDS • SECS/lOO
REG = Registrar, SHO = Senior House Officer, SIST = Sister
SHW = Staff Midwife, SN = Staff Nurse, Stmw = Student Midwife

ERRORS MADE BY USERS DURING TRIALS

Figure 7.1.3a shows in graphical form the contents of Table 7.1.2a.
The best achiever in terms of least errors was the Staff Midwife (SHW)
and the worst achiever was Senior House Officer (SHO 10).

These two

examples also illustrate extremes of the two approaches to extract the
information from the system.

In the case of SHO 10 it appeared to be

a matter of "blindly" having a go at all options and in the case of
the SHW, studying each screen and discounting options in a methodical
manner in order to successfully complete the task efficiently.
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Two members of the nursing staff incurred no errors despite this being
their first time using the computer system.
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INTERROGATION OF

COMME~~S

LIST

For questions two and eleven the user is required to find information
about a specified event, in both cases a time of day.

To find this

time they must select the View Previous Comments option of the
Comments function.
Figure 7.1.4a shows the discrete timings of each user performing
Questions two and eleven.

As the two tasks were identical, except for

the specific comment, it is appropriate to directly compare the
timings.

In eighty-seven percent of cases the users achieved the

second task at a quicker rate, possibly an indication of learning.
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Only one subject did not improve and this was Sister 06 who

the

~as

fastest and achieved the same time for both.
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7.1.5

SHO OS

SHO 10

SIST 06

ISSJ

OUESTlON 2

SMW 02

SN 03

Sfmw 09

OUESTlON t t

Finding a specific = e n t

CALCULATING A DRUG DOSE

Possibly the best example used in the trial to demonstrate that
learning may have taken place was the use of three "Calculating Drugs
Dcse" tasks.

This involved the user selecting a drug, route and

standard preparation, using the menu driven function.

It also

required numeric inputs and was the most involved of all the tasks.
Figure 7.1.Sa shows how all but one user increased the speed at which
they performed each task.

The single exception, the Registrar,

completed all three drug calculations in approximately one minute each
which was the fastest time for the task.
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7.1.6

SHO 01

SHO 10

SIST 06

SMW 02

OUESTION 10

l22Zl

SN 03

Sfmw 09

OUESTlON 12

calculating a drug dose

MAKING COMMENTS

For the remainder of the trial questions it is only possible to
compare the performance of one user with another since each question
was asked only once.
Figure 7.1.6a shows the performance of the users' as they entered
comments into the system.

Question nine involved the user entering

the following comment, "Mother visited baby - stayed 20 mins".
Question thirteen involved the user in entering five separate comments

in the form of data from a blood test result sheet.

Most users took

longer to perform the second comments input as it was more involved.
SHO 05, however, appeared to take much longer with his first comment
but his computer file clearly shows that he made many wrong menu
selections prior to making the comment.
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7.1. 7

SHO 01
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SN 03
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Making comments

INTERROGATION OF GRAPHIC DISPLAYS

One of the functions of the new monitoring system will be to display a
selection of the collated or derived data in the form of full colour
bar charts.

It was necessary to establish how readable such a graph

would be to the staff.

They were asked to find the value of the

highest average heart rate over the previous twenty-four hours.
results are given in Figure 7.1.7a.
this task was sixty-two seconds.

The

The mean time in which to perform

Staff Nurse 03 was rather slower and

her computer file showed that she did in fact spend over two minutes
looking at the correct graph.
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QUESTION 5

Interrogation of Heart Rate Graph

In some cases it is beneficial to indicate more than one parameter on

a single bar chart and for this trial the number of Bradycardia and
Apnoea was chosen as an example.

Figure 7.1.7b indicates the timings

but on this occasion three questions were asked in succession about
that particular display.

Staff Midwife 02 in this case appears to

have spent above average time on this task.

Her computer file again

reveals that she was actually viewing the graph for this amount of
time.
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Inte=ogation of Bradycardia and Apnoea graph

In an attempt to see whether the user could understand the Main
Monitoring screen they were asked a question concerning trend data

about heart rate.

Unfortunately, not only was the question rather

ambiguous - commented upon by some of the users - but the results were
difficult to quantify.

For this reason although Figure 7.1.7c shows

the results that were obtained, their possible meanings are unclear.
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QUESTION.

Interrogation of Main Monitoring Screen

SYSTEM ERRORS RESULTING IN CHANGES TO BE MADE TO FUTURE SYSTEM

7.1.8

TRIALS

As a result of the data discussed above and observations made during
the trial of the keyboard system, the following points came to light
requiring rectification prior to the major pilot study.

(a)

During the numerical input to the Drug system the cursor control

keys were still "live" thus enabling the user to move the split cursor
around the screen at will.

This however had no effect on the input

and proved to be confusing to the user.

Immediately after this had

been discovered the cursor keys were made inoperative

i~

all numeric

input situations.

(b)

On one·occasion the system crashed while an inoperative choice

was being repeatedly selected.

In this case this was due to a data
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array ...d thin the computer program not being large enough to accept
continual error inputs.

1

This problem was overcome by increasing the

size of the array and by flushing the keyboard buffer after one error
input is accepted.

The system now ignores continual error inputs

caused by inadvertently holding the key down.

(c)

For future trials of the keyboard and the other devices the

number of questions should be kept to a maximum of six.

This still

allows comparisons to be carried out on similar questions.

The trial

takes an average of twenty-one minutes and to expect each user to do a
similar trial on each of the three or four different systems would be
very unreasonable.

(d)

Question four which refers to Aminophylline Toxicity was

considered to be extremely ambiguous by both medical and nursing
staff.

Therefore questions such as these should not be included in

the trial.

(e)

If reference is to be made to the main monitoring graph then a

more definite means must be used to recognize the end of the timing
period or this type of reference not made.

7.1.9

MINOR PILOT STUDY - GENERAL COMMENTS

Although it was felt that the trials went generally very well two
participants were not too impressed with the system's/their
performance.

The system contains many menus, however, some of the options

are merely to demonstrate possible functions of the system and
do not actually work. If these are selected they are referred
to as one type of error input.
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The two concerned were middle-aged Staff Nurses.

The first, although

initially against the introduction of computers into the intensive
care environment, was very determined that she should not be beaten by
the computer.

She persevered and did in fact complete the trial,

although she was quite frustrated at the finish.

Her only criticism

of the system was that it still did not perform "their" part of the
drug calculation.

She went on to say that she did not want it to

perform the calculation but had been led to believe that it could.
The second, however, was not quite as determined at the outset and did
not cope at all well with the system.

Unfortunately she took all of

its negative (ie choice not available, please make another choice)
replies as direct criticisms of her own performance.

She did not

complete the trial and gave up having achieved a quarter of the trial.
She commented upon her displeasure of the system to the Senior Sister
and to the Ward Clerk.

This type of reaction was expected from a

small number of people in this type of situation, although not to such
an extreme.

The first Registrar to use the system went through the trial in a very
short time, about half the time it took most other users.

It is

interesting to note that the other quick user was a Sister who had
used other computer systems at her previous place of employment.

The

registrar, however, had never used a computer system of any kind
before.

A number of users found the questions used for the trial ambiguous.
Many of them, however, did see the logic behind the question after it
had been explained.

One Student Midwife found the Time Scale on the

Bradycardia with Apnoea graph rather difficult to interpret.
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7.2

MAJOR PILOT STUDY

Having trialed the keyboard system in the minor pilot study, the major
pilot study was intended to satisfy the research group that all three
systems were "naive user proof" before carrying out the main trials.

After the minor study all corrections were made to the keyboard
software, and the tracker ball and touchscreen software was completed.
Careful attention was given to areas of all new and old software that
was similar in nature to the problems areas exposed in the minor pilot
study.
The major pilot study had exactly the same format as the main trials
and took place at All Saints' Hospital, Chatham.

A detailed

description of the format of the main trials is given in chapter
eight.

Almost twenty subjects took part in the trials which was

considered to be sufficient to test the system.

The subjects were not

told that they were taking part in a pilot study for fear of affecting
their concentration.

The study exposed several small bugs in the software of the two new
systems.

None of the bugs were critical in terms of the accuracy of

the data collection but were more related to confusion abcut various
on-screen instructions.

These were easily rectified, and in most

cases this only amounted to editing a data statement within a control
file.
A more major problem was the accuracy of the touch screen.

Although

its accuracy was much improved by the addition of the clear plastic
sheet placed in front of the monitor, the major study exposed a
further problem.
the study.

Spasmodic, unexpected accuracy problems arose during

When these were subsequently investigated in the
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laboratory they were found to be caused by the adjustment of the
monitor.

On this occasion a different monitor was used in the study

compared to the development work.

When comparing the two monitors

there \oJas a difference in total picture height of 4mm.

For the main

trials the second monitor was adjusted to be identical to the
development monitor and was then used as the reserve monitor.

One of the major "selling" points of the touch screen and tracker ball
systems was the apparent lack of visible equipment required.

The

major pilot study was also used to design a suitable arrangement for
the equipment which presented each in the best possible way.

The data collected from the study although "good" could not be used
alongside main trial data due to the minor changes made to the
software and hardware.

The data was however used in the development

of statistical programs used for the final data analysis.

All the

data collected was not analysed but much of the data was used for the
thorough testing of the analysis software.
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CHAPTER 8

:

MAIN TRIALS

The rna{n aim of this research was to specify a suitable user interface

for use with the neonatal monitoring/management system under
development by the research group at the time.

The thesis so far has

discussed the methods used to determine which three interface devices
are likely contenders for this role.

The umain trials" and the

subsequent analysis of the data will consider each device with respect
to the above proposition, with the aim of finally specifying an
"ideal" user interface.

The main trials involved the thorough testing and evaluation of each
of the three user interfaces.

The trials were also used to accumulate

feelings towards the various user interfaces and indeed towards the
concept of microcomputer based neonatal monitoring/management systems
in general.

In order to obtain a representative view of the systems

they were trialed in six neonatal units, which included approximately
one hundred staff.

A detailed discussion of the format of the trials

and related topics is given below.

8.1

PRELIMINARY ORGANIZATION OF THE TRIALS

8. 1 . 1

SELECTION OF THE NEONATAL UNITS

The initial selection of the neonatal units was carried out by
Dr Ducker, the Medical Supervisor of the research.

They were selected

to include a range of technological awareness amongst staff.
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It was

considered essential that all units had a reasonably sized intensive
care capability so that the monitoring system concept was not
completely alien to the staff involved in the trials.

The units were

geographically selected to be within relatively easy reach of either
the two research bases: Loughborough, Leicestershire or Chatham, Kent.
The names of the units who were involved are listed below in the order
in which they were visited.

The names of the staff who took part in

the trials remain confidential.
(i)

Neonatal Unit, Leicester Royal Infirmary.

(ii)

Neonatal Unit, St Georges Hospital Medical School, London.

(iii) Trevor Mann Baby Unit, Royal Sussex County Hospital, Brighton.
(iv)

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, Nottingham City Hospital.

(v)

Special Care Baby Unit, St Thomas' Hospital, London.

(vi)

Special Care Baby Unit, Birmingham Maternity Hospital.

Once an initial contact was made by Dr Ducker, usually the Consultant
or Senior Registrar, further contact was made by the researcher to
explain the theme of the research, the requirements in terms of room
space, the amount of staff involvement and to confirm dates to visit
the unit.

Posters and small leaflets were sent one or two weeks in

advance of the visit to notify the staff of the reason for the visit
to their unit.

8. 1.2

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TRIALS

The trial made use of three BBC microcomputers, three disc drives,
three colour monitors and associated hardware used for the user
interface to each microcomputer.

As a result of breakdowns of
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equipment during the pilot studies a fourth microcomputer and colour
monitor was also taken to each unit.

One of the major concerns when

trialing the systems was to give the correct visual effect of the
systems.

Hence only the pieces of equipment directly involving the

user during the interaction with the system were visible to the user.
All other parts of the system were hidden (see table 8.1.2a).

Table 8.1.2a

:

Equipment requirements for each system

------------------------~----------------------------- ----------------

System

Visible equipment

Equipment out of sight

KEYBOARD

computer & keyboard
Colour monitor

Disc Drives

TRACKER BALL

Tracker Ball
Colour monitor

Tracker ball interface
Disc Drives
Computer & Keyboard

TOUCH SCREEN

Touch Screen & colour
monitor appearing as
only one device

Disc Drives

Computer & keyboard

In addition, a small speaker was used for the tracker ball and touch
screen systems for audio feedback and was situated, although out of
sight, in close proximity to the colour monitor.

8.1.3

ROOM REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TRIALS

In ideal circumstances the trial of the systems should have taken
place in the normal working environment of the staff for whom the
systems were designed.

In this case it would have meant carrying out

the trials within the intensive care nursery.

This is not practical

in terms of available space and certainly not desirable in terms of
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the increased risk of infection to the infant.

The next most ideal

environment would have been simulation of the intensive care nursery
using "spare" equipment and positioning the computer systems in

realistic positions at each cot side.

Unfortunately, this method,

although highly desirable for the research, again was fraught with
practical problems due .to the lack of spare equipment and the
availability of a room close to the unit that could have been
temporarily converted into another nursery.
The environment finally agreed upon by the research group including
the Human Factors Consultant was a conventional seminar room arranged

so that any computer equipment not physically used by the user should
be out of sight. The equipment was arranged so that a writing surface
was within close proximity of the user interface to allow the subject
to complete the question sheets during the trial.

8.1.4

STAFF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE TRIALS

The aim was to encourage approximately twenty members of staff from
each unit to take part in the trial.

As medical and nursing staff

would be closely involved in the use of the system both groups of
staff were encouraged.

The numbers and types of staff ideally

required from each unit is given below.
Consul tants
Senior Registrars/Registrars
Senior House Officers
Sisters/Clinical Teachers
Staff Nurses/Staff Midwives
Student Midwives/Nursery Nurses/SENs
TOTAL
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1
1
3
5
7
3
20

In terms of the time required for each member of staff to complete the
trial: the introduction and description of the system took seven to
ten minutes; and the use of each system took ten to twelve minutes.

Therefore each complete trial took in the region of thirty-seven to
forty-six minutes.

Each trial could accommodate up to three members

of staff at anyone time.

8.2

THE TRIALS

The intention here is to detail the format of the trials in terms of
the content of the introduction given about the system and the methods
that were used to demonstrate the workings of each system function.
If possible the introduction and demonstration were given to a group
of three staff.

However more often, it was given on a one-to-one

basis and occasionally groups of up to eight were involved.

The

subjects were encouraged to stay and trial the systems as soon as the
demonstration was complete.

However, depending on the length of the

demonstration and their need to return to the nursery, on some

occasions the practical part of the trial had to be deferred until a
later time.

The introduction was given seated and the demonstration

was given solely on the tracker ball system:

The users were then told

the operational differences between the three devices and then the
trial began on all three systems so that they could subsequently
express a preference.
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8.2.1

INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE

MONITORING/~~AGEMENT

SYSTEM
The subjects were given an historical introduction to the research as
a whole, detailing why and when computer based monitoring was
originally used in research by Dr Ducker.

It was explained why the

new system currently under development required this research to
investigate the user interface design.

They were then told that the

main aim of this research was to identify which was the best method
for nursing and medical staff to communicate with the computer system.
The three methods which had been identified as being possibly the best
were shown and named to the subjects ie. Keyboard, Tracker Ball and
Touch Screen.
The attention of the subjects was then drawn towards the tracker ball
monitor and a description of the monitoring screen was given.

At this

time the nursing staff were told that the first major benefit they
would see from the introduction of such a monitoring system would be
that their role of charting data would be significantly reduced.

They

were told that the computer system was much more than just a
monitoring device, and that it was capable of handling many different
types of data about the infant.

The function of each of the icons on

the bottom of the monitoring screen was described briefly in order to
demonstrate the complexity and power of the system.

The tracker ball was chosen to demonstrate the system mainly because

it is the most complex of the systems to use, is very similar in
appearance to the touch screen system and can be manipulated remotely
from the monitor without restricting the subject's view of the
monitor.

Each of the four working functions within the system were

then clearly and methodically demonstrated, starting with Making
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Comments, Viewing Comments, Drug Calculations and finally Viewing
Graphs .
. Any special features the tracker ball system possessed in order to
give the user better agility within the system were emphasized.

For

example, the special use of the left and right hand buttons on the
tracker ball to perform specific tasks when making comments, and the
use of the left hand button in the drugs function to "go back one
question".

'W"hilst demonstrating the "View Cormnents" function an

example paper printout of monitoring graphs was used to emphasize the
use of numerically coding the comments as they were made.
Q

Having demonstrated all the functions available using the tracker
ball, the operational differences of the other two systems were
explained.

When describing the touch screen the need for the subject

to point at the screen with the plastic pointer or finger at right
angles to the screen surface was emphasized.

The two methods used to

operate the touch screen were also clearly pointed out:

the need to

remove the pointer from the screen when selecting from menus in order
to instigate a function; and the need to just point at the character
or word when entering textual or numerical data.
A description of the keyboard operation was given outlining the use of
the Red Function keys for menu selection and the use of the keyboard
as a typewriter for entering text and numbers.

Great emphasis was

given at this stage to the on-screen instructions intended to inform
the subjects of the type of input the computer was waiting for at any
particular time.
For ethical reasons the subjects were then told that if they were to
help with the trials and use the computers, every task they performed
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would be logged as would the time taken to perform each task.

The

reasons given to justify this method of data collection were
explained.

No objections were voiced.

Data input was logged to

enable the researcher to quantify data input errors and each task was
timed in order to test the performance of the user in terms of speed.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

8.2.2

Finally the format of the practical trial was explained to the
potential users.

They were shown the question sheet (see.Appendix IV

: Part II) and the tasks they were to perform were explained clearly.
The tasks were ordered so that after each task the user had to return
to the Main Monitoring screen.

This would make data analysis easier.

There were a total of six tasks to perform.
(a)

Entering their User Number.

This was printed at the top of each

page.
(b)

Using the Drugs function to determine the quantity of a

particular drug to be administered, given the stated drug and infant
details.
(c)

Using the Make A Comment function to enter a comment which was

detailed on the question sheet.
(d)

Using the Other Graphs function to ascertain a particular piece

or pieces of information from a graph.
(e)

Using the View Comments function to find out what time a

particular incident occurred.
(f)

Using the Stop Monitoring function to stop the trial on the

system they were using.
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They were told that these tasks were to be completed on each of the
three systems, and that they were to be carried out in the order of
the sheets provided.
sheet.

Each input system had a different coloured

If the subjects attempted to use the incorrect sheet on a

system the researcher could see immediately and intervene.

The

remaining three pages of the question sheets contained a
questionnaire.

They were required to tick boxes and in doing so they

would provide a large amount of data.

Six questions were to be

answered:

(a)

How easy did you find each particular task?

(b)

How quickly were you able to use the system for each task?

(c)

How many errors did you make whilst performing each task?

(d)

How much did you improve in using each input system?

(e)

How would you rate each input method against its counterparts?

(f)

Do you type?

If so, how often?

Appendix IV : Part 11 details the exact format of the questionnaire.
The first three questions required the subject to rank his performance
on each input system for the different tasks he performed.

For

example, did he find it an Easy, Satisfactory, or Difficult task to
perform on the keyboard system?

Using a matrix format for this

question one tick indicated his opinion.

The fourth question required

the subject to assess his own rate of improvement throughout the use
of a particular system.

For example, if the user found the tracker

ball system difficult to use at the commencement of the trial but
found it much easier and straightforward to use at the end of the
trial then he would allocate a score of five to the tracker ball.

The

fifth question simply required the user to rank the three systems in
order of preference.

A score of one would indicate the device which
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was most favoured. The last question enquired whether the subject had
ever used a typewriter and if he had to indicate how often, for
example, "several times a month".

Finally, the subjects were given a chance to ask questions about the
trial systems, computer-based monitoring, potential operational
problems or the format of the trials.

The systems were then set up

for the subjects and they were allowed to begin the trials.

8.2.3

THE PRACTICAL TRIALS

Observational notes were made throughout the trials of any unusual
actions or methods used to operate the systems.

Any passing comments

made by the subjects, negative or positive, were noted and referenced
with their user number in order to build up as full a record as
possible of their use of the system.

If the user had to leave the

room for any reason - for example medical staff were invariably
"bleeped" whilst using one of the systems - a note of where this
occurred in the trial was made so that when analysing the data
allowances could be made.
In general, if the user experienced any difficulties then they were
usually on the first system they used.

If this was the case, they

were assisted in overcoming their difficulty, usually by encouraging
them to think of the computer system as a parallel to their existing
paper-based system.

For example, if they found it difficult to

identify how they could "find out when the last eye care was giv'ln?",
they were asked where this information would normally be recorded.
Their reply indicated that this would be with "all other observational
COMMENTS, down the side of the charts".
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This normally lead them to

look at the
researcher.

CO~~ENTS

menu without further intervention from the

Once the subjects progressed to the second and third

systems, they were given no assistance in finding information.
1

On the rare occasions when the system crashed , this only happened
when the subject used the touch screen and in particular when he used
the drugs function three times in succession.

The crash was due to a

lack of free memory in the computer to accommodate the generated data.
The. researcher was able to "rescue" the system and return the subject

to the trial within a few minutes, having lost only a small amount of
data.
In all of the above cases where problems were experienced by the
subjects a note was made referenced with their user number'so that, if
appropriate, allowances could be made in the final data analysis.
When the subjects had finished the practical part of the trial they
were encouraged to complete the questionnaire as soon as possible, but
they were allowed to take the sheets back to the nursery to complete
them.

They could then return earlier to the infants in their charge

and staff who had not participated in the trial could see other staff
doing so and as a result were encouraged to volunteer.

Upon

completion of the whole trial and questionnaire the subjects were
thanked for their participation and their name and status were
recorded next to their user number in the log book.

It was considered

important to identify the status of the user who carried out the
trial.

This was used as a factor in part of the analysis.

Secondly

Crashed - The term used to describe when a computer system
(program) ceases to function correctly and the user is unable
to recover the situation.
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each participant was written to by the researcher to thank them for
their involvement and assistance with the research.

This chapter has discussed the preliminary organization of the Main
Trials in terms of which units were selected to take part and exactly
what was required of them in terms of room space and facilities.

The

equipment was detailed in terms of the computers required for the
trials.

The need for approximately twenty staff from each unit to

take part in the trials was emphasized as was the proportion of each
staff group.

A detailed complete description of the Main Trials

followed with justifications of why certain approaches were taken.
The multiple choice questionnaire used to gather the users' opinions
of the system was explained.

Finally the chapter detailed the format

of the practical part of the trials in terms of how they were
conducted and the observational techniques used.
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CHAPTER 9

:

RESULTS

The aim of this chapter is to examine the results of the research, and
place them within the context of U.K. Special Care Baby Units (SCBU).

9.1

OVERALL STATISTICS RELATING TO TOTAL U.K. SCBU STAFF

The main trial looked at 6 Special Care Baby Units, all with an
Intensive Care Nursery.

From these 6 units 109 medical and nursing

staff participated in the trials.
subjects are shown below.

The detailed results for 96

In 13 cases the data was incomplete which

was caused by time restrictions placed upon them by their duties.
The sample tested needs to be placed within the context of the whole
UK Special Care Baby Unit capability.

The following information has

been extrapolated from the 1985 "Directory of Emergency and Special
Care Units" published by CMA Medical Data Limited.
Within the UK
sick infants.

1

there are 266 Units with the ability to care for 4,529
Of these there are 3,109 Special Care cots and 553

Intensive Care cots.

The deficit is accounted for by nursery cots.

This research is primarily concerned with monitoring systems developed
to aid the intensive care of infants so the figures are reduced to
include only those Units which have both Special Care and Intensive
Care capabilities.

U.K. - England, Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland.
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Of the total 266 Units in the UK, only 150 of these have both
Intensive and Special Care facilities.

This gives a total capacity of

3,044 cots; 2,154 of these are Special Care cots and 553 are Intensive
Care cots.

The deficit of 337 are nursery cots.

The trial addressed

units totaling 8% of all Intensive Care cots and 4.9% of all Special
Care cots.

(see table 9. 1a) .

Table 9.1a

APPROXIMATE NUMBER

UNIT

OF COTS

INTENSIVE CARE
COTS

SPECIAL CARE
COTS
15
12
12
20
16
30

!!

St. Georges
Leicester Royal
Royal Sussex
Nottingham city
St. Thomas I
B'ham Maternity

PER UNIT

6

10
6
12
4
6

----------------!!------------------1--------------------I
TOTAL

!!

105

!

44

================!!==================1====================!

TOTAL U.K.

!!

2154

!

533

================!!==================!====================1
% OF TOTAL U.K.'!!
4.9%
8%
!!

Given the total number of Units with intensive care facilities in the
UK, it was estimated
these Units.

2

that there are some 900 medical staff active in

On the premise that on average there will be 3 nursing

staff per cot, accounting for all shifts, then there are approximately
9,132 nursing staff within these Units.

This gives a total number of

Neonatal Intensive Care staff of 10,032.

2

Medical Staff per unit ~ 2 Consultants + 1 Senior Registrar + 1
Registrar + 2 Senior House Officers (SHO's) ~ 6.
TOTAL
Medical Staff ~ 150 * 6 ~ 900.
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The total of 96 subjects gives a total sample size of 0.96% of all
available staff.

This figure is further detailed in table 9.1b, where

actual numbers of staff per unit are given.

Overall 19.7% of all the

staff available in the units were included in the trial.

Table 9.lb

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF STAFF PER UNIT

UNIT

! ! TOTAL

NURSING
STAFF
IN
TRIAL

TOTAL
fo'£DICAL
STAFF /
UNIT

63

13

6

66
54
96
60
108

13
8
13
12
9

6
6
8
6
9

NURSING
STAFF /
UNIT
St. Georges
Leicester Royal
Royal Sussex
Nottingham City
St. Thomas'
B'ham Maternity

!.

!.

MEDICAL
STAFF
IN
TRIAL
4
6
1
7
3
7

% OF
TOTAL
STAFF
IN TRIAL!
24%
26%
15%
19%
22%
15%

-----------------11---------!---------1---------1---------1---------1
TOTAL

!!

447

68

41

28

19.7% !

=~===============!!=========!=========!=========!===== ====1=========1

TOTAL U.K. (*)

!! 9132

! 9132

900

900!

=================11=========1=========!=========!=========!=========!

% OF TOTAL

*

9.2

11
!!

4.9%

0.74%1

4.6%

3%

0.96%1.
! !

Estimate

TRIAL SUBJECTS IN MORE DETAIL

The 6 units included in the trials were all regional neonatal
intensive care units, and 5 of these were associated with teaching
hospitals.
figure 9.2a.

The details of the 6 units and their staff are shown in
The bold black line is used to indicate the proportion

of medical staff to nursing staff.

The medical staff group includes

Consultants, Senior Registrars, Registrars and Senior House Officers.

The nursing staff group includes Sisters, Clinical Teachers, Staff
Nurses, Staff Midwives, State Enrolled Nurses and Nursery Nurses.
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The

average number of subjects per Unit was 16, with 30% Medical staff and
70% Nursing staff.
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Figure 9.2a

9.3

:

Proportions of different types of staff in each
Neonatal Intensive care Unit.

THREE METHODS OF COMPLETING THE TRIALS

In order to remove the possibility of influencing a subject's
performance as a result of the order in which they used the three
systems, it was arranged that there should be equal numbers starting
on each of the three systems.

This was achieved by using three sets

of trial instructions, each requiring the subject to use the three
systems in a different order.
on a random basis.

These were distributed to the subjects

In practice 31 subjects started on the Keyboard,

31 on the Tracker Ball and 34 on the Touch Screen.
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The distribution of these subjects between the different staff groups
can be seen in Figure 9.3a.

It is apparent that the distribution

between the order in which the Staff Nurses and Nursery Nurses used
the three systems is not as consistent as the Senior Nursing and

medical staff.

However no conscious effort was made to keep these

proportions equal, the main aim being to keep the total number of
subjects starting on each device as equal as possible.
16
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9.4

Registrars

The Number of staff starting on each device.

DETERMINATION

OF

THE -BEST- SYSTEM

An ideal solution would be to determine a single best system but it

may be more likely that an individual system would be more suitable
for one activity rather than another.

It is the determination of

y.·hich system is "best" that was of prime interest here.
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In order to

attempt to determine the "best" system, the following easily
measurable, comparable parameters have been identified.

9.4.1

DATA INPUT ERRORS.

These are errors in data input (numeric or other) that the subject had
not attempted to remedy.

If a data input error was made but

subsequently corrected, although visible in the computer file, it was
not recorded as an error.

important.

These errors are seen as the most

For example the input of incorrect numeric data during the

Drugs Calculation may have dangerous implications.

9.4.2 SYSTEl-1 ROUTE ERRORS.

A system route error is given for every incorrect choice that is made

from a menu, . that is the subject is attempting to take the wrong
route through the system.

If the subject is attempting to correct a

mistake then relevant system route "errors'l are ignored.

9.4.3 QUESTION SHEET ERRORS.

If a subject gives an incorrect answer on the question sheet, a

question sheet error is awarded.
type of error.

There may be three reasons for this

Firstly they may have made incorrect inputs (data

input errors), hence the system gives an inappropriate answer.
Secondly, they may read the "answer" from the wrong part of the
display.

Thirdly they may not write down correctly what they see on

the screen.
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9.4.4

TIME TAKEN FOR TASK.

The time is recorded for each reaction to a new screen display, and

these are then summed to give an overall time for each task.

9.4.5

MOST PREFERRED SYSTEM.

This is based on a simple ranking of each device on the question
sheets carried out by the subjects.
Due to the nature of the tasks that are asked of the subjects during
the trials, not all of the above parameters are relevant for each
task.

For example, where the subject is asked to interpret a screen

display and write down what they perceive, there is no need for data
input, therefore no data input errors can occur in this task.

The table below (Table 9.4.5a) indicates where particular parameters
are relevant for each task.

Table 9.4.5a

Task

Relevant Parameters for individual trial tasks.

! Data Input ! System Route ! Question Sheet !
! Error
! Error
! Error

Time

Drugs

YES

YES

YES

YES

Make Comm

YES

YES

NO

YES

View Comm

NO

YES

YES

YES

View Graph

NO

YES

YES

YES

------------------------------------------------------------------
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9.5

DEFINITION OF THE -BEST- SYSTEM

A preposed definitien .of the best system, based en the parameters
listed above, weuld be the single system which fer every subject:
(i) minimised data input errors;
(ii) minimised system route errors;

(iii) minimised questien sheet errers;
(iv) was inherently the quickest system te use and
(v) was mest preferred by the subjects.
Hewever, as explained earlier, it is unlikely that any single system
will be the mest suitable fer all subjects.

Neither is it likely that

a single system will be the best fer all tasks.

Therefore it is

highly unlikely that there will be a "best" system .overall fer all
subjects.

The aim .of the remainder .of this chapter hewever, is te

examine the data, with a view to identifying the "best tl system or

parts thereef.

9.6

INITIAL. DATA ANALYSIS

In .order te gain an .overview .of the data cellected the mean value fer
each data item was calculated.
d.

The results are shewn in Tables 9.6a -

The numerical values given cerrespend te the mean value fer each

data item.

In the case .of TIME this is expressed in secends and

hundredths .of secends.

Several censideratiens need te be expressed

befere viewing the data.
cempleted the trials.

Firstly the data includes ALL subjects whe

Secendly it is intended that the means .only

give an indicatien .of the success .of the systems.

Lastly it is

assumed at this stage that the .order in which the systems were used
has ne effect .on the subjects' perfermance as any such effect if
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present would have been canceled out by randomising the order in which
the systems were used.
The results were simply ranked for each data set and then the ranks
were summed to give an overall result for each device for every task.
(The apparently most successful device for each task has been
identified with an asterisk - *).

From the tables it is clear that

the Keyboard appears to be the most successful system.

It was placed

first on all tasks of the system, apart from viewing comments where
the Tracker Ball was apparently a more superior device.
The only other parameter that is particularly apparent from these
results is the extremely low number of "question sheet errors" that

were made throughout all of the trials.

This parameter could be used

singularly as a judge of most of the system, however, the mean values
alone are not indicative of exactly how many and how potentially
dangerous each incorrect answer may have been.

Table 9.6a

:

Mean Data - Drugs Calculations

!

KEY BOARD

!

TRACKER BALL ! TOUCH SCREEN !

-----------------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+
0.11
0.06
0.15
I

Data Input Errors
System Route Errors
Time (secs)
Question Sheet Errors

0.66
157.2
0.3

0.84
214.84
0.28

*
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............. .

0.98
157.93
0.26

Table 9.6b

Mean Data - Making Comments

! KEY BOARD

! TRACKER BALL ! TOUCH SCREEN !

-----------------------+--------------+--------------+------_.. _-----+
Data Input Errors
System Route Errors
Time (secs)

Table 9.6c

0.38
0.72
118.36

1.55
0.48
181.48

•

1.99
1.67
161.95

Mean Data - Viewing Comments

! KEY BOARD

! TRACKER BALL ! TOUCH SCREEN !

-----------------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+
System Route Errors
1.01
0.77
0.96
Time .(secs)
Question Sheet Errors

Table 9.6d

:

97.92
0.12

83.3
0.05

•

89.13
0.17

Mean Data - Viewing Graphs

! KEY BOARD

! TRACKER BALL ! TOUCH SCREEN !

-----------------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+
System Route Errors
0.54
0.62
0.76
Time (secs)
Question Sheet Errors

72.12
O. 11

•

108.36
0.18

84.45
O. 11

The final parameter, which was indicated earlier in the definition of
the best system, was the subjects' overall preference for a system.
On the question sheet the subjects were asked simply to rank their
preference.
systems.

Figure 9.6a shows how the subjects scored each of the

The favouri t.e system appears to be the Keyboard wi th the

Touch Screen as next favoured and the Tracker Ball as least favoured.
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Note that as completion of the final questions on the question sheet
was not compulsory two subjects did not rank the systems.

For this

reason the score values for overall ranking include only 94 subjects.
As mean values conceal considerable information the data will now be
more systematically analysed.

9.7

DATA ANALYSIS

ALL SUBJECTS ON ALL SYSTEMS

Having reviewed the mean scores, it is now essential to examine the

data in more detail.

The statistical test chosen was the One Way

Analysis of Variance for Correlated Means (ANOVA).
Holliday (1982): chapter 15).

(see L Cohen & M

There are two parts to this test.

The

first is the ANOVA test itself which examines all the means ie. all
subjects' performance on all three systems.
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The test returns a

significance value "FII which when compared to standard tables may

indicate a 1% or 5% significance

3

Where an "FII value is significant

the second part of the test is carried out on that data only.

This is

called the TUKEY test and exposes data between which there is a
significant difference.

The level of significance is determined by

comparing the results against tables.
The Anova test was performed on all data and exposed only six
variables that indicated a significant difference.

The Tukey test was

then performed on each of the identified variables.

The significance

values are indicated in Table 9.7a.

-------------------3

1%/5% Significance - If a result is said to be significant at
the 5% level then it is implied that there is a 95% certainty
that the results are not due to errors in the trials.
Similarly 1% gives a 99% certainty
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Table 9.7a

:

ANOVA AND TOKEY RESULTS
(ALL subjects and ALL systems)

DATA ITEM:

!
!
!
!

!

ANOVA

!
!
!

lip"

Time

12.316

TUKEY
Keyboard

27.73

19.42

System Route

0.38

1.
11
! !
11

Time

VIEW COMMS

Q. Sheet
VIEW GRAPH

Time

1•

19.07

1%

Screen

214.84

157.93

1-------------------------1
1------------1

1%

1%

Touch

Ball

1------------1 1----------1

157.2

1%

MAKE COMMS
Data lip

MEANS

Tracker

11
!!

1 . 55

1 .99

1-------------------------1
1------------1

0.72

0.48

1.67

1-------------------------I

1-------------1

118.36

!!
! !
! !
!!
!!
! !
! !

3.737

5%

0.12

!!

9.586

1%

72.12

1

181.48

161.95
5%

1------------1

0.05

0.17

1-------------1

108.36

84.45

!!

Bold type indicates level of s~gnificance.
Significant difference at 1%

1----1 =

(unless otherwise marked)

Referring to table 9.7a, and taking as an example the result "TIME"
for the DRUGS task, the significance value "F" is 12.316, and is
significant at the 1% level.

Two questions need answering before one

can appreciate the relevance of the result.
value of significance IIF" mean?"

Firstly, "What does the

"P" is based on a comparison

between the results of all subjects on the drugs task.
"What data has been used to arrive at this result 7"

parameter is TIME.

Secondly,
In this case the

The ANOVA test looks at every subject's TIME for

this task on each system and derives a MEAN TIME for each.

It then

calculates the significance value "F" between the three MEANS.
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I f the value "F" is significant then the TUKEY test is performed on

the same data.

(L. Cohen and M. Holliday (1982): Chapter 17).

Referring to table 9.7a, and looking at the same example as in the
ANOVA test - Drugs (Time taken) - it can be seen that there are three
results (MEANS).

There is a mean time, for all subjects on the

Keyboard, Tracker Ball, and Touch Screen.

The TUKEY test identifies

between which "means" there is a significant difference.

The "1----1"

lines indicate between which there is a significant difference.

9.7.1

DRUGS

DETAILS (ALL SUBJECTS/SYSTEMS)

The only parameter which the Anova test highlighted as being
significant was the time taken to perform this task.

The means show a

significant difference at the 1% level between the keyboard and the
Tracker Ball and between the Touch Screen and the Tracker Ball.

Both

Keyboard and Touch Screen times are almost identical but the Tracker
Ball time is significantly greater.

9.7.2

MAKING COMMENTS - DETAILS

(ALL SUBJECTS/SYSTEMS)

The "Making Comments" task exposed several differences in performance
between the subjects.
errors and Time.

These were on Data Input errors, System Route

All differences identified were at the 1%

significance level.

The subjects' performance in terms of data input

errors on the keyboard was significantly better than either of the
other two systems.

For system route errors the keyboard and tracker

ball were both significantly better than the touch screen.

Again, in

terms of time, the keyboard was significantly quicker than either of
its counterparts.
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9.7.3

VIEWING COMMENTS

- DETAILS (ALL SUBJECTS/SYSTEMS)

This task is the only one that has exposed a significant difference at
the 5% level in terms of Question Sheet errors.

The tracker ball is

significantly better than the touch screen.

9.7.4

VIEWING GRAPHS - DETAILS (ALL SUBJECTS/SYSTEMS)

Viewing a graph is a relatively uncomplicated task and the subjects
found the keyboard to be significantly quicker than the tracker ball
at the 1% level.

9.7.5

ALL SUBJECTS AND ALL SYSTEMS - SUMMARY

The results of the Anova and Tukey tests reveal only a small number of
significant results.

In all, six variables were identified from the

four major tasks where a significant result was indicated.

In five of

these cases the subjects' use of the keyboard was superior to at least
one of its counterparts.

Possibly the most interesting discovery was

that the time taken to carry out the drugs task on both the keyboard
and touch screen were very nearly identical.

They were in fact 27%

quicker than the time taken to complete the same task on the tracker
ball.

As far as these results can show the keyboard appears to be a

superior system.

However other influences on the subjects'

performance have not been investigated.
It is necessary to examine the data in more detail to see whether the
"superiority" of anyone system was highlighted as a result of either
"learning" or "the order" in which the systems were used.

following two sections will examine these important issues.
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The

9.8

THE EFFECT OF THE ORDER IN WHICH THE SYSTEMS ARE OSED

As the subjects were asked to use three similar systems consecutively,

it is necessary to ensure that the order in which they used the
systems did not effect their overall success.

Therefore equal number

of subjects used the systems in one of three sequences.

Ey

"randomising" the order in which the subjects used the three systems,
it was intended that any learning of the software system would be

evened out across all subjects.

This section will analyse the data

illustrating that the order in which they carried out the trial had
little effect on their overall performance.
The data was analysed using the One Way Analysis of Variance for
Correlated Means (ANOVA)

see L. Cohen & M. Holiday (1982)

chapter

15.

9.8.1

ONE WAY ANOVA - ORDER

The table shows a significance value "F", which in turn can be related

to the standard significance table ( L. Cohen & M. Holliday (1982) :
Appendix 6) in order to see at what level the result is significant.
Values in table 9.8.1a that are significant at either the 1% or 5%
levels are thus indicated.
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Table 9.8.1a

DATA ANALYSIS - ANOVA RESULTS
(Between Trials Significance "Fa)

Table 9.8.1a clearly shows that Making Comments produces many
significant results.

This may have been expected as it requires the

subject to use all types of input.

The subject has to make numeric

and plain text input, which implies that they must be conversant with
the whole "keyboard" whether it be a real keyboard or a screen based
keyboard.

Apart from this global observation no further information

can be gleaned from this table, therefore the TUKEY test ( L. Cohen &
M. Holliday (1982) : Chapter 17 ) was chosen for further analysis.
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9.8.2

THE TUKEY TEST - ORDER

The TUKEY test identifies between which "means" there is a significant

Table 9.8.2a only details those results where the ANOVA

difference.

test exposed that there was a significant difference.

The following

section discusses the data within the table and suggests their cause.

Table 9.8. 2a

:

TtlKEY TEST -

DATA ITEM:

Starting
On Keyboard
KB
TB
TS

SHOWING THE MEANS

Starting
Starting
!!
!!
! ! On Tracker Ball ! ! On Touch Screen
! ! TB
1 TS 1 KB ! ! TS
KB
TB
! !

1'

1-----------1
1-----1
1-----1
I
186.1 206.2 137.111203.3 141. 6 120.5
!!
!!

DRUGS

Time

! !

MAKE COMMS

Data lip

1-----1
0.29 1.25

!!
11 1-----------1
1-----1
11
I
1.1811 2.0
2.1
0.49

1-----1
2.64 0.37

1.41'

! !

5%

11

I-----I

System Route1 0.74

0.41

!!

1.1911 0.45

1-----------1
1-----1
1-----1
I
1.32 0.38.1 2.44 1.02 0.58

! !

5%
!!
1-----1
11 1-----------1
1-----1
1142.9 188.2 158.811186.7 135.5 88.91 188.9 122.7 171.1'

Time

! !

VIEW COMMS

1-----1
1125.5 67.5

Time

!!
!!
11
73.311

1.
!!
! !

! !
! !

VIEW GRAPH

Time

11 I-----------I 11
5%
11 1-----1
I
1 1 1-----1
11125.3 59.2 50.911105.4 74.9
! !
!!
!!

! !
!!

! !

1----1

=

98.51

Significant difference at 1%
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(Unless otherwise marked)

9.8.3

DRUGS - DETAILS

(ORDER)

Table 9.8.2a shows that the only significant differences identified
"'ere in

terms of time.

For those subjects starting on the Keyboard,

although there was no improvement between their use of the first and
second systems, there was a significant (1%) difference between their
Tracker Ball and Touch Screen attempts.
For the subjects who started on the Tracker Ball, their time improved
progressively through all three systems.

Although their improvement

was only found to be significant (1%) between their first '(TB) and
second systems (TS), and the first (TB) and third systems (KB).

9.8.4 MAKING COMMENTS - DETAILS

(ORDER)

This task was predicted as being the task that would identify the most
differences.

Table 9.8.2a indicates that this was the case.

Looking

first at the users' performance in terms of the number of data input
errors made.

Although a significant (1%) difference was apparent for

those starting on the Keyboard between their results on the KB and TB,
their result was worse on their second system (TB).

However for those

starting on the Tracker Ball, the overall trend was an improvement
through the three systems.

With a significant (1%) improvement being

identified between their first (TB) and third systems (KB), and
between second (TB) and third systems (KB).

For those starting on the

Touch screen then there was a very significant (1%) improvement
between the TS and KB, first and second systems respectively.
Turning to system route errors for those starting on the keyboard
there was a decline in performance comparing their second (TB) and
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third (TS) systems.
level.

This significance was however only at the 5%

Performance for those starting on the Tracker Ball was the

opposite.

There was a significant difference (1%) decrease in system

route errors between their second (TS) and third (KB) systems.

For

those starting on the keyboard there was a progressive decrease in
errors with a significant (1%) decrease between their first (TS) and
second (KB) and first (TS) and third (TB) systems.
Looking at the subjects' speed in making comments, those starting on
the keyboard declined in performance from their first (KB) to second
(TB) systems at a 5% significance level.

And those that started on

the Tracker Ball made a steady improvement through all three systems
with a significant (1%) improvement between their first (TB) and last
(KB) systems.

9.8.5 VIEWING COMMENTS - DETAILS

(ORDER)

The only significant (1%) difference identified for viewing comments
was an improvement in time for those subjects starting on the
keyboard.

They had a substantial improvement in time between their

first (KB) and second (TB) systems.

9.8.6 VIEWING GRAPHS - DETAILS

(ORDER)

Again the only parameter which showed as having significant results
was "Time".

For those starting on the Tracker Ball, th~ir performance

was far superior on both of the other two systems.

There was a

significant (1%) improvement between their use of the TB and the TS,
and also between their use of the TB and KB.
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A significance level of

5% was identified between the first (TB) and second (KB) systems for
those who started on the Touch Screen system.

9.8.7

TUKEY - SUMMARY

(ORDER)

A summary of the ANOVA results is given in Table 9.8.1a.

A total of

thirteen data items were observed, on each of the three methods of
carrying out the trials, giving a total of 39 possible results.

In

fact only 14 of these indicated that there was a significant
difference at all between each of the three systems used.· See table
9.8.2a.

Only 4 of these indicated an improvement in performance

between each of the systems, 7 indicated improvements between only two
of the systems, and the remaining 3 showed a decline in performance
between two systems.
In conclusion, it is believed that the subjects' performance was not
significantly effected by the order in which they used the systems,
which is in accordance with the hypothesis.

9.9 LEARNING
Having established that the order in which the subjects carried out
the trials had little significant effect on their overall performance
with the systems, it is now applicable to examine further whether or
not "learning" took place.

In order to look at learning} one needs to

compare like input method with like input method after an event has
taken place.

To do this it is assumed that the only difference

between the subjects is the order in which they carried out the trial.
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For'each task on each input system all the subjects who carried it out
first are compared with those who carried it out second, and third.
If learning has taken place one would expect a significant improvement
between the subjects' "first" and "second" attempts, and between their
"second" and "third" attempts.

In order to analyse the data the ANOVA

and TUKEY tests have been used in much the same way as in the previous
sections,

The ANOVA test requires that there are equal numbers of

subjects in each group being compared,

In this case there were

thirty-one subjects who started on the keybooard and tracker ball but
thirty-four subjects who started on the touch screen.

For each

calculation three sets of touch screen data were automatically removed
at random by the computer analysis software.

9.9.1 ONE WAY ANOVA - LEARNING
Table 9.9.1a records the anova results of the analysis.
grouped the data into three sets.

The analysis

The first set included ALL subjects

attempts at the keyboard system, the second set ALL subjects attempts
at the tracker ball system, and the third set ALL subjects attempts at
the touch screen system.

Each set was further broken down into three,

a subset including only the subjects data who used the system first, a
subset for using the system second, and a subset for third.
table 9.9.2a).

(see

Since the effect of the order in which the subjects

used the system did not appear to have a significant effect overall on
performance (see 9.8.7), then it is assumed that all three subsets of
the subjects data can be regarded as one smaller group of subjects.
That is the sample size is reduced to 31, but it is now possible
theoretically to compare "their" performance on the same system with
three attempts.

This will therefore enable the analysis of the
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"learning" variable.

If there was a significant difference between

first, second and third attempts then this is indicated in the table.
There were only nine significant results from a possible thirty nine.
These are detailed further in table 9.9.2a.

Table 9.9.1a

DATA ITEM:

DATA ANALYSIS - ANOVA RESULTS
(Examjning -Learning- - Significance Rp_)

! !
!!

Using the
Keyboard

!!

DRUGS
Data lip
System Route
Time
Q. Sheet
MAKE COMMS
Data lip
System Route
Time

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

!!
!
!
!
!

!
!

I
!
!
!
!
!
I
!

VIEW COMMS
!
System Route !
Time
! !
I !
Q. Sheet
VIEW GRAPH
System Route
Time

Q. Sheet

9.9.2

1.8
1. 14
7.03
1.428
0.97
2.88
5.02
0.17
4.08
1.968

1%

1%

1%

1.90
10. 10 1%
2.952

Using the
Tracker
Ball

Using the ! !
Touch
! !

1. 29
0.39
0.73
o. 185

1.61
0.53
4.56
0.205

1. 53
0.014
0.266

3.68
5.36
4.48

1. 12
7.56
0.194

1. 91
1. 002
0.064

1%

0.184
2.66
2.307

Screen

0.498
2.69
2.952

! !
!!
! !
! I

5%

5%
1%

5%
!.
! !
! I
! !
! !
!!
! I
! !
I I
! !

THE TUKEY TEST - LEARNING

Table 9.9.2a details the results of the Tukey test, and it is clear
that there are few 1% significant improvements in performance.
improvements were in terms of speed (time).
look at the data in more detail.
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Most

The following sections

Table 9.9.2a

:

TUKEY TEST - SHOWING THE MEANS
(Examjning -Learning-)

DATA ITEM:

the
Ke
1st

DRUGS
1-----------1
165
186
120

Time

!
!
!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
!

Using the

Using the
Touch
! 1st ! 2n

! !

Tracker Ball ! !

1st

3r

!

!!
!!
!!

MAKE COMMS

1-----------1
1-----1 5% I
191
141
137

Data lip

5%
1-----------1
2.77 2. 1 1. 18

System Route!

1-----1 5% I
2.64 1. 32 1. 19!

1---~-------15%!

5\

1----------1
126
142
88

Time

1-----1
193
135

!!
!!
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!!

VIEW COMMS
Time

5%
1---------1
125
90
77

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!

1----1
101
67

. !
!!
! !

81

11

!!

VIEW GRAPH
1---------1
76
90
50

Time

!!
!!
! !

!!
I

!

!!
!t

1----1

9.9.3

An

=

Significant difference at n

(Unless otherwise marked)

DRUGS - DETAILS (LEARNING)

improvement in speed of use of the drugs system is the only

parameter where significant results arose.

Specifically there was a

significant (1%) increase in the speed between the subjects first and
last attempt using the keyboard.

There was also an improvement for
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those using the touch screen.

An increase in speed between first and

second attempts and first and third attempts; both at the 5% level.

9.9.4

MAKING COMMENTS - DETAILS (LEARNING)

As with the drugs there was a significant (1%) increase in speed
between first and third attempts using the keyboard.
improvements were noted using the Tracker Ball.
exposed several cases of "Learning".

No significant

The touch screen

There was a clear improvement

(5% sig) between first and last attempts using data i/p errors as a
measure.

This was also reflected in system route errors which also

included a significant improvement (5%) between the first and second
attempts.

These improvements in performance on the touch screen were

not completely supported by increases in speed, the only increase (5%
sig) being between first and second attempts.

9.9.5

VIEWING COMMENTS - DETAILS (LEARNING)

Again the time taken to complete the task is the only measured
parameter where significant improvements are identified.

Considering

the keyboard, there is a general trend towards improvement although
there is only 5% significant difference between the first attempt to
third attempt.

Using the tracker ball there is an improvement (1%

level) between first and second attempts, however the third attempt is
slower than the second.
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9.9.6

VIEWING GRAPHS - DETAILS (LEARNING)

On the fourth and last task again there is a significant improvement
in time for the keyboard device.

In this case there is a trend

towards improvement through all three attempts with a significant
improvement (1%) between first and third attempts.

9.9.7 TUKEY - SUMMARY -(LEARNING)
A very clear trend, which is illustrated in Table 9.9.2a, is that
significant learning appears to have taken place on the keyboard for
every task.

The only parameter where this happened was TIME, however

no significant improvements were made on other parameters on the

keyboard.

The other interesting point from the table is that Making

Comments on the touch screen also led to many significant (5%)
improvements being made on all parameters: data input errors; system
route errors; and time.

Although interesting to note the improvements in performance on the
keyboard, very few improvements overall took place.

Therefore it

would be difficult to claim that learning (both of the system and
familiarity with the input devices) had a significant effect on the
subjects' performance overall.

9.10

DETAILED EXAMDlATION OF MEANS -

ALL SUBJECTS

Section 9.7 showed that it is not possible to claim overall
superiority of one system over the others.

Sections 9.8 and 9.9 went

on to substantiate that neither the order in which the subjects used
the three systems, nor "learning" the systems had an overall
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significant effect on the subjects performance.

These three sections

have clearly supported an earlier proposition that it was unlikely
that there would be a single "ideal" system.

The following section

will look at the mean data again with the results of the previous
three sections in order to identify a superior system for each task as
defined in section 9.5.

9.10.1 DRUGS - DETAILS (MEANS)
Table 9.10.1a details the results of the DRUGS task

in this case it

is intended that empirical data and subjective data can be compared.
The table shows the mean value of a data item for all subjects, the
standard deviation has also been included.

These values have been

ranked and their ranking is shown in brackets.

At the end of the

trial the subject was asked to complete a short questionnaire.

One of

the questions asked them to express their'perception of each system's
ease of use for each task.

The mean scores are given in the table and

the lower the score the easier the system was to use.

Table 9.10.'la: DRUGS - Means and Standard Deviations

DATE ITEM
Data 1/p

! !

M
SO
System Route M
SO
TIME
M
SO
Q SHEET
M
SO

!!

KEYBOARD
O. 11

0.5
! I
0.66
1.46
! !
I! 157.2
84.95
0.3
0.45

,

TRACKER BALL

0.06

(2 )

0.26
0.84
1.69
214.84
139.74
0.28
0.44

!!

(1)
(1)

(3)

(

)

( 2)
(3 )
(2 )

TOUCH SCREEN

o. 15

0.41
0.98
1. 49
157.93
80.51
0.26
0.43

(3 )

(3 )
(2 )
( 1)

---------------- !--------------1--------------------1---------------EASE OF USE

1.03

1. 64

(1)

( 2)

1.67

(3)

---------------- !--------------!--------------------!---------------M = MEAN

SO = STANDARD DEVIATION
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Table 9.10.1a shows that the keyboard appears to be the superior
system overall, and the results show that it was the "easiest" to use

for this particular task.
Touch Screen last place.

The Tracker Ball took second place and the
One point of interest here is that the

ANOVA/TUKEY test highlighted a significant (1%) time difference
between the TB and the TS, and the TB and the KB.

This is very

evident from the table, and it is interesting to note that the Touch
Screen and Keyboard have almost identical mean times for this task.

9.10.2 MAKING COMMENTS - DETAILS (MEANS)
The keyboard proved itself in the trials as the superior system for
making comments.

The TUKEY test has shown that the keyboard is

significantly (1%) quicker than the other two devices, produced
significantly (1%) fewer critical data i/p errors and significantly
(1%) fewer system route errors than the Touch Screen.

This is wholly

supported irrespective of which order they used the systems. The
keyboard was the only system that the subjects learning was
significant (1%) from first to third attempts.
subjects found it easiest to use.
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Furthermore, most

Table 9.10.2a

Making Comments - Means,. Standard Deviations

DATE ITEM
DATA UP

KEYBOARD
0.38 ( 1) 1
0.62
0.72 (2) 1
1. 21
1 18.36 ( 1 ) 1
74.42

M
SD
SYSTEM ROUTE M
SD
TIME
M
SD

TRACKER BALL
1. 55

2.02
0.48
1. 04
181. 48
108.27

(2 )
(1)

(3 )

TOUCH SCREEN
1.99 ( 3)
2.26
1.67 ( 3)
1.97
161.95 (2 )
86.47

---------------- !--------------t--------------------t---------------EASE OF USE

1.43

( 1)

1

2.04

(3)

2.02

(2 )

---------------- !--------------!--------------------!---------------M ;

MEAN

SD ; STANDARD DEVIATION

9.10.3 VIEWING COMMENTS - DETAILS (MEANS)
Although the ranking technique shows the Tracker Ball to be a superior
system for viewing comments, a closer inspection of the data shows
this to be only marginal.

One case where there is a significant

improvement over the other systems is for Q sheet errors.

The Tracker

Ball is significantly better than the Touch Screen at the 5% level.
There is also a significant difference at the 1% level in terms of
"learning" between the first and second attempts on the tracker ball.

Table 9.10.3a

:

DATE ITEM
SYSTEM ROUTES M
SD
TIME
M
SD
Q SHEET
M
SD

Viewing Comments - Means ,. Standard Deviations

!!
! !
! !
1I
!!
I1
!!

TRACKER BALL
O. 77 ( 1 )
1. 43
(1)
83.3
36.89
(1)
0.05
0.2

KEYBOARD
1. 0 1 (3) 1
2.42
97.92 ( 3 ) 1
69.3
0.12 (2) 1
0.33

TOUCH SCREEN

0.96

1.68
89.13
78.79
0.17
0.37

(2 )

( 2)
(3)

----------------1!--------------!--------------------!---------------EASE OF USE

!!

1.319 (1)1

1.585

(2)

1.59

(3 )

----------------!!--------------!--------------------!---------------M;

MEAN

SD ; STANDARD DEVIATION
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9.10.4

VIEWING GRAPHS - DETAILS (MEANS)

In this case the ranking is not in concordance with the "ease of use"

score and the keyboard system appears to be better than the other
systems at first sight.

Closer inspection shows that the differences

between all three systems are small, and all three could be considered
as being of equal value.

However the keyboard was significantly (1%)

faster than the tracker ball.

Also there was a significance value of

1% with respect to the "learning" issue between the first and third
attempts on the keyboard.

Table 9. 10. 4a - VIEWING GRAPHS - MEANS

DATE ITEM
SYSTEM . ROUTE
TIME

Q SHEET

!!

M !!
SD ! !
M·! !

SD ! !
M !!
SD ! !

&

STANDARD DEVIATIONS

TRACKER BALL
0.62 ( 2)
1. 23
108.36 (3 )
53.87
0.18 ( 3 )
0.38

KEYBOARD
0.54 (1)
1. 23
72.12 ( 1 )
38.42
o• 11 ( 1 )
0.31

TOUCH SCREEN
0.76
(3)
1. 17
84.45 (2)
91.36
0.11 (1)
0.31

----------------1!--------------1-------------------- ---------------EASE OF USE

! !

1.287

(1)!

1 .56

(2 )

1.617

(3)

----------------!1--------------1-------------------- ---------------M = MEAN

SD = STANDARD DEVIATION

9.10.5 SUMMARY - DETAILED EXAMINATION OF MEANS
Table 9.10.5a shows the approximate distribution of the different
types of input per task.

From this table, and the results of the

evaluation of the mean data it will be possible to speculate which
input devices are most suitable for which type of inputs.
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Table 9.10.5a

Percentage of Task per input type

!!
! !
!!
'!

TASK
DRUGS

INPUT TYPES
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TASK
(Data Input Errors)
NUMERIC
TEXT
35%
(TB)
75%

MAKE COI'MS

(Syst. Route Err.)
MENUS
65%
(KB)
25%

(TB)

VIEW COMMS

100%

(TB )

VIEW GRAPHS

100%

(KB)

( TB / KB)

=

(KB)

Superior device in terms of errors for task

The table shows that the Tracker Ball is the most suitable for numeric
input and that it is also a successful device when used for menu
selection.

The keyboard is significantly better than the other input

devices (see table 9.7a) for text inputs and is equally useful for
menu selections.
a superior device.

Note that the touch screen is not featured at all as
Overall it was placed last in all cases except

"Viewing Graphs" where it was placed second.

When the subjects scored

the systems they placed the touch screen in second place for both
making and viewing. comments, and last for drugs and viewing graphs.

9. 11 SUMMARY

The trials included almost one percent of all Medical and Nursing
staff currently involved in the care of Special Care and Intensive
care of Neonates in the U.K.

Along with their colleagues on the Units

included in the trials they could be caring for up to 5% of all
special care neonates and 8% of all intensive care neonates.

Various

procedures have been adopted to analyse the data collected from the
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trials.

An initial analysis of Mean data was carried out, and from

this the Keyboard appeared to be, for most subjects, a superior input
device than its counterparts.

The first ANOVA/TUKEY tests were carried out on ALL subjects data on
ALL systems, the intention being to expose the best system.

As

predicted no single system could be identified, although the keyboard
was significantly better than its counterparts on several occasions.
The common factor between all the input devices was the underlying
"system".

This was clearly intentional.

However the study needed to

establish whether this had any effect on the performance of the
subjects as they attempted the second and third input system.
order in which they used the systems was also of interest.

The

The second

set of ANOVA and TUKEY tests looked in detail at these two parameters.
The results showed that although there were some significant
differences identified, these did not imply that the subjects improved
in performance as a result of familiarity with the system.

It was

also clear that the order in which they used the systems had few
significant effects on their performance.
The last set of ANOVA and TUKEY tests were designed to ascertain
whether "learning" took place.

The previous tests showed that there

appeared to be no significant improvement between the subjects
attempts between systems.

Therefore the data was rearranged so that

the subjects' performance could be evaluated with "effectively" their

first, second, and third attempts at each input system.'

Any

significant improvements now apparent would indicate that input system
specific learning had taken place.

Although there appeared to be

significant improvements in speed on the keyboard on all tasks, this
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",

was the only trend worthy of note.

The overall performance of the

system cannot be judged by speed alone, see section 9.5.

Therefore,

for the three systems, the conclusion was that in these tests learning
did not have a significant effect on the subjects overall performance.
A global view of the data resulting from the trials exposed an
outstanding factor which is the surprisingly low number of errors made
by the subjects.

In total 1531 errors were made by All subjects, and

this included Data I/P, System Route, and Question Sheet Errors.

On

average this meant that each subject made approximately 1£ errors
throughout the whole trial.

The proportions of error type per system

is given in figure 9.11a.

10,-------------------------------------------------------,
9
8
7

••0
•

•
w
0

6

.;
z

5

<

4

0

•

"

3

2

Q.Jestion Sheet Error

ISSl

Usirg the
KeybOard

Figure 9.11a

:

Data Input Error

Usinq the

Tracker Ba11

Systan Route Error

t22ZI

Doing the
Touch Screen

The proportion of error types per system.
( Mean total errors per subject = approx 16 )

Overall the ANOVA/TUKEY analysis did not support the claim from the
Mean data that the keyboard was the superior input system.
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Section

9.4 suggested that there would not be one overall superior input
method, but possibly each task would require a different input device.
Section 9.10 looked in more detail at the Mean results and
substantiated that although the keyboard was preferred by the subjects
for each task it was not the most efficient in every case.

The

tracker ball was the superior device for entering numeric data (Drugs)
and was also efficiently used for menu selection on the
and View Comments systems.

~~ke

Comments

The keyboard was best for text input (Make

Comments) and was also very efficient for menu selection on the Drugs
and View Graphs systems.

The touch screen was not favoured either by

the subjects or by the evaluation of the data.
The results of the trials have helped to establish and substantiate
ideas relating to the idea that a variety of input devices are
required in the implementation of an "ideal" user interface.

The

following chapter discusses the proposed design for such an interface.
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CHAPTER 10

:

SUGGESTED -IDEAL- USER INTERFACE

This chapter will discuss the specification and rnodeling of an "ideal"

user interface.

It is based on the results of this research and

additional environmental knowledge acquired whilst carrying out the
trials.

The prqduction of a full size model was undertaken to

evaluate the device in terms of its suitability for the environment,
to offer it as a potential solution to "users" and to generate

interest for such a system amongst interested third partie"s.

10. 1

THE ~UIREMENTS

To develop a successful user interface several criteria need to be met
in addition to those established from the trials.

These criteria are

concerned with the physical size of the total system, and the full

suitability of the software/hardware configuration for the tasks.

10.1.1

FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICAL SPACE PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WITH ANY
USER INTERFACE

One of the major objections from the nursing staff to the increased
sophistication of monitoring systems is the physical space occupied.
As discussed in earlier chapters, neonatal units always appear to have
limited space and, therefore, added equipment is not readily accepted
without considerable advantages being obvious to the staff who are to
use it.
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It is suggested that the microcomputer is situated on its side at just
above floor level behind the incubator, and the monitor is mounted on
a wall bracket above the incubator (approx 2.5m above floor level).
Immediately above the incubator is shelving which supports the bulk of
the necessary monitoring instrumentation.

In many modern Neonatal

Units the shelving is of a modular kind and clips onto a series of
rails which are fastened to the walls around the nurseries.

It is

proposed that it would be desirable for any user interface to be
attached to a "free" section of such a rail.

There is not generally a

great deal of available space, usually in lengths of no more than
300mm to 450mm.
Another feature of the user interface which is at the forefront of
staff objections is the ease of cleaning.
is wet dusted several times per day.

The majority of equipment

Any further equipment must also

be capable of withstanding such treatment.

10.1.2

FULL SUITABILITY FOR THE TASK

Throughout the trials several objections were raised by the subjects
about computer based monitoring systems.

Apart from those already

discussed above, there were two potential "system" problems.

The first was concerned with the legality of prescription of drugs,
and specifically a record of who actually administered the drug.
Currently both of these tasks are authorised by the signature of the
doctor or a member of the Nursing staff.

Although alternatives to

current practice were offered, such as PINs (Personal Identification
Numbers) and/or magnetic cards - neither of these were felt to be
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.

acceptable.

Despite the fact that both of these systems can check the

authority of a member of staff to carry out the task proposed and
possibly sound an alarm if they are not eligible to carry out the
task.

Even these features were not enough to persuade staff.

They

suggested that a signature on paper must also be recorded.
The second problem foreseen by the staff was the need to view the
monitoring graphs all the time.

It was not acceptable to lose the

monitoring information for periods of time, no matter how short, when

entering further data into the system.

On the system proposed to the

subjects it was explained that although the monitoring screen was lost
when entering data, the system continued to monitor all channels and
indeed would still alarm should the need arise.

This was not thought

by many to be acceptable.

10.1.3

WHICH INPUT DEVICE?

The results, detailed in chapter 9, showed that there was no "good for
all" input device.

Although the keyboard was seen to be the better

device in many respects, it was not the "best" device overall.

Many

subjects preferred the tracker ball for certain tasks, the keyboard
for others, and the touch screen for the remainder.

It is this range

of preferences that should be reflected in an ideal user interface.
It will be a considerable time before all nursing and medical staff
are totally keyboard literate.
The proposed solution detailed in section 10.2 below attempts to solve
the problems listed in the last few sections.

Clearly its main

function is to conform to the results of the research programme
discussed in chapter nine.
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10.2

THE PROPOSED USER INTERFACE

The following sections describe the features of the proposed new user
interface.

Although no electronic circuit design has been undertaken,

certain assumptions have been made.

The assumptions are all based on

existing technology - although advanced - and therefore co not propose
any solution which requires extensive technological research prior to
the production of a prototype.

10.2.1

PRIMARY INPUT DEVICE

The results of the research show that although the QWERTY keyboard was
not a significantly superior device overall, it was clearly preferred
by many subjects.

For this reason a basic QWERTY keyboard was chosen

as a primary input device.

The keyboard, detailed in the following

photographs, does not have the extensive array of keys usually found
on a computer keyboard but just a conventional typewriter keyboard.
Although intended as the primary input device, the system can be
completely operated without the keyboard (see later).

The keyboard

can be slid in a back and up movement and stored inconspicuously when
not required (see photograph).
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SECONDARY INPUT DEVICE

A tracker ball was also included in the proposed interface.
figure 10.2.2a.

See

The tracker ball was found to be equal to the

keyboard for menu selection, and the superior device for numeric input
on the Drugs system.

In addition to these findings increasingly

today's systems are heavily reliant on menu driven systems and the
tracker ball is an ideal device for menu selection.
seen as a highly desirable option to include.

It is, therefore,

The whole system could

be "driven" by using the tracker ball alone or in conjunction with the
keyboard, completely at the will of the user.
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Figure 10.2.2a

10.2.3

Proposed user interface - detail of Tracker Ball
( Keyboard concealed when not required )

ADDITIONAL KEYS AND STATUS INDICATION

The interface has four keys that are operational at all times, whether
using the keyboard or the tracker ball.

The first key situated to the

right of the tracker ball is an "Enter" key and is used as prompted by
the system.

There is a "Back One" key which is seen as one of the

more important features of the user friendly system, and was included
on all of the trial systems.

It enables the user to go backwards

through the system and make corrections if required.
very useful to many of the subjects.
key and is of more general use.

It proved to be

The third is a "Start Function"

It is intended that it will be used

to instruct the monitoring system to commence monitoring of specific

timed functions.

For example, high speed monitoring for several

. seconds of a particular physiological parameter.
The new interface will contain a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) and as a
result will not need to interrupt the main monitoring screen when data
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inputs are made.

A key called "Echo to Main Monitor" can be used to

simultaneously display the contents of the LeD on the main monitor.
It is envisaged that this feature would be used during ward rounds and
teaching sessions when groups of staff need to view the data.

An -on- status indicator is situated next to the main cluster of

switches.

It has been included as it is not always desirable to leave

,
' d s1, f or examp 1 e a Main
the LCD w1th
the same d'1SP1 ay on f or 1 ong per10

Menu screen awaiting input.

Another reason would be that the staff

may be viewing sensitive patient/parent information which if left
unattended may be read by other parents.

After a certain time period,

for example five minutes, the LCD would be extinguished and the "On"
indicator would show the unit to be operational.

Hitting any key or

touching the tracker ball will bring back the display instantaneously.

10.2.4

"LEGALISING" DRUG CALCULATIONS AND PRESCRIPTION

As mentioned earlier the staff would not readily accept a prescription
system that did not allow the use of a signature.

The proposal here

is to use a special stylus on an inductive writing surface, and staff
would "sign" for the drugs as they would normally do on paper.

The

main computer is then able to store a digital representation of this
signature with the details of the prescription.

This signature can be

reproduced on demand on a high resolutidn laser printer or the screen.
At this stage it is not suggested that the computer checks and
authorizes signatures because of cost, but rather that it can
reproduce the signature on demand for more conventional comparisons to

be made.

Possibly in the future when higher densities of memory and

-------------------1.

If left for long periods with the same display the LCD tends
to permanently polarize, 'hence rendering the display useless.
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disc storage are achieved additional checking procedures may be
implemented.

10.2.5

DISPLAY SYSTEM

A "High" resolution dot matrix LCD is suggested as the display system.
Although colour displays are desirable, a certain degree of tone
control can be achieved with the latest LCDs which are more compact,
and consume far less power than conventional cathode ray tube (CRT)
displays.

The dot matrix type display allows the use of graphics and

variable font sized text - ideal for this application.

The particular

LeD selected for sizing of the model is manufactured by the TOSHIBA
Corp., Tokyo, Japan.

Its type number is TLX-932, it has a viewing

area of 250 x 83rnm, offering 80 characters by 25 lines and a dot
resolution of 640 x 200.

10.2.6

INTERFACE INTELLIGENCE

Although the main system microprocessor is capable of supporting many
tasks, the interface would be better served if it had its own local
intelligence.

To do this it is envisaged that it would use a CMOS

3
Microcontroller .

2

The microcontroller would have sufficient memory

and processing power to drive the display, interrogate the keyboard,
the tracker ball, other special keys, the writing surface and appear
to the main microprocessor as an intelligent terminal.

2

3

CMOS
Low power technology used in the diffusion of silicon
integrated circuits.
.Microcontroller - single integrated circuit containing a
microprocessor, memory, and communication ports.
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10.2.7

C0I111UNICATION LINK TO THE MICROPROCESSOR

As already discussed, the interface will contain its

o~m

rnicrocontroller, LCD, keyboard, and tracker ball, and will therefore
need two connections with the main system.
communication link.

The first being a

Although the main networked system will use a

high speed COAX bus, the use of a standard RS232 serial data bus is
suggested for connection between the interface and the main
microprocessor.

The use of the RS232 standard connectors leaves

several pins unused.

It is envisaged that four

4

of these pins would

be used to complete the remaining power connection.

All devices

within the interface are low pcwer so the pcwer can be easily derived
from the main microcomputer power supply.

10.2.8

PHYSICAL SIZE AND POSITIONING

The overall size of the interface was targeted at approximately 75 mm
thick and the size of an A4 sheet of paper (nominally 300 x 200 mm).
The final model came easily within these limits, apart from an
allowance for the styling of the model.

See figure 10.2.8a.

The

interface is attached to the wall in a convenient pcsition next to the
incubator, and is supported by the modular rail system often found in
Neonatal Units.

It has been designed so that the display is presented

to the user at approximately 60 degrees with respect to the
horizontal, and the keyboard (when in use) at 15 degrees with respect
to the horizontal.

The main switches and writing surface are

presented at 30 degrees.

4

It is intended that the unit should be

Four pins for power ?
pcsitive supply (+5V),

1. Ground (OV), 2. Micro and LCD
3 & 4. RS232 supplies (+12V & -12V).
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attached to a rail at a height which enables it to be used comfortably
when standing.

Figure 10.2.8a

10.3

:

User interface in position within a
Neonatal Intensive care unit.

COSTING

One of the main considerations as far as the Health Service is
concerned is the cost of the total system.

Earlier in chapter one

details were given of the cost of the main monitoring system but these
did not include an allowance for the user interface.

It is hoped that

the decision is not purely based on the cost of a conventional
keyboard and monitor versus the ideal user interface, but based on the
relationship between cost and staff willingness and ease of use.
An approximate cost breakdown of the proposed user interface is given
below.

These costs are likely to reduce as microelectronic components

become cheaper.
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Unit cost (£)
Description of component
======================================================================
30.00
8.00
1. 00
30.00
100.00
85.00
6.00
10.00
15.00
6.00
20.00

55 key keyboard
4 miscellaneous switches

ON/OFF indicator
Tracker ball system
Hand writing digitizer system

Liquid Crystal Display
LCD driver Integrated Circuit
Microcontroller PCB83C552
Miscellaneous electronics

Cables, plugs etc.
case mouldings

===============

TOTAL Materials cost

311. 00
===============

A total production cost of approximately £411 is made up from a
materials cost of approximately £311, and a manufacturing / overheads
cost of approximately a further £100.
favourably with for example a VT100
.

miniature hand held RS232

6

5

This costing competes very
.

terminal (Approx £380), or a

.

data terminal (Approx £370).

However when

considering the special features associated with the ideal user
interface it becomes a very attractive proposition.

10.4

SUMMARY

A full size non functional "ideal" user interface was constructed

which demonstrated clearly the ideas that arose from the research.
The model met size requirements easily, thus ensuring that few
complaints should arise as a result of difficulties in its
positioning.

The proposed solution used a conventional

Q~~RTY

keyboard as the primary input device, with a tracker ball as a
5

6

VT100 - is the generic model number given to a standard
terminal (keyboard & Visual Display Unit) developed by the
Digital Equipment Corporation. (DEC).
RS232 - is a serial data bus specification. The particular
terminal referred to is a small keyboard and a single line
LCD.
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secondary device.

However the whole system could be controlled from

either device or a combination of both.

A set of four extra keys were

provided for special functions, and were active all the time.

The user interface was given its own local intelligence and therefore
did not over burden the main monitoring system microprocessor.

It was

capable of displaying text or graphics on its own liquid crystal
display, independently of the main monitoring display.

One of its

main features was its ability to digitize signatures, which was seen

as essential in the prescription and administration of drugs.

All of

these custom features, with conventional input/output facilities,
still meant that the total system was very cost competitive, compared
to alternative dual display7 systems.
Those medical and nursing staff who have seen the model have acted
enthusiastically towards it, and commented positively on its fitness
for purpose characteristics.

-------------------7

Dual displays - It is assumed that of prime importance is the
continuous display of monitoring data, therefore an additional
display is required for manual data entry.
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CHAPTER 11

:

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER
INVESTIGATIONS

.t..".-

This chapter commences with a restatement of the research objectives,
and a brief summary of the major stages of the research.

It goes on

to discuss the results and draws together the conclusions of the
study.

A proposal is made for the development of a commercial product

and the chapter concludes with some recommendations for further
investigations.

An

existing research group with members from Loughborough University

of Technology, St Georges Hospital, Tooting and All Saints' Hospital,
Chatham were developing a micro computer based Neonatal Intensive Care
Monitoring system.

The system provided the users with access to a

large amount of patient data, some of which they would be expected to
input to the system.

The preliminary evaluation of their systems

revealed that many of their users could be classified as "naive"
computer users.

The aim of the research was to design and develop the most suitable
user interface to their system.

Significant attention had to be paid

to the specific working environment, with particular emphasis on the
needs of the potential users of the system.

The main objectives were

to enable easy and flexible access to a variety of types of data,
including "patient" notes, electronically monitored data, and

drug/fluid balance calculation systems.

It was envisaged that a

standard QWERTY keyboard might not be the best input system and
therefore other data input systems should be investigated.
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11 • 1

SUMMARY

A literature review was carried out to examine existing solutions,

which revealed that there was very little evidence that previous
studies had investigated user interfaces for use specifically in this
field.

State of the art user interfaces were examined and a short

discussion on the use of voice input and voice output systems,

handwriting input systems and customized colour liquid crystal
displays was included.

Of great importance in a system of this kind

was the consideration of the related human factors, especially the
concept of the fiend user as a system designer

ll
•

This concept was

borne in mind throughout the research.
Four user interface input devices were proposed from the initial

analysis of twelve devices.

Subsequently a series of structured

interviews were carried out to gain information from potential users

about the initial proposals.

The touch screen was the most favoured

device and so was chosen for further investigation.

However according

to the subjects the mouse was seen to be fraught with problems.

For

example there were no flat surfaces upon which to use it and it was
seen as a potential bacteria trap.

The research group however were

keen to evaluate a cursor manipulating device and a tracker ball was
suggested.

The QWERTY keyboard was least favoured of all, but was

included as a "control" device due to its current popularity on many

systems.
Having established three input devices for further evaluation, a
software package was developed to test them.

The concept for the

software package was based on the research group's proposed new
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system.

It made extensive use of colour

grap~ics

and great emphasis

was placed on the user friendliness of the system.

The software

able to log and time each input made to the system.

~as

This data was

used with other information to analyse each of the user interfaces.

Prior to the main trials, two separate pilot studies were carried out.

The first, described here as a minor pilot study, featured only the
keyboard and was used to evaluate the concept of the system, its

robustness, and the usefulness of the data collected.

The major pilot

study, which involved twenty subjects, was used to evaluate all three
systems.

The format of the study was identical to the main trials.

The main trials were targeted at regional neonatal units, all of which
had intensive care facilities.

The aim was to include approximately

twenty subjects from each unit, including all levels of staff from
Nursery Nurses to Consultant Neonatologists.

The subjects'

performance was automatically recorded by the system.

At the end of

the trial the subjects were given a short questionnaire which asked
them to evaluate each system and their perc~ived performance.
The trial addressed six units, which accounted for eight percent of
all available intensive care cots, and almost five percent of all
special care cots.

It included approximately one percent of all

available intensive care staff from the whole of the UK.

A ratio of

3:7 medical to nursing staff took part in the trials, and overall
there was a twenty percent coverage of all available staff in the
units visited.

performance:

Five criteria were used to measure subject

data input errors (potentially dangerous); system route

errors (usually wrong selections from menus); time to perform each
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task; question sheet errors (incorrect answers derived from the

system) and the subject's overall preference for a system.

11.2

CONCLUSIONS

The defined "best" system was one which for every subject: encouraged
least data input errors; least system route errors; least question
sheet errors; was inherently the quickest to use and was most

preferred by the subjects.

To determine the "best" system a series of

statistical tests were used.

The first of these was an overview of

the mean scores of the data.

The mean scores showed the keyboard to

be the most successful system for all tasks apart from "viewing
comments" where the tracker ball was most successful.

The keyboard

was also the most preferred system by the subjects according to the
question sheets.
There were three potential areas for concern regarding the way the
trials were designed.

The first of these was the possibility that, as

the three systems were very similar in terms of system (software)
design, the subjects' performance might improve due to learning the
system and not as a result of the system being easier to use.

The

second concern was related to the order in which the subjects used the
systems and its effect on their performance.

The last area was

related to input system specific learning, that is, if each system was
used more than once by a subject ideally their performance on
subsequent attempts would be better than their initial attempt.

This

was the most difficult parameter to ascertain as each subject only
used each system once.

To quantify these concerns analysis was
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carried out on the data using nOne Way Analysis of Variance for

Correlated Means"

(ANOVA) and the "TUKEY" test.

The ANOVA statistical analysis was used for "ALL subjects using ALL
systems" and discounted at this stage any possible effects of learning
or influences caused by the order in which the systems were used.

The

results showed that the keyboard waS significantly superior to the
other systems in five out of the six variables where a significant
result was indicated.

The most interesting result, however, was that

the time taken to complete the drugs task (the most complex task) was
almost identical for both keyboard and touch screen and they were some
twenty seven percent quicker to use than the tracker ball.
As discussed one concern area was the effect of the order in which the
subjects used the three systems, in fact the trials were designed to
counteract this by "randornising" the order in which they were used.

The second ANOVA/TUKEY test was designed to confirm this hypothesis
and establish any effects caused by system (software) learning.

From

a total of thirty-nine possible results fourteen were found to be
significant at either the one or five percent level.

Four of these

represented significant improvements between the three systems in the
order in which they were used.

Three showed a decline in performance

and seven showed an improvement but only between two of the systems.
This confirmed the hypothesis that the order in which the systems were
used had no significant effect on the subjects' performance - no
significant system (software) learning had taken place during the
trials.
The remaining variable to test was input system specific learning.
This was achieved by regrouping the data, so that effectively each
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subject had used each system three times, enabling comparison of
effectively a subject's first, second and third attempt at each input
system.

This however resulted in reducing the number of

one third of the original number.
used.

to

subjec~s

Again ANOVA/TUKEY analysis was

The only trend which appeared was the speed at .'hich the

keyboard was used.
each task.

A significant improvement in speed was made for

However this was not substantiated by a consistent

significant reduction" in errors.

The conclusion therefore for input

system specific learning was that it had little significant effect
overall on this short trial.

A more detailed analysis of the system means was made in order to try
to identify specific systems for specific tasks.

This was done to

help to justify an earlier made claim that there could not be a single
"good for all" input system.

The results showed that the tracker ball

was most suitable for numeric input within the drugs task and was also
suited to menu selection on the make comments and view comments tasks.

The keyboard was significantly the superior device for text input on
the make comments task and was also superior for menu selection on the
drugs task and the view graphs task.

The touch screen was not

identified as being significantly superior by the data analysis for
any task.

However analysis of the comments made by the subjects

revealed that the touch screen was thought by some to be efficient and
easy to use.

Overall, the trials revealed that very few errors were made by the
subjects, on average approximately sixteen errors each, of which only
four could be classed as potentially dangerous.

This was surprising

considering that many of the subjects had never used a computer prior
to the trials.

It was believed that this low error rate was partly
'''_ ...
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attributable to the high quality of the user interface software.

The

average included all systems and therefore related to the potential
higher error rate associated with the tracker ball and touch screen
input devices.

Very little training was given to the subjects on each of the systems.
The only instruction given was a short, fifteen minute,

description/demonstration of the tracker ball system.

Despite this

all the subjects completed the trials without subsequent help or
guidance.

This was another indication of the completeness and

sophistication of the software.
The result substantiated earlier thoughts that there was not one input
system that was "best" for all types of input and for all users.
Therefore the proliferation of standard QWERTY keyboards currently in
use by non-keyboard literate users appears not to be the result of
"design for the end-user" but more likely by economics and convenience

for the system designer.

The research makes clear that each of the

systems investigated here have a place certainly in an intensive care

environment and probably in many other situations where naive computer
users are asked to interface with complex systems.
findings a design for an "ideal user interface

ll

Based on the

was proposed and was

based on several input systems.
The design evolved not only from the analysis of the results but also
from the information obtained from the structured interviews and
observations made during the main trials.

The proposed ideal user

interface utilizes its own large area liquid crystal display, a
standard QWERTY keyboard, a tracker ball and a surface sensitive to
handwritten input.

It also makes use of its own microprocessor, which
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removes some of the data processing load from the main monitoring

system.

The device is approximately the size of a sheet of A4 paper

and 75mm thick.

It is proposed that the system could be fully

operated from either the keyboard or the tracker baIlor a combination
of both.

The keyboard can be retracted when not required thus making

the device very compact.

The handwritten input system is designed to

digitize signatures for use in recording authorization of prescription

and administration of drugs.

The monitoring system is able to

continuously display monitored data on the main colour monitor, whilst
allowing the ideal interface to accept input from the user.
feature was seen as essential by many of the subjects.

This

The system is

designed to be cost competitive with alternative solutions.

11.3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

A proposal for an ideal user interface in the form of a full size
model has been exhibited to neonatal staff but has not been
functionally evaluated.

As a first stage to further this research, an

operational version of the interface should be constructed and field
tested thoroughly.

It is suggested that it should be left on trial

for a considerable period' operating in parallel with a conventional
system (one monitor and a standard computer keyboard).

Neonatal

nurses, under pressure, are not tolerant of inefficient equipment.

The system should be modified slightly to monitor and log the input
system used - computer keyboard or ideal user interface.

It is the

opinion of the researcher that if the new interface is used in
It is important to note that the trials detailed here only
enabled each subject to use all three systems for a maximum of
35 minutes in total. For many this was the first time they
had come into contact with a computer
others were very erithusiastic.
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some were wary but

preference to the conventional system this would be an indication of

its worthiness.

Subsequent analysis of the data, followed by

structured interviews with the users, would confirm this.

The concept of a touch screen and its apparent ease of use made it an
ideal interface device to evaluate in this research.
stated in their comments it was the best input system.

Some subjects
It was

unfortunate that despite long periods spent on attempting to perfect
the low cost version used it revealed itself as the "least successful"

input system.

It is believed that this may have been due to the

actual touch screen used as it was certainly not comparable with touch
screens now available.

Therefore a second recommendation would be to

re-evaluate the touch screen using a mature, well proven device but
·with the same software described here.
Host human communication is performed through speech, and certainly in
the future normal speech communication with computers will be
possible.

At the time when the research was carried out although the

science of speech synthesis was well developed, the cost of
implementing such systems was prohibitively high and was discounted as
a viable option.

However with the recent advances in Very Large Scale

Integration (VLSI) integrated circuits speech processing and speech
synthesis is very much more economically viable.

Therefore a third

recommendation would be to highlight desirable areas for both speech
input and output to the system, and then carry out thorough evaluation
of systems capable of these tasks.
Throughout this thesis the particular environment for which both the
software and hardware were designed was said to be unique.

It was so

special that to manufacture a device of the kind proposed solely for
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that

environme~t

may not be

co~mercially

viable.

Therefore a final

recommendation would be to assess other environments where this type

of device could be utilized.
operating theatre use.

For example, adult intensive care or

It may also be beneficial to consider

completely different markets.

For example, a situation where

operatives are not particularly keyboard literate, are only occasional
users and where it is not desirable to train the users extensively.

In short an environment where a highly complex system has to be
manipulated by "naive" computer users.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX

I

INTERVIEW CARDS USED IN STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

Part i
Part

il

To demonstrate use of Keyboard
To demonstrate use of Mouse/Light pen/Finger

To demonstrate, use of Keyboard

APPENDIX 1 Part i
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F3 .... Fluid Balance
F4 ...• Drugs
F5 .... Printer
F6 .... Display Graphs
F7 .... Information on this baby

FB .... STOP MONITORING

---------------------------PRESS A FUNCTION KEY------------------------

2

Which TYPE of drug:

Fl .... lst Line Antibiotics
F2 . . . . 2nd Line Antibiotics

F3 ...• 0ther Antibiotics
F4 ••.• Anti Fungal
F5 .... Sed IPar
F6 .... 0THER

~---~-------------~-----PRESS A FUNCTION KEY-----------------------·

(~h

i ch DRUG:

Fl ...• Amikacin

F7 .... Cephalothin Na

F2 •••. Ampicllin

F8 .... Cephradine

F3 •.•. Amoxycillin

F9 .... Chlorophenicol

F4 ...• Benzyl Penicillin

F10 ... Chloroquine

F5 ...• Ce.rbenicillin

Fl1. .. Clo;.:""cil1in

F6 ..•• Cefjrm:ime

F12 ..• Colistin

*
----------~------------PRESS

F2111 ... t10RE DRUGS

A FUNCTION KEY------------------- _______ _

3

ROUTE to be used:
F1. ... oral

F4 •••• i m

F2 .... Rectai

F5 . . . . i a

F3 . . . . i v

F6 ....

Standard PREPARATION:
F7 . . . . 250mg /

vial

F9 . . . . 125mg / 1.25ml

F8 .... 125mg /5ml

FIJ3 ... OTHER

--------PRESS A FUNCTION KEY FOR

ROUTE

THEN

PREPARATION-------

CoNFIFa1ATION:
BABY'S Name:

FINDELL

Todays Wei ght:

1&5f!10 Kgs

Gestation:

32 Weeks

Post Natal Age:

5 Days

DRUG:

AMOXYCILLIN

Route:

ORAL

Preparation:

125 mg / 1.25 ml

Is ALL of this information correct?

DOSE

62.5 mg / 8 Hrs

4

YES

(Y)

NO

(N)

Enter your COMMENTS:
BABY TAKEN OFF VENTILATOR
HOURL Y CAF:E

Use the keyboard as a typewriter
Press RETURN at the end of each comment

Press ENTER at the end of all of the comments

5
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:

To demonstrate use of Mouse, Light Pen
and Finger

RUN
.
.
.
.
.
.
····
·····

FINOELL
TEMPS

-

01

1

w

.

·· ·· · ·· · ·
· ··
~

~

~~

.

.

····

100
0

20

TCP 02

......··
..

...::::.C,..

200

"-

····

;;-

42

. · · · . . 37o)C

IS

. ....
H RATE

25 .JUL

. . .. ·

A1,.1 E 6£1 SECS

V"'"-

. 'V""'
...·

4

HR DISPLAY

· · """'"' · · · .
. ... ····
· ·.
·
14: 2.8

~RT

10KPA
R

11

Mi Ri

STOF'
1'10N I TOR 1 NG

TORING

Which TYPE of drug:

1st Line Antibiotics
2nd Line Antibiotics
Other Antibiotics
Anti Fungal
Sed/Par

OTHER

D
I

I

I

I

D

D
D
6

l-ih i ch DRUG:

rlmi kae in
Ampicllin
Amo:·: ye ill in
Benzyl Pen i c ill i n

Carbenicillin
Cef jrm:ime

D
D
D
D
D
D

Cephalothin Na
Cephradin.?

Chlorophenicol
Chloroquine
Clm:acillin
Colistin

D
D
D
D
D
D

t'lORE DF,UGS

ROIITE to be L1sed:

D
D
D

Oral
Rectal
iv

D
D
D

im
ia

Standard PREPARATION:
25t~)mg

/

125mg /

vi

Cl 1

5rnl

D

125mg /

D

OTHER

1.25ml

"''' ..
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D
D

CONFIRI1ATION:
BABY'S Name:

FINDELL

Todays Wei ght:

1·5!!J0 Kgs

Gestation:

32 Weeks

Post Natal Age:

5 Days

DRUG:

AMOXYCILLIN

Route:

ORAL

Preparation:

125 mg /

1.25 ml

Is ALL of this information correct?

DOSE:

D

YES

D

NO

62.5 mg / 8 Hrs

IT:
AKEN OFF VENTILATOR

PROBES REMOVED WHILST BABY WAS TUf7.:NED

HOURLY CARE
11

E

DIRTY

DRUG

JAUNDICE

PALE

SALINE

THE

VEI~TILATOR

DOW~

DRY

MILK

POSITION

tcp CO2

TURN

~JET

DRESSING

FEED

OFF

PHOBE

tcp 02

UP

YELLOloJ

DRIP

IS

ON

REMOVE

TH1P.

I

2

I

W

.I

z

."
.J

I

5

I

I

4

I

E

I

X

S

I

D

I

R

c
P

A

I

c.

T.

I

F

I

I

5

V

I

Y

I

G

I

I

[,

£I

I

7

I

I

8

I

U

I

H

N

E

8

I

J

T

11

I

,.-...

END COMMENTS
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9

I
,

I

0

I

L

I

I
.

F'

I

@

I

;

J

I

-

/

D EL E T E

:

I

I

I

!1" :
~KEN

OFF VENTILATOR

HOURLY CARE

E

11 ..

PROBES REMOVED WHILST BABY WAS TURNED

DIRTY

DRUG

JAUNDICE

PALE

SALINE

THE

VENTILATOR

DOVJN

DRY

MILK

POSITION

tcp CO2

TURN

WET

DRESSING

FEED

OFF

PROE<E

tcp 02

Up:

YELLOVJ

DRIP

IS

ON

REt10VE

TEMP.

. ·END COMMENTS
..

B

C

D

E

.F

G

.7.

8

9

I

J

t<

L

M

N

4

5

6

P

Q

R

·6

T

U.

1

2

3

W

X

Y

Z

.

,

"I'

.

ENTER

S

P

C

A

.:D E L E T E.

E

,.

.
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INITIAL STRUCTURED INTERVIEW DATA FORMAT
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APPENDIX II

INITIAL STRUCTORED INTERVIEW DATA FORMAT

DATA No.
Subject Reference Number:
36
NAME:
Paul Cartmell
POSITION:
Senior House Officer
HOSPITAL:
All Saints - Chatham

1
2
3
4

Suggestions of O/Ps:
•• Drugs, Baby Data Base, Other

5

Detail of OTHER:
•• Sound alarm when drugs are due

6

Order of Interview - which first?

Keyboard

7

,
KEYBOARD ?

Drugs input ?

Like
Dislike

8
9

Drugs input - comments:
•• Difficult to look at both the screen and the keyboard
Free Form Comments input ?

Dislike

10
11

Free Form Comments - comments:
•• This would be very slow as I can't type

12

Keyboard - overall comments:
** Nothing very new!

13

POINTING ?

14

Icons - comments:
These could perhaps be more clear in their meaning

.*

15

Drugs input ?

16

Drugs input - comments:
•• Very straight forward and easy to follow

17

Free Form Comments - Phrases ?

Like

18

Free Form Comments - Key Words ?

Like

19

*.

Phrases and Key Words - comments:
good idea but some of the words are not reI event

20

Which "On Screen" keyboard is prefered?

21

11

A - Z

DATA No.
QWERTY Keyboard - co~~ents:
** difficult to find letters you want quickly

22

A - Z Keyboard - comments:
** much easier - I like the calculator type number pad

23

Pointing - overall comments:

**

Easy. nice to be guided by the screen all the time

'FINAL' CHOICE?

pointing

24

25

Keyboard - comments:

**

26

not for me

Pointing - CHOICE ?

Finger

27

Pointing - comments on previous choice:
** seems to be the obvious choice to me

Interviews administered by P R Cartmell.

12

28

November '84 to January '85

APPENDIX

III

TRACKER BALL SOFTWARE LISTINGS

Part i

Displays monitoring and loads rest of system

Part ii

Comments menu and view comments

Part iii

Make comments

Part iv

Drugs data input and calculation

Part v

Graphs menu and display of graphs

Part vi

Reads and merges all user ZZZ files

Part vii

Log on to system with PIN

Part viii

Machine code for numbers only

Part ix

Source program for tracker ball machine code

Part x

Draws main monitoring screen

Part xi

Draws Bradycardia and Apnoea graph

Part xii

Draws Heart Rate graph

Part xiii

Draws A to Z Keyboard

Part xiv

Draws

Part xv

Draws key phrases screen

Part xvi

Draws numeric pad

Part xvii

Draws tracker ball icon

Part xviii

On screen keyboard data file

Part xix

Example comments data file

Part xx

Drugs data and control file

Q~~RTY

Keyboard

13
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I<EI'I
FeE",

~O

HULT·~OIFK.O.T¥.OILI~.101011~.IOIO

3.0
40
=:.0
bO

OFSEY--:,B:FL&lG_O.F<ET_O
1Y-O. TI_O

70

~:EI!'UlN

T '''-1:;.1\'''_=, xFoP-_Y 1 X. YF'F'_YY%, &N".I.-e

you

011'1 UD'I:O,II

~O

VOU

A..,gnYaou •• -.DA'.-t7 APR-

~~.~=4.=.O.:40.:.0,:40.0.0.0.0
:3.::e.::;:;.::;:;.::;:;.~:;.:::;.::;:;,::;:;.::;:;

140 . _LOAD F'lfj:

"'"

USER·~e~.eUTTON-USE~·1'DI~CTI.USE~.:I~XLO_USER.3.~

IHI_USE,,·.,DIRECTY_USeF<·:;
'00
~VYLO·USE"·6IMOVYHI·USE".7.LASTI·USER·eILASTY_USER.9.TS
TORE·USE"·10IST~T·USER·II,STARTI·5TART·:O

170

feEI'! F'F<QGF<AI"I STARTS !-ERE

_TV:::;, 1
I'lODEI
YOU Iq.:.:.O.O.O.O
STP-O.HUNaO.Z".Z7."1

:00

:10
::0
:~O

Z40
:::50
Zoo
:70
Z80
Zqo
300
310
3Z0
330
340

:::;0
~00

:;70
380
;90
~OO

_LOAOMTTG~APHM

UO. 10.1 I _MO-: O-VAL tuO' 10. 1 J 1
PROCCl..~

RE"
COLOUR ::,GCOL

n.~. ~.I.ct.CI

490 !'lOVE O,801"""INT".~.'ltll. on tn,. t • • t .~.t
~ I'IOVE v.'O,PFtlNTMENTEF'. ANOTHEr. CHOICE M
510 VDU4
:520 I"OR T.OT04c.ovo, NEXT
~30 ENDPROC
:;~O OEFPRQCCLOO:
:;:;0 Tlt'lf:·O
:5bO ENDPF<OC
:;70 DEI"PF<OCCLOC~STOP
580 T·TlI1E
590 SEC-er DIV 100lMDO OV!I'UN.tT DIV 0(.00.(>11'100
00. HUN· (T-IMIN_OOOO_SEC_IOOI)
000 T '-STR' 11'11 NI"'-: - .STF•• (SEC} ... •• M.STF(. I HUN)
0100-0-1
c>ZO UO.tO.O)aT'
030 ENDPROC
0'0 OEI"PROCM£NUSC~EEN
b:lO REM SEt uP TEIT 5C~EEN
000 VDU 28.0,::b,:;'1.4
070 CLG
680 GCOL O.Z
090 MOVE 0.9Z5.0RAW 1:7'1.92:1
700 MOVE O.9::::,ORAW 1Z79.9:::5
710 MOVE O.130.0r:;.,:ow ,Z79,1:'0
720 MOVE O.IZ010RAW ,::79.120
7~0 GCOL 0,1
740 VDU:;
7:50 MOVE 7b'1,I020lPRINT B~'
700 MOVE 1080,980. PRINT DA.
770 VDU4
780 ENDPROC
790 OEI"PROCSTOPI'ION I TORI NG
800 GCOL 0.0
810 FOR Y-I':5 TOO STEP-oil
8~
MOVE O,Y,DJO.Aw 1::79.""
8=>0
NEH
840 GCOL O.:.MOVE S20.150,DRAW S:O,O.MOVE

VOU 2:S,::b,O,O,O,O. 15. 15.1:;, 15
VDU :3,::7,1:1,15,1:0,1:1,0,0,0,0

IBO
190

.,..00.0

nllt M

VOU :3.:::;,0,0,0,0,=.0.=40,:40,=40

110 VDU

11" ~.'.~N· TI"I€N STf. __ I,GOTO "'3.()
DEI"P~OCG.F<Af'I'1EJO.F<OR

'30 Gt:OL 0.0
" 0 FOR Y_H:; TO 0 STEF' _4
':10
!'lOVE O,"'.ORI'oW 1:7'1.'1'
'0(>
NEIT v
470
5.~COL 0.2
.eo P'tOVEO.IZO,H'<INTMT/'•• Olltlon

L..-OIL.Y_O
&A'.-&A9vl

1:0
130

'10

.zo

FOR TF.ACI.ER EoALL

80

100

Displays monitoring and loads rest of system

O.Z

CU.I.P~OCFKE'I'INPUTI

IF 1"1«0 OR 1"107 THEN :40
PROCCLOC':STOP
PROCCH01CE
11" STP--I THEN STp.O.GOTO 380
11" STP·I THEN PF<OCwRJTEUD.C~INMF'ILEWRIM
11" RIGMT.ICH •• :;I_MERRQRM THEN GOTO 380
P~OCWRITEUD
C~lN 1"1'"
F'ROC:OATA
END
_LOAD"TTICONS M
GOTO Z40
END

IS

..-

1::'0 COLOUl=:2
1:::50
TIY._ 1:5, TYY.-2. IPP_Tll
YPF'_T.,.."4. £<N,.•• 14. TT A'l.a4ES. T5EI'.-2:;( •• CO.PROCeOII"
1300 DEI"PROCI'"IEYIN~UTI
I :::70
CALL START
1380 REPEAT
1:::90
t_ C~MOVILOJ.t:::;O·~~OVIHI)
1400
V_C7MOV'I'LOJ"'I:50_7~OVYHIJ
1410
REM
OR~WING CURSOR
14::0
IF X·TI THEN 1500
14:;0
Tlal
1"0
Y·I4Z
1'50
.••• _I'U../LT
1400
IF I MOD 100 <.~ 0 TIoIEN 1500
1470
IF I DIY 160 < I TIo1EN I_It>O,7~OVXLO_4.7MOVIHI_0

8:;0. 1:;0, DRAW 8;O.~,.MOVE 10:;:5.1:50.DI<AW IO:5:;.O,MOVE
10h:;.I:5<" DRAW 100:5.0
850 VDU:5,GCOI.. (>.I'MOVE 8S0.701PRINT"VESM,MOIIE
1150.70. PRINT"NO",VOU4
800 VDU ~,GCOL O.~
870 MOVE O,IH"PRINT-Ar. you S~E ';'M
8S0 MOVE O,7("PRINT"Th . . . . ,11 STOP monltorln;8'10 GCOLO.I,110VE O.30,PRINT M4nd ... 11 END VIIS TRIALM
<;lOO
STP_O. F'ROCF.,EV!NPUT
910
IF 1'"1:_' THEN STP"'I>GOTO 9:0
'1::0 STP __ I

1'.,

'1;0 SOUNO 1.-IZ.=:50.S,ENDPROC
<;>4(.
OEI'"F'f<OCCHOICE
9:50 1"1.1.1".· ... 1
900 ON 1"1:1 GOSUD
10:;0.1040.10:50,1000.1070.1080.1090.1100
970
11" RIGMT.ICH',I).-CM THEN 980 ELSE q90
980
PROCSTOPMONITORING,GOTO 1010
9QO
II'"
RIGHT.ICI..... 5J ... ERROR" THEN 1000 ELSE 1010
10(1(1 PROCGRAPHERROR
1010 UOtlD.I)·CH.
10::0 ENDPROC
10:;0 CH'."LEI"T/RIGHT ERROR",RETURN
1('40 CH'. -COMMENTS-, I"I".a "COMI'1S"1 RETURN
1050
CHta"I"LUIO 9AL~~CE ERROR"1RETURN
1('\00 CH'."DRUGS", I'"F .... ~RUGS"' RETURN
1070 C'..... F'RINTER ERI':OR", RETURN
1('80 CH'.-91':ADV GRAPHS".FI'"'_"GRAPHS-,RETURN
1090 CH'.-I<AEi'I' OATI!! ERROR". RETURN
CI....... STOP MONIT ER~ORCM'RETURN
IIC>O
1110
OE~PROCW~ITEUD
11::0 ~1.~ZZZM"STR.lrtl
11::0 UO. 10. I) ·ST~' tD) IUOS IO,OJ·~O~
1140
II'" STP*1 T~N E;(.I
II~O
~.OPENOUT F.
1100 ~OR uo-o TO 0
1170
~O~ N_OTOl
1180
P~INT£I.UD' IUO.NJ
1190
NEITN
1::00
NEHUO
1210 CLOSECX
1::::0 ENOPROC
1::30 DE~PROCDI!!TA
1::40 I"OR '1'_0 TO WilL IUO' 10. 11 1
1::50
I"OR N·OTOl
1::00
PR)NT UD'IY.NI,
1::70
NEITN
I=eo
PRINT
1::90
NEITY
1:100 ENDPROC

1480
11" I DIV 100 )9NX THEN
1_9N%_100,7MOVXHI_ceNl_4) DIV =:5b.7MOV1LO •

C9~_41

MOD

1.90
I·C .... 01'"5ETI
1:100
I"~:_X OIV 100
1:;10
VOU:5
I:5Z0
MOVE LI.L'I'IGCOL O.O,PRINTCHR.C::::SI
1530
MOVE I.'I'.GCOL O,I,PRINTCHR.I::=SI
1:540
LX.x.LY-Y
1:5'50
VOU~
15bO
CALL START 1
1'570
UNTIL 7BUTTON ,}O
1:580 ENDPROC
1590 DEI"PROCFI<E'I' I NPUT
10(>0 CALL START .
1010 REPEAT
1020
1"10:_0
1030
CALL START I
Ib'O
XI_ I';'MOVn..O). IZ50_7MOVXHI I
1t>50
'1'-110
1000
IF u·:·e THEN
7I'IOVtLO.9, ':'MOVXHI-O, JP_IOIO, Ft:.I.GOTO 1080
1070
IF IX>.9 THEN ':'MOVILO-9,7MOVIHI-O,XP.I080,1'".:-::
1090
II'" XP_LXP THEN 17::0
1090
VOU'5IGCOL 0.0.110VE LXP,V,PRINT CHRSI::=S"MOVE
LXP.'I'-3-0.PRINT CHRSt:::8J,I'IOVE LXP,V-oCl,PRtNT CHI'l'(:::8J
1700
GCOL O.I.MOVE IP.y,PRINT CH~.t2ZS)'MOVE
XP.V-30IPRINT CHRS(::ZS),I'\OVE ~P,V-bO.PRINT
CHFI. (2ZeJ ,VOU4
1710
LlPdP
17Z0
UNTIL 7BUTTON '>0
1730 ENDPROC
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HI

Part i i

Oomments menu and view comments

O,70,F~INT"
MAIN MENUM,MOVE ~70'PRINT1'10RE
COI'II'JENTS :'-,VDl14
:.eo GCO"_O.:'.I'IOVE 6:..o,1:0:ORAOI 6;O.(.o:!'IOVE 6:.o,I:::O,ORAW
650.0
::""0 PRINTTAseO,O)1
'00 Z-IO
"0 .-OPENUP-COI"V'!SI"
FROCCLOO<

CL. •• •

;;0

40

OJI'I UDII::'5,lI:0IH 50'"4'

:50

~A'_·PA~YI

bO

70

F<T_O, DII'IC' f:l, SEI";). CC,.- -'LL-O, Z%_ZX_,
GOSU9 1400

0;10

MODEl

eo

Anony~ou •• -.OA'.·11

~-

.'"
.""

_TV::.,.,.!

100

VDU=~IB~21010101

110
1:0

VDU 10;1.=.=.0,0,0,0
IF Eo~.1 THEN PROCFROM/1Af.ECOI't

130
140

PROCSCREENDATAIPROCMENUSCREEN,PRQCI'IEMUCONTENTS
IF &~.l THEN EoX-o:GOTO 160

1'50
1"'0
170

UD.IO.II··O·:O_VtU.tUO.W,I)I
F-ROCCLOC.::PROCF).EYINf'UT
IF F~>:; THEN lbO

IBO

FRacCLOC~STOPIPI<OCCMOICE

10;10

IF I<IGi-ITflCH'.:5I.-ERf<QR- THEN

::00

IF

:10

IF CHAt.-::- THEN

ex-"

THEN

440
450

FOR .... OT02
INPUT[.,CtIV)
NEITV
470
IF LENIC.-I:II>:7 TH£N
CCt·1'I1 O. cc. e::'1 ,:8) • Cl (:) -LEFT. e C. I 21 ,:!'7)
480
COLOUR::,f'~INTC'(O', - ""COlOUR ;,PRINTCtlll,"
",Cl (2)
4qO
LL_I.ENCCCU 'IF LEFTt ece., 11"'" - THEN
eCI-RIGHTtlCC',L.L-l)
:.00
F'RINT TA!>CI::'I,CC"IF CCt~;-· THEN
PRINT,Z·Z-I.CC'--:;10
IF Na"" OR N·18 OR N_27 T'"fEN PF!OCF~.EVINpuTI'GOTO
4bO

100

CX.OIPkOC~ITEUD:CMAIN

-)91'10N-

:;:.0

~::'o

NEIT N'GOTO ~O
IF 1'1-:-2 THEN F~;·O,GOTO !O;;:o
IF Ft;., THEN Fl:-O,PROCCI.OCt.STDP,UO,IO,IJ_-RETURN
TO COI'II'IS MENIJ",CLOSE (~,GOTO :;<10
~5,)
GOTO 510
:5C>O I"IEF'EAT.F"<OCF.;Ev!NPtJTI
!O70
IF F~.I THEN
F.:"("PROCCLOCKSTOP'UD'{D,II.-~TVFcN TO COI"II'1S MENIJ··,CLOSE
[1I FLG":OO
:580
UNTIL FI.G_:oo
:;""0 ENDPROC
600 OEFPI"IOCK.o.KECOMMENT

PROCV 1 EWCO/1I'IENT 5: PROCI'IENUSCREEN I F'ROCl'lENUCONTENTS I GOlD

,.0

=::0
:40

I" CHta.-l- THEN PROCI'IA),ECOI"U'IENT
Pl'iOCOISOATA
END

:'50
:60

PI<INTTA&(O.:::;) ..

=~o

~J.O
~40

DEFPR~RO~ECOM

••••••• L.OADING MAIN COI'II"IE"!.TS'

MENU-

,

0>0

K_OPENUPMTEMP~,INPUT[l(

;'80
FOR 0-1 TO
0, CI.OSE[1
;'90

...

,UO' 10,01 ,UO'!O, I), OO_VAL. (UO'!O, I)

OO,INPUT[~,UD'IO,O).UD'(O.II.NE.T

Z1.-Z%-I'B%-I'FLAG-qq'F'-"TEI'IPM'PROCW~ITEUOICHAIN"I'IAY.ECMT

-,END
6Z0 OEFPROCCI.OCY..TII'IE_O,ENDPROC
630 OEFPROCCLOCI:STOP
640 T .. TlI'IE
650 SEC-CT DIV 1(0)MOO 6011"lIN_'T OIV 60(0)1'100
loO, HUN_ IT- II'IIN-bQ(;'O"'SEC. )(00) J
660 T'''STR. IMINI ... ", ""'STR. ISEC),,-. ·.STFI. (HUN)
670 0-0"1
680 UO' (O,(I)aT,
.690 ENOPROC

._OPENUf'MCClr'I"IENT~.

:<'~'

:-1':'

INF'Ul[I,UOt 10.01 ,UOt ID, 1) I Cl.OSE[1
_OEl.ETE "TEMP"
-OEl.ETE "COMMENTENOf'ROC
OEFPROCVIEWCOMMENTS
FLG-O
PROCMENUSCREEN

;::'0
;;0
:.40
:50
:.60 F~:.-IO
::'70 VOU5'GCOl.O.;'IMOVE O,IO::'OIPRINT-FIRST COMMENT,
0')110-:MOVE O,980.PRINT"LAST
COMMENT. Z3.40"IMOVE

~,70'PRINTSO'CI3)

7(~ nEF~ROCMENUSCREEN

710
7:('
7::...
740
7'!;O
760
770
780
7<1(1
8('0
810
B::'O
830
B40
B:lO
860
870
BBO
890
900
... ot"

11:0 IF SO'(14).·Z" THEN 1130 ELSE MOVe
O. :;0, PRINTSO' C14)
11:'0 VOU4
1140 ENOPROC
1150 OEF"PROCSCREENOATA, FO" N-OTQI4:AEAD
SO.-IN,.NEXTN,ENOPRQC
1160 O,o,TA COI'1MENTS MENUI.Z,F<.t~r ... to 1'I0000Itor''''Q,Mak.
Com~.nt,VI • • Comm.nt. - L •• t =4H~ •• V•• ~ Comm .... t. _ G'v ....
04t.,Z,I,Z,Z.Z,Z,:,E... t.r ~hol~.,Z
1170 OEFPROCOlSO,o,TA,FOR N.O TO Q,FOA
'V_OT01, PRIN,,"UOI IN, V) " NE.TV, PAINT,NE.TN. ENDPF<OC
1180 OEFf'I"IOCCHOICE
I1QO F~:laF".:"'1
1200 ON F~I GOSUB 1::;0.1:60,1:70,I:eO
1:10
IF RIGHT'tCHt,'!;,_-E""'OR" THEN 1::>:0 EI.SE 1::'0
1 ::.'0 PROCI1ENUERROR
1::;0 UDIIO,I)-CH'
1::40 ENOPRDC
1::'50 CH'-SD.t2J,C7..4,RETURN
1::60 CH,-SD.13I,CH,o,'.-I":RETURN
1::70 CH'.SO.(4),CHA'."2"IF<ETUF<N
1~80
CH'-SO.I:;'.- ".-EF<ROR"IRETUF<N
1:"'0 DEFPF<OCOlRITEUO
1:;('0
IF Fl.AQ_QQ THEN 1320
1310 Ft.-ZZZ -"STR' I Z"/',)
1320 UDt CO,I )-STR' eo) ,UO' W,OI --01::0
X_OPENOUT F.
t'::40 FOR N-(.TOVlloLIUD.IO,III
13:10
FOF< .... OTOI
1360
PR1NTCl.UO.IN .... '
1370
NElTY
I ~ao
NEXTN
13""0 CLOSE£X
1400 ENOF'ROC
1410 DEFFF<OeSOUND, SOUND I, -1:;, 101,;, ENOPROC
14:.'0 .FX:.'::5,~40
14::0 "_GET
1440 PRINTK
1450 GOTO 14:.'0
1460 VDU :::!.,:48,O,O,O,O,O.:~4,~,;;:~0
1470 VDU 23-.::4'9.0,0.(',0,0,1:7,64.""5
1490 VOU :::;,2:6.0,:!04.2.:!'~o,:~0.:::50.:~(>,::l0
14""0 VOU :.'3,:50,'95.604,1:.'7.0.0,0,('.0
l~OO VDU :.'3,:'~I,:~O,::.::54,O.0.0.O.('
1~10 VDU =3.::~::,<15,95,9~''''':s,'''':5,<1~,,..~.'9~
1~20 VOU :::;.::':5::;,::;O,::;O.:50,=50.::':;0.::IO.::50.::'~0
1530 VDU 23,=~.,,,,,~,64,1:7,O,O.1:7,D4,'95
1540 VDU ::'3,:~7.::50,=50.::':50.::'50.::50.=,:54,O
15:10 VDU 23,::;5.:50,::,::54,0,0,::54.2,::50

I,IOU :8,(0,::'6, :_9,4
Cl.G
GCOI.. 0,:
MOVE I_',9:'~:ORAW 1:'7Q,<1~
MOVE O,9;:;'ORAW 1::7 Q .... :::;
MOVE O,l:.O:ORAW 1:7 .... 1;0
I"IOVE O,I::O,ORAW 1:7 .... 1:0
GCOl. (I. I
VOU:S
1"1011£ 769,IO:(I.~RINT Eo,o,.
MOVE 10Bo .... ao.PRiNT OA.
VOU4
ENOPROC
OEFf'ROCMENUERROR
GCOI.. 0,0
FOR '1'-110 TOO STEp-.
MOVE (',V.ORAW 1::'7"','1'
NEIT
VDU 5'GCOL 0,1
MOVE O,110,PRiNT"Th. opt] 0'"

9::>0 GCOt...O.:::.MOVE O. :;0, PRINT"ENTER ANOTHER CHOICE""::'0 VDU4
<1.0
_FC:I,O
9:;0 ENOPRDC
""60 OEFPROCI'I£NUCONTENT$
<17(' VDU:;
""ao GCOL 0.3
",,90 IF SO'IO'-"Z" THEN 1(1(10 ELSE MOVE
O,1020,PRINTSO'COI
1('00 IF So.(!,."Z· HEN 1('10 ELSE MOVE
O,""BO'PRINTSO'II)
1\'10 VOU4, .... O
10::0 COl.OUR::;
10:;0

;~~~~!;x"'::" XPP~T.'I.' VPP_TV'I.: BNi'•••• TTAi'••• E8. TSE'I._IO<', C-O,
1(040 FOR N"'2 TO 11
10:;0
IF SO.INI_"Z" THEN I(lBO
1(160
v-v ... ::,
1070
PRINTTAEo(:;,VI,SOt(N)
1(.90
NEIT N
10""0 VDU5
1100
IF 50'11::'1-"Z" THEN 1110 ELSE MOVE
0,11", f'F<INTSO. I 1::)
!t10
IF 50tI131·"Z· THEN l1::'O ELSE MOVE

15

1:;00
1 :;7£)

1:>00
\::<90

:::010
:0::0
:030
:040

YOU ::':::, ::':8 ,'9:S ,'11:5 ,<1:5 , <1:5,1;>5.04,1:7.0
LJ-v.L-._O
YOU:3,==4,~:5.::S:S.::;:S,::S:S.:~:5.:5:S.::'5:S.:5:S

-LOAD "Eo::'

::0:;0

'bOO

:'(>00

USER·~Eo(~IEoUTTON·USER·IIDIRECTI.USER.:.MOYILO_USER.~IMOY
lHI·USEP.4.01~ECT~-USE"·:S

ZQ70

•

:::090

1010

:OCfO

~LO-USE~·0.MOYVHI-USER.7.LA5TI_USER·8ILA5TV.USER.9.TS
TO~E-USER.IO.5T4RT·USEA·IIIST~TI.START.:O.RET~N

Ib:O

1030
1040
10:S0
IbbO
Ib70
IbGO
Ib90
17(K")

.'1..

;C~I

(::511

:100
n:_o
::110
CALL ST~TI
:1::0
u_ (7I'1QVILOI + c:::Sb.7~OVIHI'
::'130
", ..1;>0
::'1.0
IF 11~ ..e ~HEN
-I'IQVILO-9, ":'!'IOVIHI_O, IP_590, c:'~:_l • GOTO :1 bO
::1'!5(I
IF (1)-9 THEN 7MOVILQao9,7M[)VIH!,,01IP_obO.F); .. :

DEF"I'"F!OCEoOI
IF" C"O THEN COLOUR I ELSE COLDI..lR 0
I'"R1NTTAEoC IPP. T~:t:-4J .CHA' t::':;::'J I CI-iR' C::'53}
ENtlf'ROC
OEF"PROCF~,EVINPUT

CAl...L START
REPEAT
.- C7~OV.LO).tZ:Sb.~OVIHII

IF JP-LIP THEN :::'00
::'100
::'170·
YOU5IGCOI.. O,O.~OVE L.P,y,PI'o:INT CH"'C:::4)IMOYE
LIP,Y-!O,PI'o:INT CHR,C::':;:.I
::190
GCOL O.:II'IO\IE IP,YIPI'<tNT CHR,C:=.I.1'lOVE
IP,Y-30:FRINT CHR'C::::.)tVOU4
::'190
LIP-IP
::':00
UNTIL ':'PUTTON <>0
=: I 0 ENOPROC

Y-I":'MOY~LOI.t:56.';'/'IO\IVHII

1710
RE~
D"AWIN13 ClI"SOR
17:0
IF V_TV THEN 18bO
17::0
TV_Y
17.0
._10
17!.O
Y-~.!'\l.L T
1700
IF V ~OO 04 <> 0 THEN 18bO
1770
IF V DIY b4 < I THEN V-b4'7~OVVLO_ •• 7~OVYHI_0
1780
IF V DIy 64 ~~ THEN V-8NX.04.?~OYVHI.t8NXe41
OIY :56,':'MOVVLO - tB~4.41 ~OO 2:sb
1790
'I-CV.QF'SETI
1800
F~- IIY DIY 04)-I:le-l
1810

h''I.*T'I:t:·1
Pr.tNTtAEot"T
TVXl ;CHR' '=50(1I
TV:;_TO ... ••
COI..OUFI 3
ENOF-F<OC
OEFF-RQCF),EV I t¥'UT 1
CALL StART
7MOVILO-'l'
REPEAT

IIOU5

18::'0
MOYE LJ,LV'GCo\' 0.::'IPRINTCHR.(:=41
1830
MOVE ',V.GCOL O.0IPRINTCHR'C::4)
1940
LX-I.L'I_V
18:SO
VOU.
IBbO
CALL STARTI
1B70
UNTIL 7EoUTTON <>.)
1 BBO
ENOPROC
1890 OEFPROCEoOJF
19(,0 COLOUR
1'910 TOZ_T"Z
19:0 F __ I,FOR T_Tv:t: TO TV%~B~I..::'-1 STEP
:. F_F·l. PI'o:INTTAlI C 1 7, T) I F,NEIT
19;0 PI<:INTTAEotTI'l.,TYY.-II ICHR'(Z4"'"CHR.I:49J
19.0 P",NTTAEotTIY.,TVY.IICHI'o:,C::S:'"CH".C:5:;1
19:5O FOR La: TO lIN:t:
)900
TV'l.-TV:t:.t
1970
FRINTTAEoCTXZ,TV~"CHR'{::S.'{CHR'C:~:S'
I'mo
TV"_Tv'/.+1
1'11'110
F'''INTTAEoI TIX., TV'l.1 ;eHR. (:!i::, I CHR. C::53)
.; ...00
NE_T

=
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Appendix

,0

~EI'I

"

1'<£1"1

00
05
00

III

Part Hi

Make COIIUDents

!"I/:U",e(.I"IT

\oIAS

1:;5
lOO
10:1
170
175
180

MAI:ecol"l

aTV(',1

MODEl
·LO.MFcfo~:M

FeEM O~TIO~ INCF'EA5E SENSITIVITY OF 'TRACt.ER
':':...()A9~1' ~I.OAAC.I
3'5
DIM Nl'!'''C:'.4',OIM AZ'UO.411011'1 01'1"111 ... ,,01'"
~"'f C3,bl

FLAG_(o:

45

SOON-'. FeEI'! IF SOQN-O THEN NO AUOIO FEED&AOK FROM

50

:,PRINTTA~IO.;)'COI"I.'C~.I:::O)'GO,D

VOLU~-I:.~E"

VOLUME OF AUDIO

CR·t,QC._OO.+"A·
"LO. ·ATOZ·
I'iETURN
:00 QR_:,OC'''OOf+"O"
':<,05
_LO. "OWEFch'·
:10 RETURN
:1':5. OR ••
:ZO +1..0. "P!-IRA:::5 RETURN
::!.O REI"I
::5 FT .. O
:.0 REF-EAT
:4:5
IF FT_I T,",EN ::;5
:47
';'1"\OV.LO••• 8 1"100 ::5bl?1"I0~HHl.44a OIV
:~bI7MOVVLO-::28 MOO ::;o.~I"IOVYHI_::e DIY ::ib
::~
CALL START.FT_I,GOTO :bO
::55
CALL STA"'Tl
:00
FLAG_O: !F-.....
:0:5
F'ROCF~'EVINPUT
:70
VDU.
:75
IF Ip'.~OR- THEN FLAG_2
:77
IF Ips_-AZ· Tt-lEN FLAG_!
:80
IF IF •• -PH" THEN FLAG_3
:B5
IF Ip ... ·OEL· THEN FLAG·.
:<;>0
IF IP .... ENT· THEN FLAG_5
:q:;
IF IP'.·S~· THEN IPs·3(0()
I F FLAG .::;.0 THEN ::50
Z05
IF 11" ... •• THEN ;50
::10
IF IF-... "I1<;>" THEN :;,.50
IF LENtCOI"IS'''LENIIP.J;·SO THEN SOUND
:;'.1:;
1.-15.ql1.:5IGOTO ;50
:::0
LECOM·LEN(COM.,
3:5
IF LECOI"I~ •• O THEN VTE ••
::;0
IF YTE-. T~EN XTE_LECOM_.O ELSE XTE"LECOM
333
IF LEN 11 PSJ }1 THEN IPS.tpf o " ~
;:5
COl"Is-COM'+lP,
340
PRINT TA&l.TE.VTE)'lp.'CH~st:::O)
~A:I
P"'OCOELSOUNO
~~O
UNTIL FLAG~)O
IF FLAG >0 AND FLAG ~. THEN 170

FEEOBAC~

~!5

1_0F'EtIIUF'-COMDAY-

60

FOR A_(oTO::FOR F.OTO.,lNPUTt •• ~.(A.BIINElT

B:NElT A
05
Frn:c A_OTOIO:FOR P_OT04,INPUT(l,Al'CA,BI,NEIT
fo,NEXT A
10 FOR lI,.OTOII:FCR fo_OT04,INPUT[x.OR'CA,BI,NEIT
8If'J[IT A

, : OR'(10,4)··SP-:0I'I.tll,4,.-SP7:5 FOR A_OT03.FOR (j_OTOb,INPUT[X.PHS"CA,BI.NEl"
B:N(IT A

eo

Cl..OSE£J

85

vOU::.::4,O.31.49,96,O,O.O,O

'il0

VOO:3,:::5,0.249,1:.o,O,O,O,O

:30

IB5
IQO
Iq5

co •• ··, l'l'E"'OI 'o'TE-Z

40
OISPLA"

STAAT""('AOO.STA~TI·t.OAOE

RE" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T11'1E"0
CLG
ON FLAG G05U& le5.~.:15
COLOUR :::;,FRINt TAeIO.O)I~Ent.,. CQ_.nll"'COLIlUR

<;>5 VDU:, .:=b.~).O.('.O.qb •• 8.::I.O
100
.... OU:::::.::::7.0.0.0.0.0.1::.=4B.0
1(1!i '100:::::.:::;0. ::~!i.:~~.:~!i.:::5!i.:::5:5. ::;5, ::5:5.::;:5, REI"I
THIS IS THE COI"II"IS CUR50~
I 10 OEL .. Co, FLAG-:::, IP'_~ ~'COMf.~ M. CL.·
M

t 1:

OF<_4
11:5 .... OU:4.<IIO,I::7<;1,B5(>'
1:0 .... OU 1<;>.::.::.0.0.(1.0
1:::5 USEF<""7CI,~UTtON"USER"I'
0IRECTx .. USEF< ..::.MOVxLO·USEF< .. l.MO .... xHt·USE~ .. 4
1:.0
01 RECTV.USEF< .. :5. MOVVLO_USER .. o. MOVVH I.U5EF<·7. LASTX·USER .. e,
LASTV_U5ER .. q,TSTOF<E"USEF<"JO
1:::5 TSTOREH-USER"II: TSTOI'cEL-USER"I::. VVR\._USER"ll
140
YYRH_USER .. 14. xxR\._USER ·1:5 . . . RH"USER
"lb,~ASE·U5EF<"17
14:5 FDR N_~ASE

TO eASE"::I.F<EAO A,7N.A,NExT
1:;0 DATA
4. ::::7, ::6 ,Cl, 0, o. (1.4,:::5.:5. ::!i. :::4,0,0,0. o. 4.:::5.:5 ,3.:'. J B

::6(1
:::70
:;15
5:0
:;::5

IF FLAG=4 THEN F'ROCOELL.GOTO ::40
IF FLAGz5 THEN PROCENTT,GOTO ::40
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,:.
OEFPROCOELSQUNO
IF SOON.. I THEN SOUND I.VOI..U,:50.1
5~O
IF DEL _I
THEN SOUNO I,O.::5 I,.:,5OO NO
I, VOLU.::5C'. I. DEL·O
53:; TO.(I,REPEIH.TO .. TO"I,UNTIL TO~ .. IOO
540 ENOP~OC
575 OEFPROCOELL
~80
DEL'"
:;e:i LECOM_LENICO!'\fl
:5<;1C1
IF LECOM<I THEN SOUND 1,-15.<;><;>,:5.GOTO 0:0
:5<;>:i COI"I'_LEFT, 'COM'. ILECQI'1-I' I
000
PRINtTA~ CO.3) ,CL" PRINTTA~ 1(',4), CLS
605 PRINTTAt"l(l.l) ,COMf, CH~' (:~I
610
IF LENICOI"I.)~·3q THEN YTE_Z
o t5
p"'OCOELSQUND
02('
ENOF-ROC
6:5 DEFPROCENTT
630 SEC .. 'llME DIV 100'1'100 bO'I"IIN-ITII"IE DIV b(>OOll"IOO
00,HUN .. cTII"IE-tMIN"6000"SEC·tOO))
0:::; T.·STR.tMIN).M''' .. STR''5EC) ........ STR.,HUN)
640 COLOUR:l PRINTTA~ 10.(1) 1 CL'I F'RINTTA~ (0, 0), "YOUR
COMI"IENT. "
045 PRINT TAeU).:.l;CLf,CL'
050 COLOUR :.PRINTTA{ot(!,:;),COI"l'.COLOUR Z
6:5!i COM •• COM •• " "~oc.
000
IF SOON .. I THEN 50UND 1.-12.:50,10
00:5
PROCOELSOUNO
b70 REM
b7:5 REM
bBO
CCM..OUR 1.F-fUNTIF-RINT;pRINT"
MA I 1'1 COMENTS I"IENlJM
oB5
X_OpENOUT "COM?fENT"
oqO
P"'INTU.TS.COI"I'
bq5 CLOSE!:.
7(tO CHAIN"COI"I!1S"
7(}5 END
710 OEFPRocn:EvINf'\/T
71:;
IF OR ... AND ~eUTTON cO THEN ~MOVXLo_::e MOO
=,01~MOVXHI .. ::9 OIV ::56.:MOVVLO·I::6 1"100
:::561 ~MOVVHI"I ::oOIV ::;6.GOTO 7:;5
7:0
IF OR •• AND ~~UTTON _3 T~EN ?~OV.LO_556 MOO
::561":'MOVXHI.:;:5b OIV :;:!io,71"10VYLO-I:.b MO~
::50' ~I"IOVYHI·1300IV ::50,GOTO 7:5':5
7:5
IF ~~UTTON_o THEN ~MOVxLO"44e 1"100 ::5b.7MOVXHl_4 4 B
01'1 ::;6'7MOV~LO-:::B MOO ::501?1"I0VVH!_:::8 OIV :;::;o.GOTO
730
IF 7&UTTON.l THEN ?1"I0VXLO-II:S MO~
.
:50' ~MOV.HI-ll::8 OIV ::50' ?MOVYLO·:2B MOO :':50.71'10VVHI-::e .',
DIV ::50160TO 7:55
73:5
... t7XXR\.· C::5o.?URH) ) 1 y. C:'VVRL+ 1::5b.7YYRH))
7.0
IF tORwl OF< 01'1-:) AND x">I(I(IO THEN OT_OR.OR_Z

17

ON O~ GOSU9 7bo.e~O.7~~,e70
7~' REM
7:;5 ENOFROC
760 "EM X COOROS FOR ATOZ
7b:5
vo_v DIV B5:vl"I .. v 1"100 e~
770
IF VM<4= OR VI"I)70 THEN FROCSNO,GOTO 7 0 0
775
XO_X OIV 9(11ll"l·. 1"100 eo
777
IF VO .. O THEN 78~
7BO
IF XM <Z5 OR XM)04 THEN PROCSND'GOTO 7110
1F XO<O OR VD ':0 OR lO)IO OR YO,4 THEN F-ROCSNO
7B:5
ELSE IF-S.AzsnO.1 (VO-.).-II)
7QO RETURN
7q:5 REM x CQORDS FOR NUH~ERS
800
l"X-=~IXD.(. Dlv 80)-I=,XM.J 1"100 BO
BO:
IF V OIl.' B~ .. 0 THEN Bl0
B05
IF XM ',4: OR lM}7(1 THEN PROCSNOIGOTO B:.
BIO VO .. V OIV B5,YM·V 1"100 e5
BI5
IF VM ~.~ OR VM>78 THEN ~ROCSNO.GOTO 8:.
B~O
IF xO{O OR VD <0 OR XO): OR VO). THEN PROCSND
ELSE IPs_NUM'(XD,llVO-4).-I)
, 9:. OR_OT
B=5 RETURN
BlO "'EI"I x COORDS FOR OWERTV
B3~
VD-V OIV 9:i.VM"Y 1"100 8~
840
IF YI"I':.: OR VM~7B THEN PROcSNO,GOTO Sb5
B45
IF VO-O OR VO-~ OR VO-. THEN •• ... 40
B~
lD_. DlV eO:XM •• 1"100 eo
B5:
I F VD"" THEN BbO
855
IF XI"I ":3':5 OR XM>o. THEN PROCSNO'GOTO 805
BbO
JF .0<0 OR VD'O Of:i lO>11 OR VO;'4 THEN F'ROCSND
ELSE IP._OR.IXO,IIVO-.16-1)
8b5 I'<ETUflN
870 REM
X COOROS FOR PHRASES
B75
XO_ X DIV 318:xl"I. x 1"100 :'18
eBO
IF XM <0 OR lM~::;B THEN PROCSNO'GOTO ql(1
BB5
v.V-:5,YO_(V OIV eOI-IIYM"V ~OO eo
8<;>0
IF YM ':51 OR VM>7:5THEN PROCSNO.GOTO <'no
8q:5
IF .0<0 OR VD <-I OR .0.>3 O~ VO}7 THEN
'PROCSND,GOTO <;>10
el17
VD_VD_I
qQO
IF YD ·0-1 THEN IP._PHS(xO.tfYO_O)·_I)
q05
IF VO"-I THEN XO_.O+'ION XO G05U~ QI5.QZO,Q::5. I1 :;O
1110 ~ETURN
1115
Ip._~AIM=RETURN
Q:O
Ip,··CRM,RETURN
q=:5
IP ..... OEL .. 'RETUF:lN
1130
Ip.· .. ENT~'~ETURN
<;>3'5
OEFPROCSNO
Q40 SOUND 1.-1:5.1111.5
114:5
TIM .. TII"IE,REPEAT.UNTIL tlI"lE- 111"1"50
"~O
ERO·I
95:5
ENOF-RDC
745
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Drugs data input and calculation
:I:>b

10

kEI'I Of<UGS

12
:.0<.0
:.0
40
'50

.FJ1:5.0

00
70

_TV::O:;:5.1

MODE"

100
110
1::0
I~

c_o,CC_O,F __ I,VY_O,vES_O,NNO_O

140

STO~REP-O.&O.OIJ-O.YNY.O:NUftE.o

GO-O:

ID:'

VOU::3.::::4,O.:I,48.96,O,O,O,O

104
16b
IbB

\lDU:'3,::::9,O,O,O,O,O,O,130,O

VOU::3,::48.0,O.O,O,O,:::54,::.::50
VOU:::,::49,O,O,O,O.O,I:'7,o4,95
9:1

V0U23,::l3,:50,250,250,~~,250,250,:50,:50
VDU~3,:::;4,95,o4.1:7,O,O,I:7,o4,95

VDU23,2:5S,:50,:,:S4,O,O,:S4,:,:50
GOSU8 3100
REH
READING FILE DRUGS3
ALSO CONTAINS
CONTROL FILE
~~O
X_OPENUP"ORUGS3",FOR J-I TO
SOl JNf'UT£x,OA"JI,NEXT J
230
FOR N_IT03IFOR M_I TO 14.JNPUT£X,DRGIN,M,;NE.T
I'll NEXT N
:40
JNPU'-£l .FO' .FDI' ,Wit ,101:' ,101::;, ,8A' ,DA' ,80',FOR
N_1T04,INPUT'X.C.INI,NEXT,CLOSE£.
.:50
DAt(~41_"o,::;N
:00 DIM NUM,,~,41.X_OPENUP"COHOAT",FOR A_OTO:,FOR
8-0T04,INPUT£X,NUHttA,&I,NEXT 8:NExT A,CLOSE'x
:02
FOR N-O
TO ~I.REAO 8ASSINI.NEXT
:04
DATA

:00

~IO

475
IF N_7 THEN PROCYJlIINPUT,IF YES':)I THEN
VNY_JI GOT0475
4760
IF N_7 THEN FROCC1.OCKSTOP:F~.,"'O:GOTO ObO
4ao
PROCMENUCONTENTS
490
IF TV<3 THEN GOSU80(lO.GOTO ~7u
500
IF TV_3 THEN GOSU& 7401 IF J-I THEN J-O'GOTO :40
EL.SE IF TV_' THEN 570
510
IF TV_4 THEN GOSUB 1150,GOTO :;70
5:0
FROCCL.OC~
~30
F'ROCFj<,EV1 NPUTZ
:;40
IF FI:C'O THEN :>30
~
F-ROCCLOC):STOP

b7.0

PROCF~:EVINPUT~
IF F"~:(_CNO_I) THEN
PROCCLOC~:STOP

b50

bOO

~40
REM
IF "'_~DEL.~ THEN PROCDEL.ETE'~:'_-~,GOTO 900
900
IF LIN)-t.EcNUI AND 1:f<..)"ENT N THEN
FROCSOUND.GOTO <;1(>0
'no
IF ):._"ENT- THEN 10ZO
980
IF ~.~40 AND NU-I THEN
FROC9ACKONE,~:.0. IP,-"", PROCCLOCt:STOl>,UD' .0, I I -90', J_I, GO
TO 1100
<;185
IF V.~40 AND NU':)(I TMEN
NU_NU_II 1!'-'_8~1 t:-o. !'-RQCCL.OCJ<STOP, UD' 10.11 _~o., GOTO a'50
990
IF .:_Z40 AND NIJ-O THEN
PROCE>AC):ONE. 1:-0, £00"". IP._· ~I GOSUE> ;:"1, RETURN
10(10
IP'-IP'.~:.
1010
VOU4.PRJNT
TAB C t x INVI ",",-IN) • V (NUl I, ..... ,CHR.I :;::'0)
1020
SOUND 1,-1:::. :40.5. Tt I_TlI'1E, REPEAT. UNT IL
TlME_TII .. 30,UNTIL )·'_HENT",VDU4,CO\..OUf:l OIPRINT
TABI ()( (NUl .LINl ,V 'NUl I, CHR. (Z301' COLOUR) I L.IN--I
1030
IF NU_O TMEIII GOSUB
;2bIoPRINTTAB I~a ,01 I CL •• P"INTTAE>I:.'8,ol ,I!'-" "

UO"D,IJ-"R .. tu"''' tD DRUGS .... "UN
tF N~5 THEN FOR TtM_OTOI500,NEXT
NEltT N
Cwo. GOTO ;'::;0
RE,..
TV(3
PROCCLOCK

.,40

Q'50

6040 ELSE b:O

IF Ft:-O AND TV<>O THEN PROCE'lAC~.ONE.GOTO 340
IF F~:-O THEN UO.(O,II-"R.tu .. " to

~o",to .... "q·:PROCWRITEUD,CHAtNN~BMON"

6070

IF NAloIFI:I_O THEN

P~OCMENUERROR1UO'{D,II-DA"C-NO.F~.I)."

ERROR",GOTO blO
IF TY_I AND N_3 THEN 1:00
b90
CH'CN)_OA.cC_NO*F~.*I)'IF L.EFT'{CH'IN1,1)-"~N THEN
L.L.L._LENCCH.tNII,CH.tNI_RIGHT'ICH"NI.L.L.L_I)
7(00
IF Ill-I OR N_2 THEN 7:0

b80

""

YY_VY*:IPRINTTABc:e.YVI,CL."PRINTTA[jC:a,VVI,CH.tNI
7:0 UO.ID.I)_CH.INI
730
RETURN,REM
RETURN TO :170
740
RE,..
••••••••••••• NUMERIC INPUT
750
.. Fl::::5.::40
7.,0
IF ~EENHERE_99 THEN 810
800 BEENHERE_99
810
"LO. NNU!'l4"
91)
.LOAD R~:::
81: USER_~70.BUTTON_USER·I'
01J;.:ECTlt-USER .. ::.HOVXLO-USER ... :;.HQVXMI-USER ... 4

"Q/vl ill ~'RETURN

lObO

1070
loao
1090
1100
IIOS
1110
11:'0
1130
1140
1150
I I bO
IIb5
1170
1180

'"

~ASE·=1.7NQ_BASS'JJt.JJ_JJ.I.NElT

a~o

a;o
a40
a5('

8600
880
890

'wo
910
930

IF NU_I THEN WEIGHT.v.:KIIPIl,IF"-IP'.~ Q ........ .
IF NU'"': THEN GEST _VAL.tlPIl.IP,._IP'''" .... k."
IF NU_3 TI-IEN F'NA.VALttPtlllP'-lP'''~ dilyS"

1040
10'50

DIRECT V-USER"'5. HOVVL.O_USER*b. MOVYH I_USEI'<. 7 • L.AST x_USER .. e,
LASTV_USER.9.TSTORE_USER·IO
814
TSTOREH_USER·II,TSTOREL._USER"'IZ,VVRL._USER.13
915
YYRM-USER .14,llRL._USER .15.XIRH_USER
"ID.BASE-uSER+17
9lb
JJ_O,~OR NC-&ASE TO
819
919

[lEF!,-"'OCINF'UTS
_L.O. T81CON
FOk N_ I TO 7
CC-O
C_C·I

•

4,:~7.::0.0,O,O,O,4,::5,5,::5,2:4.0,O.0.O,4,:5,5,;,3,la

'=>00
::;70
580
590
bOO
blO
b:O

I'oEI"I INPUTS

350

VDU~3,~~O,9~,o4,1~7,O,O,O,o,o
VDU~3,~5I,:50,:,::54,O,O,O,o,O
VDU~3 ,:=>~,9:1,9::;,95, 9:1,9:5,9:1,9:1,

J.OO

'''''

17:' VOU::3,:30,:':S:5,:::S,.::,S,::SS.Z,s,::,s,::,s.::,s
laB
190
19:
194
190

RE.l"I

LL"L.EN !OA.IC} I1 TV-VAL,.IFcIGl-lT. 10&1. ICI ,11 I :NQ-VAL,. CL.EFT. CO~.
IC) • ILL-:) 11
370
IF N<3 OR N;:; TKEN WS _I EL.SE WS-"
:ao
pRQCMENUSCREEN
390
IF N)5 THEN 400
40(1
"'OR X-OTOIl.NAl:.nl_u,NElTl,NA;':IOI_1
410
"'OR NN-C·l TO'C.NOI
4~0
IF LEFTIIOA.INN),lI_~~" ,!-IEN N~l:.ICC).1
430
CC-CC·)
440
NEXT NN
4~
IF TY_~ THEN FOR J_,TO=.IF OFcGIOCHOICE.JI~)O
TM£N HAlo 'DRGIOCHOICE ,J I) _11I'I£llT J
400
IF TV_4 THEN ~OR JJ-4TOb.IF DFcGIDCHOICE,JJI()O
TI-I£N NAX.tDRGIOCHOICE,JJI I_IINEXT JJ
470
IF N_7 THEN
!'-ROCORUGCAL,.CS, !,-"'OCHENUCONTENT S. !'-RoCeL.OC.:: L.~P_l (.a::;, L YP_I 0

VOU:::::: .:::::5,0.:'48. J:: ,b,O,O,O,O
1,10023.::::0,0,0,0,0,90,48,31,0
VDU:;:'3,::::7 ,O,O,O,O,b. 1::,="8,0

IS::
184
ISo

~<;IO

3::0
3::5
330
:;40

; 0-0, &1'1_0: FLAGG-O

170

NU

............................................................

WS.O;l~'.··.ElEENHERE.O:DEL.O

1~

100

~.,- ••

lINUI.Y(NU),LEINU)IN.E~T

1~,D,:;.I:;'''.4.~5.c>.:.:~.e.::;

FROCJNPUTS
END

...............................................................

VOU 19,1,::.0.(1,0,0
1'% .. Z.... 1
N_O,DII'I OA-.le"l.OII'l 01<6C:3,lol
011"1 XI:::;).!).,'! VllloDll"I LEI3,
DIrt UO$"'O,II.011'1 ElA5S1:~11
D'M NA'tllll,DII"I CQNF,II01,DII'\C.tSI,DII'ICH,tl'l)
011"1 TUloJ
CLf.-

eo

FOR NU-O TO;,RE':'D
O~TA

:'oa
::70
::ao

STAFn_~('AOO,5TARTI_IIoOtl>OE

CH'(NU·~I·IF-.
F-ROCCLOC~STOP.UO.ID.ll

.. lf.
1P',a""
NE.T NU19M"'0
GOSUB ~:ol,REI'I NORMAL. TRACI:ER
"F~:;:::5,O

RETURN
OATA 1~.4,4.:5.b,:.:3.B.3
REM END OF NUM IP
RE'"
TV_4
PROCCl.OCK
L.VP_IOoILltF''''1085
PROCVNINPUT
IF vES_1 THEN VES_OIP'ROCCLOCKSTOP ELSE GOTQ 1::10

"""

CH.tN)_STPSIVV_VV.:,PRINTTA9,=e,VVI,CL •• PRINTTA9t:'8,VVII
CH •• NI
1:00 UOSID,II-CH.INI,RETUhNIREM
RETURN TO ::190
1:.'10
IF IIINO-I THEN NNO_OIPROCCL.OCr.STOP,UD.ID.ll_"STD
1:'11
PREP' NOT AVAILeLE", PROCNOINPUT: RETURN
IF F~()O THEN 1170
1:':0
PROCCLOC):STQP
I:~O
1:40 PROCBAO;O"l£
1:51) GOTO 340
1.;.,0 'EM

IF FLAGG-I THEN FLAGG-(I,RETURN
BH_OIFOR NU-' TO 3
IF J-I THEN 1100
PROCCLOCK
L'"'O
VDU4IPR!NTTABI.lNUt.VINUI)ICHR.(:;o1
LIN--I
REPEAT,LIN_LIN"',
PRQCFI,EV I NPUTNU
IF ':'9UTTON-o THEN ~.":40.GOTO 980
I:."'NUM.(XT,VTI

•

18

- 1:!7(1
1:!80
1Z90

IF FK_::S TI"IEN OCI1OICE-1
IF F~_. THEN DCHOICE-2
IF n.:-e TI'i[N DCt40IC£.3
GOTO 0~(I
OEFPI'IOCNOINPUT
+FJ::!5,:!CO
DEL-I, PRDC."IE.NUEFd<OF'c, vO!.J:iol'\OVE

."'"

1310
:3~0

13;0

17C"
17:-.0
17bO
1770
1780
17~0

1800
181(1

O,70,~RINTC'C='1VOUC

1=.0
1::50
1=00
1=70
1300

FOR Y-3 TO ~:~I'<tNTTA&CO,YI;CL •• NEn.Y.o
F1..AGG-I.GOSU& 010
~RINTTA&CO'Y)IMPrep e~e.leble • __ DQ/~lelw
PRINTTA&CI5,YII

13~0

PROCCl..O""-K
GOSU8 S80.

18~

NU.~.LECNU).::

ICoo
UIO

J<E",

GET NU'lERIC INPUT

ZOO
~/"'lel

STO~RE~.VALCl~"IPJ<OCCl..~STO~'UO'CO,')_IP,.M
- AI... TEFlcNATIVE-, CH' (NI .IP'.- ~/vlel -0 Ip,.M-

1700
1710
17=<l
!730

.;';IV

TIII&I~ST""ITlM'.-.OO-

CI-I.IIZI_CHSCI::I.NElT &
FeEM PUT FINAL OIS~AY TO FILE
UO.IO-I.II_·D. CALC5
0-0"1
FOR &- I TO 13
UD,ID, II-un. CD. I 1 "'CHS 1&) ,.
HEll 8
ENOF'ROC
OEFF'ROCWFIIT[UD
I" •• on 2--sTR' (Z~ I
UD' CO. I 1 _5TR' ID) .UD' 10,0).'0·
._QPENOUT F.
FOR N·OTOVAL IUD' 10. I J I
FOR Y_OTOI
PRINT' •• UD. IN, YI

I~"J.O
I~CO

'''00

11F-TIF.F~EO

IF TIF~=. THEN TlrI_TlF_Z •• GQTO lOCO
11M-11F

"00

1<;110
I<;IZO

leco END~ROC
1"50 DEFPkOCDRUGCALCS
....,.S.(I.INC.O
IC70 GOTO 14S0
I"eo RE'" DRUG DOSE
I"qo DOOSE-DRGIOCHOICE,7)
1500 CI1,I'9).STIUCDDOSE).- _g/KgW
1:510 REI'! FF!QUENCY
I~:!O
GG-O,A_S
1530 IF 6E5T>37 THEN A_II
15"0 &.A
1550 REPEAT
1500
IF DRGIDCHOICE,AI_1I1 THEN 66_A,60TO 15~0
1570
IF PNA<DRGCDCHOICE,AI THEN GG.A.60TO 15~0
1500
A.A.l
1590
UNTIL GG<>O
1600 G-GG-18-11
1010 IF G-I THEN FREO_I=
10:0 IF G·~ THEN FREO_S
1030 IF G-3 THEN FREa-o
loCO IF G-" THEN FREO_.
1050 CH:fllOI.STR:fIFREOI+- HourlyW
1000 RE"
WHERE FROI'I
1670 IF DRGIOCHOICE,ICI_I THEN CH'(I::)_·pner~.cyW
1080 IF DRGcOCHOICE.IC)_2 THEN CH.1131.-0rug cupDoerd
(SCBUI 1090 IF DRGIDCHOICE,I.'.3 THEN CH.C131."Ff'"IdQe ISC8U).

-

....

1090
1'il10

IF &0-1 THEN &o-Ol~F<OCCLOC)"STOP'UO'ID,II.&O.,GOTD

M

I'ElT 8
FOR &-1 TO A
IF LENtTIJCfoll(}5 THEN T/lC&I.MOM.TUC&1
CH. CIZI .C.... I I:!).T I. 1&1
IF e_1 I)F;c &_3 THEN CH'C1::I_CI-I'II::,.M

IBoO
1870

.Fl~Z5,O

U;?(I

IC30

18~

1830
1840

A-Z .. ,F"'EO
OUAN"lNT'ORVGT.IO •• :'/IO
C .... I1Il.ST"'scQU~).- '"'9"'EM TIMES TO &E GIVEN
C.... lIZI.
TIF_7_F"'EQ
FOR &. 1 TO A

19:5O
19bO
1970
1980
19QO

'"""
ZOIO

;'0::'0

ZO::;O
ZO.O
ZO:SO

NE~TY

ZObO

Z070
Z080
=O~O

NEXTN
CLOSE£.
ENDPF<OC
OEFPI'IOCOELETE
VDU.
LIN_LIN_I
IF LIN<O THEN LIN-O.P",OCSowm,GOTO 2190
Ips.LEFT.tIP'.LINI
l.llCNU).LIN"II.Y_YIN"UI
COLOUA O,PRINTCHRS IZ;:OI ,COLOUR 1
•• 1-1

:100
::IO:S
2110
::120
ZllO
ZI40
ZI50
Z100
ZI70
PRINTTA&, t, YI - _ -, PRINTTA& ' I . YI ,C"'" 1:;):::;0). F'RINTTA8 Il, YI I
ZI80 SOUND I.-IZ.ZCO.:;,TI I.TlI"IE,I'<EPEAT,UNTlL
TIME.Tll·30
Z I <;10 ENOPROC
poe DEFPROCSOUND'SOUND 1.-15,101.:::ENOF'FeOC

RE"
OUANTITY TO liE GIVEN
RE" TOTAL DRUG FOR Z. """8
DRUGT_ IW£IGHT 11000) +ORGCDCHOICE. 71
RE" OUANTIY

(.It:.~r"V\..\..l.-u\..""

Z040

ZZ~O

Tlf'lE·O
ZZ30 ENDPROC
ZZCO OEFPROCCLOCKSTOP
ZZ:;O T-TJI'IE
:ZOO SEC·IT DIY 1(1011"'00 oo."IN_n DIV o(>()(oI"OD
00. HUN_ IT- CMIN.OOVO.5ec+10011
=270 T.-STR. II"oINI .-, -.STR, ISEC) .M. M.STR. lHUN)
Z=BO 0_0+1
~:90 UO.IO,OI_T.
Z300 ENDPROC
Z310 OEFPROCr1ENUSCREEN
:330 VDU ZB.0.ZO,3~.4
2340 GCOL 0.1
Z3~
IF UO,lD.II.eO' AND N·. THEN 1015-1
ZJ:Z IF NUr1E·I THEN NUI"o£_OICLG,CLSIGOTO Z370
23:5-C
IF WS-I AND N}.o THEN CLGlGOTO Z370
Z3:5 IF 1015., THEN
VDU: •• 013:ZIIZ7q,I~Z=IICLGIVDU~",0,IZOII0:o,3Z=I,CLG.VOU
Z4 ,0,0,1:7"" 115 •• CLG. VOU20. vOUZO.O,20, 3"', C
:300
IF 1015_0 THEN
VDUZ",u,9.~1 705, 10Z"J.,.CI..G. VOUZ4 ,0, 13:, 8"',,,,ZO, ,CLG. VOUZ.
,O,O,IZ79, 115, 1 CLG.VDUZ6.VDU:2B,O • .:!o,3"'.C
Z370 MOvE O,.,=:S.DRAW 1:7~,"=:S
==ao r10VE 0.~35:DRAW 1~7.,,935
Z390 MOVE O.IJ..O.DRAW IZ7",13-0
:CO~ MOVE ~,IZO.DRAW IZ7~.IZ~
:CO:5 IF WS_I AND N_C THEN 1015_0
:.I~
IF 1015_1 THEN GOTO Z.20 ELSEI'IOVE
".
6:K1."Z5, O"'AW650. I 3(111'10VE80(,. 130. D"'AW60~."Z:S. VDU •• ,J,J_Z,FO
1'1 TW.~ TOa STEP:.JJ.JJ.I'~"'INT TA8IZ6,TWI,CH.tJJI.NEJT
:"20 GCOL. 0,1
Z"30 V~
Z •• O MOVE 7b~.10=<lIPRINT &A'
Z.5O I"IOVE: 1080,Q60,PRINT OA.
ZCoO VOU.
;;!"70
IF 101$-1 THEN 1015.0
="eo PRINTTAB(O,OI,ENDPROC
:.<;10 OEFPROCMENUERROR
:500 VDU= •• 0.01IZ7911151'CLGIVDUZolvOU=e,o,=o,=~,4
:510 IF DEL·I THEN OEL-o.BOTO :::>70
::SZO VDU :5.GCOL 0,1
2530 MOVE O,IIO.PRINT loll'
Z:S"O MOVE: O,70.PRINT WZ'
Z5=';0 GCOLO,3.I'tOVE ~,3-0'P"'INT 1013.
::SOO VOU.
Z:70 ENDPROC
Z560 DEFPROC/"IENUCQNTENTS
2590 ~. __ I'&N',(·O
ZO(OO VDU:S
:010 CDLOUR3.Y-O,VOUC.F--1
::OZO FOR N.,._ CC· I I TO IC+NO)

II' F-v THEN VI.lU:;'MO ....E u.IIJ~O ..... F<IN1D .. ol(C._I):VUU4

2050
IF N_I AND F.O THEN
pRINTTA8Il.YI;FOI ••• PRINT.GOTO :780
ZaoO
IF N< 7 AND 1"-0 THEN
PRINTTA8(~,Y);FO.;.PRINT.GOTO 2790
Z070
IF 1"-0 THEN Z780
Z080
IF N-7 AND DA'INNI_MC- HEN PRINT.f"RINT.GOTO
~780 ELSE IF N_7 THEN ~770
Z~~O
IF N-C AND NA%INN-C-I).O THEN .... "'INTIGOTO :780
Z700
IF N·: AND NA~INN-C-II_0 TI1EN PRINTIGOTO :700
El..GE IF N_5 THENP"'INT'GOTO =730
Z710
IF N;5 THEN ~RINT,GOTO Z1CO
Z7~Q
PRINTTAeI3.Y),
Z730
IF .... 5 THEN STP,"DA'INN)
:740
IF I..EFT'IDA.INN),I) ... ~· THEN
LL_LENIOA. INN) I • DA. INNI.RIGHTs tCA' INN) • CL.L-I 1 I I ue_1
Z7:50
PfOINTDAsCNNi;.JF IN"5 OR N-olillNO NN)C"I THEN
Z780
::700
IF GGIII THEN GG.OIDA.INNI.·~·.OA.(NN)IGOTO :760
ELSE GOTO 2780
Z770
IF N-7 THEN
PFilNTOA. INNI J' JJ·LEN tDASCNM)) • PRIN'· ·1 ,FOR J_I TO
I ::-4-JJ), PRINTCHR. 12Z'9) 1I NEXT, ~'_":.I ,PFlINT" '"I CH' IK.;:)
::-790
NEXTNN
Z7~0
YDU:5
Z800
IF TY~3 THEN C'-C"I)
:010
IF TY_" THEN C'_ColiC)
zezo
IF TY-3 THEN CS_"'",f.:EM WAS C.fl::l
Z03-0
IF TY-5 THEN CS_C:fI:;1
Z8"0 MOVE \1,7~.F"FeINTCS
Z850
IF TY·C OR Ty-:5" THEN GCOL O.I,MOvE q80.I:O'O~AW
<;I80,0.I"IOVE 9%,OIDRAW 9~0.1::".110VE 1I30.I::O.Of;:AW
1130.01MOVE II"O,O,ORAW 114~.12"
ZOoo
IF TY •• OR TY_:; TH£N MOVE
10::0.70. F"RINT"YESM, MeyE
117~,70.P"'lNT"NO·IVOU~.eN%·O.TY%_:::TI%_VICL.~_OIF'ROCeOXF.

GOTD ="00
ZS70
IF TY_3 THEN
&N%.OIVOU.,TY~_ZICLR_O:TX~·OIPHOC&OIF.GOTO

Z080
Z890

YOU.

Z~OO

C-NN-l
ENOPROC

:~IO

ZQ:O

DEFPROC&AC~ONE

=Q30
Z9"0
:;):Q50

UO.IO.II_&O'
CIIC-NO
C-C-I
REPEAT
C.C-I
5-ASCCOA.ICI)

Z9~0

Z970
;~80

19

&N%.NOITY~.:;):,TX%.OICLR_v.PROC~OIF

:!'9(.oO

="''90
30V1)

3010
3.0:0
,,"0<>

:'''''0
~(.=.(J

3(1:>:5

'C>bO
:S':'70

3080
~8:5

"90
:'100
3110
31::'0
3100
:'~bl

IF N.O MND S~):;2 THEN :970
IF N_o Ti"lEN Cl..S
UNTIl. 5~~8 AND S~47
N"N-I
IF N-I ~ N.: THEN :0:;0
P~JNTTA5j:9.VYI;Cl. •• VY_YY_2
C_C_I
U-Ul"IElkEPEAT UNTIl. TIrIE_TJ.::;.o
ENOPF<QC

3;'10

OEFP~OeYNINPUT

"'E!'-EAT. PF-OCF.:EY INPUT I
TI-TIrIE,f;:£F'£ATIIJNTIL UI"IE-U.~
IF n;-l TH[N 1E5_1
IF F~.: T~N NNO-I
UNTIl. YES_I OR NNO_I OR F~-o
Sot.Jrljtl l,-I:.:40.:;lEN~ROC

""

o

3~64

L.-l0,l."'-S:a
-:'040 "'£0:

USE~-~£O(lO.£oUTTON.USEF<.I'OIREeTI.USEA.:I"'OVll.D·USEA.3,MOY
IHI.USEA.4'OI"EeTY_USE~·5

:::~81

""ETURN
OEFPROCn:Ey INPUT:
EoHI-I,LX_lb,IF NAXIF~I_O AND N(~4 THEN 3:e: ELSE

LY-8:e
328: OFSET -05ET-CleNX-lle041
3~:I
CAL.t. START
32'90 REPE~T
32'9:;
I- l?MOYlt.OJ'" C2:;be?t1OVIHI I
1-17,.,OVVt.Ol.C::;oe?MOVVHII
330:;
F<E,.,
DRAWING CURSOR
3310
IF Y_TTV THEN 3380
331:1
TTy_V

''''''

3320

1-10

332:1
Y_ye!'llA.. T
3330
IF Y MOO 64 ~> 0 THEN 3380
333:;
IF Y 011,1 64 ( 1 THEN Y-04""'OVVLO_4.?MOvVHI_0
3340
IF Y 011,1 04 ')EoNX THeN y-EoN:Le04I,,.,O\.IVHI_CEoNX"")
DIV 2:;0.7I'1OVYt.D - lEoN%e41 MOO 2:;0
=;4:;
V-CY.OFSETI
3350
F~._ (IV DJv 041-12Ie-1
;:':;5
VOU:;
33:;7
REM IF NAXCF.:I_O ANO 1'11_4 AND EoHI_1 THEN
VOU:;,GCOL 3,l'MOVE ~,1,PRINT CHR.C~l(JJ ,I,IOU4.GQTO ~318
~LSE IF NAXtFI()_O ANO N_4 THEN 3390

3770
3780

UEF~RU~~NU

~OO

ENOPROC
DEFPROC80IF
IF N-7 THEN 4:'90
RE" IF 1'11_4 THEN pROCeOXFIIGOTO
TOX-TYX

~7~0

4130
~140
41~0

SOUND 1.-I:;.'9Q.:I

TI"'-TIM£.REPE~T,UNTIL

kl-I,t.y_t
VDU4
&Ht_..,
CAl.k Sl~TI
&HI_0
UNTIL :'EsUTTQN
,O'IF 7EoUTTON_b THf:!\I FI._O
ENOF1'<OC
DEFP'ROCH,EYlt(PUTI
CALL START
l'(E"'EAT'F~:"'l'q,C.u.L. STAATI

:;3'9:'
:;;'90
;400
3410
I J" C7!1QVIL.DJ" C::;oe:i'IOVIH I I ,YD_ (':'l'IOVtLOI • I 2:;o":'I"IOVYH!)
3430
yp-IOoI7I'1OVtLD-13'7~YMI_0
;,,;:;
IF
II~-e TH£N
~MOVlt.O-B.~IHI-OIIP_IOe:;,F~·I.GOTO ;44:;
3440
IF
11>_'1 THEN "I"IOVILQ-oo'i171"\OVIH!-v,Af"_II:;:;:FI,_:
3"4:;
IF 11"-.. 11" ANO -1!'--kIP THeN :4600 ELSE VOU:;,GCOI.
O.O'"OVE LIP.LVP,PF<INT CHR't::41IGCOL O.llnDVE
IP.YP'PRJNTCHR.C2:01'V~J4,GOTO :4:;:;
345'
LIP-)P,L,p_tP
;400
UNTIL. 7&UTTON(~0.IF :'EoUTTON_6 THEN
FV._O. ?&1JTTON_O
340:; ENDPROC

:;:;:;0

3205
~VYLO-USEF<.0."'OVYHI-USE"'.7'l.ASTX_USE".8'LASTY_USER.'9'TS
TORE-USER.IO'ST~T_U5EF<.II,ST~TI_STAKT·:O

3270
3:80

MOIIE LJ."'I'GCOL O.l,FRINTC'""""2:.o)

"OVE .,V;YeDt. O.O;P"INTCHR'C::::.ol

:;70
3'37:'
:;;78
3:80
3;8:
3:e:.

,.,ut.. T_lb,F. -0; TTV-(l,l.l"'_101:5, IP-I015.05ET_7 0 4, FLAG_':', "'ET_
;;:'1.2
3::&3

::00

3:;",:;

TI"E.TI"'.~

4~'90

41601)
. .,
4170 pRINTTAeITXX.TYX-l)ICHR.(~4'9IIC~R~I_"SI
41S0 pR!NTTASITltX. TYXl,CHR.t2:;:!lI CHA. 1.. ,31
'1'90
IF EoNX_O THEN
F'RINTTAe tT~X. TY'.(..1 I ,CHA.t::;OI, CHR. (2'1 J .GOTO 4:eO
4200 FOR L_: TO BN'4

:;~~
:;~

~~~~~~~;~TlX' TV7-) ,CHR. t::;41 ,CHR. C~")
~;~:;;!;:TXX.TY%ljCHA'I~:;ZIICHA.I:'3)

4::;0

NEXT

:;~6 ;~~:~~~;!TI'.(.. TY'.(.) 1 CHR. ':;::;01 1 CHR. 1:511
4:'80

TY"-TOX.4
ENOPROC
OEFPROC&OXFI
TOX-TVX
FOR Na_ 0 TO 11
IF NAXINEol_O THEN 43'90
434~
IF NEo-O THeN 4360
43~
IF NA"CNEo-II_1 HiEN PRINT
.
TAfllTlX TVX-ll,CHR.,::;4I,CHR.C:;:':;I,GOTO 437u
4300
• PRINT TAB(TIX, TY:;(-I) ;CHR. 1:'4'9) I CHR!.!:'4S1
4370
PRINT TAeIT.,.•• TYX)ICHR.I:521'CHFc.C .... ~1
4380
PRINT TAe'T~X.TV'4.II'CHF<.12:;0)ICHA.(_'11
43'9(1
TV'l._T'I'4e~
4400
NEIT NEo
.410 T'IX_TOX.4
4420 ENDPROC
4::QO

4300
4:stO
43::!0
4330

20

3:;00
3:;70
OEFPROC80X
3:;80
IF CL.R-O THEN COLOUR 1 El.SE COLOUR Q
:::'90 P~INTTA5 I IPp. TVX-4) I Ci4<. 1:':;=) I CI'IFc' 1:':;;1
3000
ENOPF<QC
3010
,
30:0 DEFPROCFIo.EvtNPUTNU,NU"i:_l
36030
IF Eo"'-J THeN ;000
3040' ?MOI,IXLO_11:8 MOO :'!io.7"'OVIHI_II~B 011,1
::;O,:MOVVLo-228 MOO ~50,?"OVYHJ_22B OJI,I ::;0
~oso
CALL START'EoM.~
~600
CALL STA~TIIIF ,eUTTON_o THEN :;7bQ
3070
I_ C?_IRL. C::;oe?IIRH1I 1 Y- 17YV!"LH::;oe:YVI'<H1 J
3090
VO-Y DJV B:;,v"_y HDO B~.1-J-30.)0_(X 011,1
I:IOI-l::,II'I_J "'00 80
30'90
IF v,., <42 OR V,.,}79 THEN P~OCSNO'C~LL STARTI;GOTO
36070
J700 ~EI'I I COOR05 FOR NUM&ERS
3710
:::720
IF YO-O THEN ;740
3730
IF IM( 42 OR X"')70 THEN PF<OCSNO.CALL STA~Tl,GOTO
3670
::>740
IF 10<0 OR VO(O OR
5TARTI1GOTO 3670
37:;0
JT_kO,YT_CYO_4Ie_1
lJoO ENOPROC
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"'EM GI'<APHS 1

::0

CL',,-

:;(I

."

GOSUB 1"::0

!.O

Ll"O.LY_O

00

-LOt.O REI:'

III

Part v

Graphs menu and display of graphs

~40
:.=-<1
3bO

:70
-:;90
:::'i0
400
410
4:.'0
4:.0
U,O

/"!lA.. 1"1 b: F.:_O, TV-l;trLIP_ 101 ~ I Jp .. 101~. OFSET-:::;... FLAG-o. RET_

"

'"

USEF .. ~800'~T.ON-USER·I'OIRECTI.USER.::IMOVXLO·USER·31~
JH!_USER·",DIRECTY_USER.,

MOVYLO~USER·o.I"IOVVHI·USEF<·7.LASTI·USER·8ILASTY.USER.q.TS

10l;£ .. U5£1<_10: START_USER_II. STAAU-STAFn .. ZO
<;10 DIM UO,I::O,lllOI" 50'0.'
100 i'A'·-E"':'9Y, t:lnonyl!lOU ... ·, OA •• -17 A~-

110

n:.Zx,.I.CHA •• -O-,s£o_o.n.o

1:.'0

F<EI"I F'ROGI<AI"I STAF<TS HERE
.TV~:;.1

1"100£1
VDU 1'~.2.::!.O.O.O.O

100

n~1JCSI:REEJIIDATA

170

PROC/'lENUSCREEN

1
1<;10

PROCMENUCONTENT9
UOtt(l.l)-·O-,O_VAL.(UO'(O.111

ZOO
:10

:=0

PROCCLOCK
PROCFo.EVINpuTZ
IF 1=".:>9· THEN :'00

:::0

F'ROCCLOC~:STOP

::'40

I"I<OCCHOIC£

eo

::;0

IF RIGHT'(CH',!i).-ERROR- THEN :00
::bO
IF CHtl,.RZ R THEN
PROCVIEWGRtlPHS,PROCMENUSCREEN.PRCCMENUCONTENTSIGOTO ::(~
::70
IF CHA,.R3 R THEN
FL a l:PRDCVIEWGRAPH5IPROCMENU5CREENIPROCMENUCONTENT5.GOTO
:Xo(l
:90
IF' CHAt_RI
THEN PROCwRITEUO.CHAIN-VIoMONM
=~I)
END
:.(10 DEFf'ROCVIEWGRAPHS
:10 "'EM
R

........................................................
:::0
::~o

REM
!;EM

.t.OAO~HF;AlER

F"'rDCCt.OC)';
REF'E~T

f'ROc:n"E" INPUT I
IF n:"2 THEN SOUNO 1.-l:l.70.~'FK.0
111-Tll'IE:REF'EAT IJI'oITlL TII'1£-TII.::;O
UNTIL FI._I
f'ROCct.OC.:ST~

1'1[,....

4~
UO.10.l1-· ... ETURN TO Gl(API-IS
400 ENDPFlOC
.70 OEFF'ROCCLClCK
480 TII'IE_O
4'i0 ENDf'ROC
500 DEFf'ROCCLOCl:STQP
510 T-TlI'1[
!i~ SEC·tT OJV lOOIMOO bO.I'IIN_U OIV bOOOll"l(lO
bOO J-II..lN..- IT· (1'I1N.bOOO.SEC.lOO))
5:;0 Tt·STR. HUNI·-, ·.STR. t5EC1"-, ··STF<. tHUN'
540 0_0.1
:;:10 UDtIO,OI_T'
!lbO ENDPROC
!l70 DEFPROCI'IENUSCREEN
:;80 RE'" SET I.Jf> lEX T SCREEN
:;'iO.vDU =9.0.=6,3~.4
bOO CLG
blO GCOL O,~
620 MOVE 0.9:.':I,OFlAW 1:::!79,q=:I
630 MOVE (1,9~:;'DRAW 127'9,93:1
640l'lOVE 0.130.DRAW 127".130
b50 MOVE O.I:.'O.DRAW 127'1.120
bbO GCOL 0.1
b70 VDU'
b90 MOVE 7b".IO::O.f'RINT ~A'
b"O MOVE I080,'I80IPR1NT DA.
700 VDU4
710 ENOPRQC
7=0 DEFPRDCHENUERRQR
730 GCOL 0.0
740 FOR "_110 TO(l STEP-4
750
MOVE O,V:DRAW 1::7'1."
71::J()
NEXT
770 VDU :I, GCOL O,!
790 MOVE 0.110.PRINT~Th. optIon yOU lI.y • •el.c:t.d I.
not"

80

1:'<:'
140
150

iF FL_I T~N FLaOIGOTO =70
.LOADRf<RADIIF FL_O ll4£N -:.eO

VIEWGRAPH5

........................................................

1180
NEXTN
1190 ENQf'F;OC
1200 OEFPF<OCCHOICE
1210 FKI_F'Io.;+1
12~ ON FI<:I GOSU&
1280.1300.1::70,1::70. I ::70, 1::90. 1270.1::70.1::70
1230
IF RIGHT.'CHt.:;I_~E"'RORM THEN \:.'40 ELSE 1:::10
1::40 PROCMENUERflDR
1:':;0 UntIO.ll_CH.
l::bO
ENDPROC
1270 CM._SO. IFIo.;.2) ..... ERRDR~ I RETURN
1280 CH •• SD' (FIo.;.2). CHAt. RI" I RETlffiN
1290 CH,"SD' tFl:+;;.!I. CHA'."2 I RETURN
1300 CHt.SO' (1"1;+2). CHA'."3", RETURN
1310 DEFPF<OCWRITEUO
1:20 Ft.~ZZZ·+STRSIZZ)
1330 UDt (0, I) .STR. to) I UO' to.OI ."0"
1340 ~.OPENOUT Ft
1;:"0 FOR N-OTQVALIUO.tO.II)
13bO
FOR Y_OTOI
1370
PRINT[X.UO'IN.Y)
1:::80
NElTY
1390
NEXTN
1400 CL.OSEU
1410 ENDPROC
1':.'0 VDU :::::.248.0,0.0,0.0.::'•• 2.:.':10
1.30 VDU ::::.2'''.0.0.O,O,O.127.b •• '95
1440 VOU ::3.::26.0.::':l4.::'.:::;0.:::;0.::~.:::;0.:::50
14:10 VDU 23.::':50.9:1,b4.1::7.0,O.0.0.O
14bO VDU 23.:::01.:::10.2.:.':;4.(,.(1.0.0.0
1470 VOU 23.::':;2.":1,9:1,95."'.9:;.9:1.'95.9:5
1480 VDU 23.::53,::50.:::;0.2~.:::;O.:::;O,:~.:::50.::;O
1490 VDU 23.:::54,9:1.b.,1::7.0,O.1::7.o4,Q:5
1:100 VOU ::~.::::7.:::50,::~O,:::50,=50.:.'~.=.::l4.u
1510 VDU ~~.~~5.~50.~.254.U.O.::~4.~.:~
1:520 VDU ::3,::2B.9:1.9:;.Q:l,9:1.9:5.b4.127.0
1:530 VDU::3.::2 •• ::~5.:::5:5,:::;:I.:::5~.:::.5.::5:1.:::;:I.2:;:I
1540 RETURN
1:5:;0 DEFPFtOCn.EY I NF1JT
1:100 PROCtslmtlll
1:;70 VPf"-'I'PP ••
1:190 COR-2
1:190 FTI-!
.bOO FtEPEtlT
Ibl0
COLOUR I
Ib20
PROCt.c:o... I 11
F'F.;_INTI I tYp I 11-71 12.07)+.Z)
Ib.O
IF INTtxp(1))';~f'P-3 OR INTOpll)l"; XPF-"-3 THEN

800 GCOL.O.3,I"IOVE 0.30.F"RINTMENTER ANOTHER CHOICEM
810 VOU4.FOR T-OTO.OOO.NEXT
820 ENOPROC
830 DEFPflOCI'IENUCONTENTS
840 VDU:I
8:;0 GCQL 0.3
8bO IF 50.tOl_ MI· THEN 870 ELSE MOVE
O.IOZO,PRINTSO'IOI
870 IF SO.tll.~Z- THEN 890 ELSE MOVE 0.9ao.PRINTSD'()1
880 VDU4, V·O
890 COLOUR3

H

900
T~4_0ITY4_2IXPP_T~~IYF"P_TV~18N4.9ITTA% •• E8.TSE~-100,C·O,

COLOUR 2'PROCBOlF,COLOUR 3
910 FOR N·2 TO 11
9~
IF SO.INI_RZ· THEN 9:10
930
Y·Y.2
9.0
PRINTTABI3.VI,SD'tNI
9:10
NEXT N
9bO VD~
970
IF 50.1121.-2· THEN 990 ELSE MOVE
0.1101PRINT50t1121
980
IF SO.1131- RZ· THEN 990 ELSE MOVE
0.70.PRINTSO.1131
990 IF 50,(1.)--1" THEN 1010 ELSE MovE
O,30IPRINTSO.tI41
1000 PRINT TABtO.2),
1010 VDU.'
1020 PRINT TA&IO.21,
1030 ENDPF<OC
10.0 OEFPROCSCREEHOATA
10:;0 FOR N-OTOI.
1060
REAO SOt 1Nl
IQ70
NEXTN
1080 ENOF'ROC
1090 OATA GRAPHS MENUI.I.F<.turn to Monltorlng.HOUrly
"".n He.rtr.te - LiI.t 2.Hr •• HOu .. ly rte.n Heil,.trilte Given Oilt •• P,..VIOU. MonItored Qilt. - LiI.t ::.Hr •• Pr.VIOU'
Monitored O.ta - Glv.n Oilt.
1100 DATA BrildYC:iI.. dl • • • th Apnoe. - L •• t
::.Hr •• &".dyc: ... dlil .,th Apno •• - Glyen O.ts.Fluld Bill.nc:e
- L.st ::4Hr •• Sodlu. Int.lI. - L •• t ::4Hr.
1110 DATA Z.Z.Ente.. c:holce.Z
II~O
OEFPROCDJSOATA
II~O FCA N-o TO D
1140
FOR V·OTOI
II~O
PRINTUO.tN,YII
IlbO
N£~TY

........,.'"
21

GOTO Ib70

1000
1070
10OO
1,,<;10
1700
1710
17=CO
17J.O
1740
17~

1700
1770
17ao
17<;10

IF COR-I THeN
IF FFK<O

or;.

C~-vl&OTO

Fn;)E<N~-1

IF 1I·...a T"IEN
IF'. tOt::: F. _IIGOTD : Iqo
IF Il).q THEN ... l"!OVrU).. '1: ...!"ID\lIH! .. (':AF'.I(oS!.:F .... ::
IF IF'_Llf' THEN :::0
::'(0()
VOU:;.GCIJL O.vII"ID.... [ I.AP,y.F-!GINT CHR.':::4.:,.,O.... E
LIF'.y-:Oly~lNT CHI'!.C:::41
::10
GCOL. v.=.l"IOVE .J'.I':Y"'H,jT CHF..I::.III'IQVE
lP,y-:.o:PI'<INT CHI'I":::41IVO\J.
::=:'0
Llf'.lf'
:::;0
UNTtI. ~&UTTON <; .ul','l>UT1QN·0
::.0 ENDf'F<OC
:170

17~

~~Jl.o .. eI7MO\'I"I"0:

T"IEN 17:;(.0

::ao
:1<;10

TT~.'Fn:.:I.o

IF FTI'" THEN FTI_O;GQTO 1710
IF TT~-h''1 THEN 17::0
COI<-I
C-O. F1(OCbO~
TYlI,.n7.:F •.·.,FFI:
C-IIFH'QC[<OX
UNTIL COh.,o
1«11
SOUNO 1.-1::.:40,::
ENOHtOC

2:50
:::'00
::70
:-~O

'900

::-<;10

1810
OEF~I<OC&O.
la=co
IF C"O THEN CIll.OUF< 2 ELSE COl.OUR 0
ISJ.O
I
1840 PI'IINTTA[< 'IPF', TY7.-4, ;CH''d 1::5:1 I CHFC,,:!!S:;I
I a:so
ENOPF<OC
labO
I
1870 OEFPI'IOCF •. EYINPUT:!
1980 CALL STM<T
19<;10 FlEPEIlIT
1<;100
._ t7MoY.L01.':::o.~MOV1Hll
1<;110
Y.t':'I"\OYYLOI.,:!::b.7I"\OYY"'II
1<;1:0
I'IEM
OFlAWING CURSOl'<
IF t_TV T"'EN Z070
1<;1;0
1940
TV."
1<;1:;0
I-U.
1<;1"0
"·v.I'IUL.T
1<;170
IF V MOD 04 ~) 0 T"'EN :070
Iqao
IF V DIV 04 < 1 THEN Y.04.7MoYVLO_41~MOVYHI_O
l<;Iqo
IF V DIV 04 '&1'11'1 THEN Y.. &N7,_,,4,7MOVYHI_t&N7,.41
OIV :~017MDVYLD .. i&N7,..41 MOO :::0
:!000
Y·CY+OFSETI
:!OIO
F.:_ tlY DIV ,,4)-12)'"-1
:0;'0
VOU:;
:030
MOVE Ll,LYIGCOL O,:,F'I'IINTCHI'I,i:!:4)
2040
MOVE .,V'GCOL O,O,PFcINTC"'''''C::4J
20:SO
LX-.ILV-Y
=0"0
VDU4
=070
CALL STIlIF<T I
:!080
UNTIL ?8UTTON ()<)
:!U<;IO
ENDPROC
:100 DEFf'ROCFj.:EYINF'UTI
::110 CALL STM<T
::IZCI REPEAT
:1-=:0
Ft.:_(,
:140
CALL START!
::'1:50
11.i';'I"IOV.1.01.C:=-o.':'MDV .... 1I
::100
Y-ov

:3.(10

::;10
2~:0

2:l:;0
2:;4(0
::;~

::::,,0
:-=:70
2:::80
:3<;10

22

DEFPI'(()C&CIF
TDZ._TYX
F'''':NTTA&I' l~, TY~:-I' .CHI'I' 1:0191: CHF<' 1:4el
F'F<lNT11<& 'nz..T-.-7,110..... ,:!::) :CHFc' (:!I;l
FOR 1.-2 TO &N7,
TYZ._TYZ..t
Y';INTH.&1T1 4 , 1Y10 ;C~. t:::.); CHk. 1:'-:::'1
T
T .,7,.+ I

"'x.

~I'<INTTA8111Z..TyX';CHI'I.t:~::'ILH~.(:!::;1

NEIl
T
TY7..1

""1.-

f'~INTTAe,

TY7,._T07. .. 4
ENOf'ROC

T.7.. T,(7,1

ICHFo.'I:~)

ICH"-'

C::~!'d)
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Part vi

:

Reads and merges all user ZZZ files
4,0
PI<IN1 1 .. to(".:'),CI"-I"'(141)'·":"I""~"'OU·
4S0
F'F<!N1Cl4oJlt.IJI·n-' .. nlyo ... •
4qO PkINTCHI-o:I't:SI,·
lor t .. l.,nQ p .. rt
tt"'''\. •

foE!"! F lLEwr..1
I'IEI'I ...(.:IOS ALL ZHn AND ~"'GES T ....EM
R£/'t AND Wl;.ITES lISEF.FILE
I'<EI'I

'n U.'.

"'"

00
70

kEI'! IT ':"1.50 CHiolf'6 THE NEAT F-f.OG
I'<EI'I
f<£r1 EX CAUSES TEST TO END

ao

011'1

UO'I:~~.II

~:-.(I

"'0

UII'I

C.'(~I

=:"10

~=(>

F'''!Nl
FF;IN1CHI"oIII:-.OII-

Th" n.lp .nd t, •• ,Oll .. nQ t~ .... t"

100

\,_IIA_O

110

I"\OOE7

I~

F'I'<OCEND
Ff<INTTAfotv,ull wF.EAOING-

~t>v
lr 1 .. 1.-

FOR NN-t TO Z::

~7r,
HdNl
ss,.. F·F<INTCH""I::(>I'-I. br'nI;;'''" ". clo ...... lO
tlt"OO ... c .... Q ... =:;'70
F-"INl
.,00
~"IN1C;H"'(. 1 ::0) I ·r./UF<~E-FRIENtA.1 I OOCTO$;.-f''' Ilrltil.,",Iv
P"'INl
.,:-0 f-""INTCHF<ltl:::;OJ'-f,l.... n.t ... 1 I'\QnllOt'"11">Q S ... t .......

1::0

I'';'
150
100
170
190

'!~o

,,-,&wZ22~.5T"'(NN)

__ OF'EM* F.

INFtJTCl.Ol,vl,O'111
FOF< UO-! TO 10'<01...1011111

Iqo

FOF< N_

:00
:.'10
:~

(> 1~1

INI"-UTCl.UD'O',Nl
NEAT N

TII, .. -

"-Y·l

:::0

:.:'·0

CLOSEU

:~o

IF NN_I THEN f'FlOCUNUl'l
"'-I

::70
:90

NEXT NN
IF UO"(::'.I)"~9<j1· THEN

uo. {O,O).-"-,uo. to, J ,.STf,' (VI I UD' ( .... 1 J .-TOTAL.
t'i'Q

FI··USEF<·.UtJ'I~,11

71 ...

FF<INTTA~'O.U'I·W"JTING·

7~0

l.O~~NOUT

~n'"

::00

F.

4)0

~0111v:E(O

4:;:0

~FJ::.b

4:(,

~E~EC

END

DEFF'ROCENO

4bO

CL.S

~"o

":;:0

":0

L"L.ENISS' ,!"IlJ'''RIG!"Il ~ ,uus ... ,v' • (L.L-L))
IF LEN(I"lUSI.t lHEN !"IUJ&-O-~HUS
HUN_V.:4L.lHUJ)
HU-HU"HUN
NE~T N
HUNC_HU DIV I(JO,HU"HU 1'100 )('0
SEC-(S+HUNCI 0111 "'),S_,S+HUNCI 1'100 bU
1'I1NC .. 01+SECJ IlIV b\"M_(M+SEC) MOO loO

H"'MINC
T a .. STFU (HI .. "," .$1 RS II'I) ... M,

-.s n,'J (S) • -. M"'SlR' O"U J

~.VALIUDS«'.I)"Ul)Sjx.(>J.TIJ

o;.s(o

ENOF'RUC
OEFF'f(OC TT
CLS
FUI1 N&vIO

"90

P~INT

I..........

IvlV
J 0;-0

V"'I.IUIJJ:I~'.I'

UO'IN.u),-

I

-IUDSIN.I)

NEXT
ENDf"R"OC
OEFPF;OCUNUM

1(.3(,

AjP-UOS (1.1 I

1040

«'''UOSI:;:.lI:!F L.ENlEo')"":': THEN [<'."O" .. &.J
[;'··USER NUMEoEF;,
AS_EoS
F-F;INTT':'Eo':;::;:.c,iICS
£NI.IF'F<QC
REM
OUIT

10~.

"'loO
107"
)('80

;a_LEFT I IUt>, ,,' .... J

•

XI : L"LEN'~' I

IF RII>HTS(AS,lJ·""'- THEN AJ=LE~·U'':'.f.L.-I)

1:::1.l:i1O

MM.VAI.(~I):I'I.M_MM

,S',

9:)'.1

q.w

LI.~L.lNCUOSIN.O»)

1"0;;' '.OTO:;:

IF

~4 ...

"7(1

kEM T I ME LOOF"EM CHAIN l.bLQG
ENOFROC
"EM C>lLCUL:<lE fl~S
DEFPFcOC1CtTALTIME
I..')' L.I. ••): 55 .... 1 5.0), MM·,): "-O'''IJN''',):HU_,)
!'{I" N_4 TO (VAL(UOcfCO.l»-IJ

51 .... IGHT S (UOS .N .... ) ,t..L-L J
FOR X_O} TO:;:
b'·LEFT S
l ' : L.-LEN ,b')

DELZ

4~

"If)

770

760

440

<;1,)0)

7='0
760

F'FdNTU.UOHUO.NJ
NE~T N
NEXT UO
CLOSEr J.

840

]::0
140

lJO-VTOVALWto.(O,I.J

:90
4'.00

~~

7';"~

FOR N-OIOI

::7(0
"::8(0

Eibl'
870
880

.. S(.

PROCTOTALTlME
_OI'<!VEI

:::~o

In

.:u

USEI'< !NTEf<.'ICT1ON flM£ FOR TEST-

::'0

".t .. ,I.d

:.40
J-kINI'~F<INTCHF."I:-'Ul:·.n+o ..... t1on to ....... t
tne c,ar,,.,=:;0
f'''lNl'PF.IN1CHF.JII:-",);Mo.f N.cn.les.b ..O F'RINTCHR,jt:-4),-

~o

::00
:::10
::0
:::::0

F-F<INT.Pfo.INTCI4> .. (I:-.oI,·could prc.-IO" 1II0r.

NEXT UO

::'0
::00

"""1Nl
PRIN1CHf. .. tl-:'OI;·coll."'~u •• _r* ,,'"01'1"19 to rn .... "

M ..

23

~1r.H1S'~LIP"·'-

ThEN Et''''LtOF1';l<'.L.-1J

EL.::.E
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HI

Log on to system with PIN

:

~ O,9::::0RAW 1:79,<;135
::~(o
_LOAD NUI'I
J.OO GCOL 0, I
310 YOU:S
3:0 MOVE 1080,~70.PRINT-17 Af'~"
3"30 GCCL O,:::."-O\IE O,"70.f'fdNT-LOG ON TO UdAL:;40 MOVE O,IIQlf'f<INT"Ent ... nuAltler AND pr .... £NTEf<"
350 VOU 4
360 ENDF-1'<QC
370 DEF"PROCPINNUMSER
380 COLOUR:;
:::~O
PF<INT T~BtO,31 "ENTEF< 'fOl./RI400 Pf<INT TA&eO,51-THF<EE d • ..,.t uio ... nUlllb." ",
410 PFiINT-'.
~"I'XP-"'CS.'fP-YPOS
.:0 PF!lNTTA&UP-4, 'fPI ,CHF<' 1:=0) 1 :H' :NTTAEo( IP-4 ..... "
.30. PROCINPUT
_40 PROCCHEC~·NUI'I
4~0
IF f'AUL_' T"'EN f'AUL_O,GOTO .70
.00
IF INV-I THEN INV_O.GOTO ~90
.70 ENDPF<QC
.80 OEFPROCINPUT
4~0
UN.·"-,CH-O.JJJ-O
500 REf'EAT
510
F~AG.O. IP'_""
5::!O
PFcOCFt:E'f I Nf"Ur

:80
10

I'<EI1 'SLOG

12
,4

.TV:'~:5.1

:0
-:.0

40

MODEl
F<EM
FOR lr.,AC~:EA SALL
F<EI"I A 3: DIGIT NUI'I&EF< IS EXPECTED

~

F<EM 1ST DIGIT IS THE C~O ~.
"'rEM :'NO ~ :RD DIGITS REFEA TO

00

REI'! CANDIDATE NlJP'l&ER

70

VOU:'3,:-::4 ,0,:1. "S,'ib,O,O,O,O

72

vOU::.:':':5,v,:'48,12,b,O,O,O,O

75

vOU:'3.:Zb.O,o),O,O.'ib,4S,31,O

77

VOU:'3,=:7,O,O,O,O,6,1:,:48,O

78

VOU:l.::S.:~5.::5:5.::55.::55.::55.::55.:55.~5

90

C\.. •• •

•

100
110

500N-"VOLU __ I:',CH_O,JJJ_O
IF J%_' HiEN J%-O,GOTO 1430
t::o -LOAD 1'1&::1:4 USEF<_L70,BUTTON_USEFc_I.
o I "'ECT I -USE,..:,. MOVILO-USEFc. l,I'\OVI HI-USER."
1:.'0

OIRECTY-USEF<-5.MOVYLO-USEFc*o,MOVvHJ_USEA_7.LASTx_USER_S.
LASTY·USEFc.q'TST~E·USEFc·10

1:'9
1:9

T5TO"EH.USER.II:T5TOREL.USEF<.I:IY~.USEFc.13

YYRH-USER _J4'IIRL-USER -15,XIFcH-USER

.lb:&ASE·USE~.17

1:::0
13::!
1::4

VDU

I~,::!.::!,O,O,O,O

~OR

~.&ASE

TO

"'.

....,.•••
.,....••••••

&ASE.::!II~EAO A'?N.A'~E.T

IbO

STAAT-~OAOO.STAATI_"OA(l£
~~'--IOO-,INV.O.

IX.I 1f'AU.-0

f<N~_51&"'.0
Ol~

A-OTOZ.~O~

8-0 TO

41 INf'UT£X ,NUM. (10,&) .NEXT &:NEXT A. Cl.OSE£x
170 PF<OCSCREEN
IBO P~OCPINNU~ScEF<
1<;10 CHAIN"~:&~O~"
::!OO CLS
:10 END
::!::!O DEFP~OCSCF<EEN
::::0 VDU :S,O,::b,3Q,4
:40 GCOL 0,1
::50 CLG
:bO GCOL O,.::!
:70 ~OVE 0,9::5.0"10'" 1:7<;1,<;IZ:;

70v
IF ~OON _I IM~N ~~.
I,O,.:':O;O,.::!.SOUND I,VOLU • .:'50.1
77. ENOPROC

".".

000

0 ••

8:0

0'.
0'.

0 ••
0 ••

.,....

•••
•••
'0.
".

1000
1010
1(0::0
1030
1(04(1
1(O~

l(obO

13:0
1340
1::50
1:;00
1370
1390
13<;10

INPUT£C,F~'

~~~~O~~:~i~~~~!(O,IOl"INVALIO

NU'
FOR T_OT01(o(o0.NEXT
ENDPFcOC
OEFPFcOCOELETE
IF CH(.OT!-1EN PF<OC1NVALID:GOTO 770
YP_WOS, XP.POS
PRINT TASceXP-l,'fPI- ".IF CI-1<:; THEN

DEFPROCScDxF
F __ l.~GR T-TYX TO TV%_&N7..:_1 STEP

::!~~~~+I~:~~~~!:~~!~:~~~~~~;~~R.(:4<;1)IC ...R.C:49)

IF F~._-I"THEN CLOSE£O.GOTO <;140
f'TR£O_UNI P~ INT£O." I -: o.OSE£O
~_Of'ENOUT"I2ZI"

<;I.::!O

1300
1310

OEFPROCCHEC~NU~

PF<INT£X. "0". "3"
PRINT£X,"O-,C'
f'RINT£X."(I",STR'IUN/3)
PFdNT£X,"O","T~AC~:ER &ALLCLOSE£X
GOTO 10.::!0
RE~ INVALID USE~ NU/'IB£R
FOR N_I TO 5IP~INT TA&(O,IO)"

93.

.1'~UVNlI

UN_VAL(~IGHT'(UN.,::!lJ.UN-UN.3

ON

FOR N_IT04
SOUND 1,-15,:::;,'
SOUND 1,0,5,1

CH_CH_IIUN'_LEFT.tUN',CH)
PRINT TASctxP-I,¥"'"

C'_LEFTt:tUN',ll
IF UN.Z<;I7 THEN 870
C"OPENUf'''UIIIFILE''
PTR£O-UN

00.

.0."00'.

DEFPFcOCINVA~ID

63-0

NU~'t:,4)

.·OPENUP-COI'IDAT-.~OR

IP'_NUM'(~T,'fTI

.,0

DoC.TA

4, ::7, ::b,O,O,O,O,4,:5,5,:::~,::!:4,O.O,O,O,4 ,::5, 5,3, 3, I 8
J:::b
140
146
150

VDU'
PROCSOF<T
IF U~'.-I<;I~- THEN PAUL-I
IF IPI."ENT- AND CI-1-3 THEN JJJ_I
UNTIL JJJ-'
ENOPf<OC

:O;~O

PRINTTABITXX.TY~)ICHRI(=5:"C~'(=:O;!)

FOR L-::! TO &N"
TY;:'_TY"+'
f'~INTTAEo (TXi., T·f;:'1 I CHI" t :~4) ,CH~' (:!;!;)
TY""I,-TY""I,+I
P~INTTASc( TX". TY:':) 1 CHR. (::;:) ,CHR' (253)
NEXT
T'f'r.-T'fi.+'
PF<INTTABlTl(7., TY:>.) ,CHR' (:~(o) ICH~. 1::;1)
ENDPRQC
RE~ QUIT
MODE7
PRINTTA& 10. 10;"01( QUIT"
PRINTTA&(O, 14) '·REI'10VE 01 SI.5 F~O~ DRIVE"
.FX:::Q,O

"00
1410
14::0
1430
14.0
14:50
14bO
1470
1480 .F~4,O
149" END
1500 DEFPF<OCFI:EYJNPUT
1505
IF &"'-1 THEN 1:;'0
1:;10 ~MOVXLO.II~8 ~OD ::;~,?~OYXHt·l1=9 OIV
:::;o,7ftOVYLO-:::!0 ~OD ::;~,7MOVYHI.::B Dty ::0;0
15:5 CALL START.&H_l
15"0 CA.I..~ START!
I:O;~
•• I:X~RL+(:~b·~Jl~ ... )).'f.t7Y'fRL·I:~b-:yyRH)'
1570
'fD_Y 01V S~.¥~.Y ~OO 85 .
1:;90
IF Y~ (42 OR ¥M>'STHEN P~OCSNDICAL~ STARTI:G010

N~ER~

USER
FOR T_OT08001 NEXTT
NEH
N
Pf<INTTAIHO, 1.:'1 "Pl ..... -.nt .... ycur nWIID." _1;I_.n"
UN.-"",INV_I
ENDPROC
DEFPROCS~T

IF IP,_"." THEN SOUND 1,-15,<;IQ.:o;.GOTO II::!O
IF IP'-"DEL- THEN PROCDELETE.GOTO 1110
.
IF IP'-"ENT- ~D CH(>3 THEN SOUND 1.-15,~~.5.GOTO

I~:O;O

1610
1630

11:0
1(070
1080

IF IP'-"ENT- AND CH-3 TH£N 11:0
IF LENtUN')+1>3 THEN SOUND 1.-15,~~,5,GOTO 11::!0
IO~O
UN'-UN'+IP •• lF SOON-I THEN SOUND I,VOI..U,::;O,1
1100 CH_~EN(UN')IPRINTIP'I'I~ CH<3 D_POS.DD.vPOS.P~INT
CI-If'j'(::;!8),PF<INT TAScIO,OO)1
1110 TT_TlME.~EPEATIUNTI~ THE _ TT+50
I I.::!O
ENDPROC
II~O
~E~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1:(00 ~E~ TO O~AW A &OX
EITHER IN WHITE OR GREEN
1:10 ~E~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IZZO
D£FPROCScOX
1::;0
IF C_I THEN COLOUR 3 ELSE COLOUR :
1:40
IF" TY"(YPP OR TYX)(YPP)+(:.(BN"I.-ll) THEN l:bO
1:50
PRINTTASc npP, TY,,) I CHI<. 1::0;:) ,CHfcSt:~3)
1 :00
ENDPROC
1:70 RE~ •••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••
!:OO ~E~ THIS DFiAWS T"'E COLOUI'IN OF BOXES FOA

Ib40

..""

1050
1'!50

l( COOR05 FOf< NUM .. ERS
OIV eOJ-J::x~_x ~OO BO
IF YD·O THEN Ibo(l
IF l~ ~4: OR ~~>70 T"'EN PROCSND.CALL STAhTI.uQTO

~E~

X_l(_3-(J.~O_1lI

IF 10<0 OR YD<.O OR
I:;'!O
.T.XO.YT·IYD-.l.-I
ENDPROC
DEFPF<OCSND
SOUND 1,-15,<;1<;1,5

~D;':

ST~Tt.GOTD

1670
16~0

1 '00
1710
1720
17:0

24

TI~.T1ME.REPE~T'UNTI~

ENDPROC

OF<

~D~4

THEN PRDCSND,CALL
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Part viii

Machine code for numbers only

..'"

USEI;_t.E<'A)

4&':<
.vu
:;,j.:'

.0

&UTTON.USE~+t

~,IO

=-<.J

DIF<ECTx_USEF<·:

:::;:-0

~NII

~

"OVJLQ·USER.~

~:-o

70

c"'"

:0
:.0

h!::1"I "E<::I"ICE<A
~EI"I GOSU& IVVO

I'\(II,IlHl_USEK*4

:'4..,

&0

OI~ECT).USE~.~

~O

"OVYL05USER.~

100

C~

. c.r>u

(.,4

wu

SI':' DIF-Eel ..

coo
.EO

l!iI~E

~:=;

=1':' LASl'

~(HI.USER.7

....
:;;",....
:=;70

11')

LoCoST ."'USE .... S

:'Bo)

CCA r..!F<EC~ •
CMP Llb

1=0

LASTYZUSER .. q

~q"

1'3',

lSTQ$;.~.USE".I"

",~")

14V

51r.1'.1"05EI'<.11

170
180
Iq"

::ve)
:10)
::::0

::40
:~

::bO
'::70

:&0

::<90
000

• Cot»

:;:0
::;0

••0

,,"0

".

CD •

S,.

7""

''0
7=0

...NO

""

CMP
.CC F"lNl
CCC
CDA

:;00
::70
:_50

S,. '0
OIFcECTX
TSTORE

..,.,
:q(l

""

.;:Q

7~~'

430
• 5TUD

40<)

770
780
7QO

\SO"'T ING bUTTONS

\SOI"1TtNG

'''''

FCIGHT LEFT

810
.INCY
8:0
COORDINt-lE

a::·(,

"0

".

s:=;o
db"

870
\SOf,!TING UF-

S"O

GO,
Q(oO

• tltOLUY "o:i:i; t'lUvu.

RT5

~=o

.CHEC~

Q30

.FINIS STA bUTTON
IHS

q4(1
}

~~O

NEXT OPT7'HO CLS
'feo CALL STAAT
Q'10
._ (':'1'10VlLOJ. C:~~~.:I''\Q\'lI-li)
lV'.'O
XO_':'OIRECUllF xv-\) THEN Xl_HLEFT" EL.SE
u."RIGHT"
lUIO
'l'O-7DlkECTY: IF ~D.() THEN .".;o<"DDWN" ELSE
10=0
Y_I:I'1DVYLO)·i~b.:I'1OV'l'HI)
10::;0
"'RINT"lPO~
"IXITAE!(I:<):"DIR l •
",Xljlj1[«4011"'I"POS • ·:'fITA&(:;~JI·OIR 'f • "I'(l
H.40
CAL.L 5T ART!
10:'0 GOTD '1'10

• DEC

COO~Dl~TE

DOWN

O_"Up·

25

v

IiEt~

,Ne M()I.'lLU

\ II,n:::hEnENT I NG

E<NE. C;,fU
,NC 1'10\· ... 1
CCC
J/"IF' C,PU
J~ FIN1S
CCC

\OECF..EMENTING

CD"
ioNE
DEC
OEC
CD"
'NO
,MP
"D

".

'.0

L.'

""

~~

7=-<:>

,I'.e",O PD.. t

CD'
.ND m
CMP
bilE STUD
tllRECTX
co• N
tlIRECT'!'
CD' ISTORE
.ND

S,.
S,.

.DELO
.CYPU

7::0

OIRECT",
"FEo';'
1510,,"£

CCC

:_40
;::,,,

"'IV

.FiNl
000
",70
· DEC.
COOF.01NATE

STA :,,\0"''1'1-11
STA LASTX
51,:1, L.ASTV
.5TAF<.T1 LOOl[O
5TA &UTTON

-::10

"0
.,0

",:0)
",4<:0

",:'0

51A I"\OVlHi
51A MOVYLO

::;.0

.....
ccc

.'v

FOF< (If'T::''(, 10 ::: STEP :::
"':I._START
{
OF"T Of-T~
.51""1'.1 L.[Jto [0
S1A M!J\lXLO

HII..!:ot:!:o

ccc

· It/Cl
COOF.Dlr-.a.:.TE
",:::0

I~U

I:.(}

,COUNI P.G

"
c,pc

L'::'S' l

CCC
C,.
CMP
'NE
CCC
INC

•

MO~'lLO

DELO
MOVlHI
I"\OVlLD
T5TOF..E

[:.:

'C(I\JNTiNU

,

",UL5ES

U:'Sl'l'
CI-tEC~

L .. STY
I11li-ECTY

Co,
LoEey
I"IOVYLO

\IN('REI"IENIING

'NE CHECK
INC MOVYHI
CCC
,MP CI-tE:ct<:;
CCC

\DEC"EMENT ING

COA MQVYLO
.,NE toELIlY
nQV¥1"I1

",

.

,
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Part ix

SOurce program for tracker ball machine
code
CLC
_NO
CM>'
.LC FtNI
CLC
LD' <0

1(1 "'Er'MCTiolo
=0 MODEl
~

VDU 1<;1.=.=,0,0,0,0

40

VUU:::.==4.0,::I,4B.<;lb,O,O,O,O

~O

VOU~;.==~.o.=.a.I=.O.O.O.O.O
VDU=;.=:b.O.v.~'.O.qb •• B.:I.O

... 0
70
BO
qO

""

AND
,MP
'"
o.
.. ...,

&U1TON.USE~.1

OIRECTI",USEFt.:

110
:::0
1::0
140

HQVILO.USER.3
~IHI.USER

f'~:f.

••

DIRECT~·.u5E"'''~

.STUD

".

~

01kEC1.

LOA <0
5 " Ot;:(ECT'I'
LD' TSTOF\E
CH
<MP
.NE

.

~~LO.USER"b

100

MQVtHlaUSEFt .. 7
LHST.-U5EFt.e

170

LASTY.USER ...

ISO
,qO

TSTOFt£_USER*IO

~

TS10F<EL.o<USE"'·I:
YYRL.USER .. t3

LD. TSTORE

:::!O

Y YF<l"IaU5ER . \ .

:~O

URL_USEfi .I~
IIRH"'USER" I b

CMP l.ASTX
.ED CYPU
SlA L"STX

1~

:10
::40

==-0

:00
:70
:90

"'
'"
". m"

T5TQREH_US£Fc.11

OIFo.ECn

~D

e-C"1

bASE_uSER·!7
FOR N.~ASE 10
DATA

~ASE.:l.READ

7~u
.INCX
COOf>DIt.ltoTE

START.""OO
1

;10

FOR OP1%-O TO

;:0

[

:.40

OPT OF'T"4

• ;::0

.SlAAT LOA
SlA

::bO
370

~H.

::80
::qO
••)0

.'"
430

"0

450

Cv
~~RL

__ f.1-I

CLC

"0

l.OA OII'<.ECTY

.."
~40

'.0
"0 .INCY
COOF<OINATE
'.0

..

"

1('00
1010
10:0
.OECY
COORDINATE
1030
1040
I(>~O
1~'bO

1070
1090
H,<;IO
1100
1110
II::!O
1130
1140

I::!~

l:2bO
1:70
1:280
1:'9()
1::'(0(>
1"310
1-:;:::0
1':;;0
ErASIC
1::;40

c••

OECY

CLC
'NC MOVYL.O

.NE

.'0

I:::....

.MID::!

\INCF<.EI1ENTING

1410
1420
1430
1440

,

14bO
1470
.COL
LAST CHRS
1490
NEw LAST COOF<.D
14<;10
I~OO

'MDD

• -0

1:110
1~=:'0

1!;30
1!;40
1~~0

l!ObO
NEw CHI'<.
1~70

oce

I~BO

DC.

COOI'<.O
IbOO
IblO

".

"

Ib::!O
Ib30
\5ETTING

FLAG OF

,

lb9(>
OTHEFi
Ib~O

MIC:::;
JMP 5TAATl

ONE

MID::::::
J"" CHX\'
.FINIS 'T' ErUTTON

\CONTlNUE

RT.

\RETUFcNING TO

LD. MD\JXLO

"""
17bO

'C!-IEe" >OR NEW

'.

IDO

26

"

•,

17(0(>
1710
17:20
1730
1740
OFcIGINAL

• MID33 DC.

LD' I"IOVll.O

".
LD'
"A
LOA
".
LOA
"A
J"

'MAt ING

UF.L
MOV~HI

HkH
110VYLO
YYRL
MOVYHI
VYRH
CHAR

JMP STAF<Tll
CLC
LD' E<

50C C"
STA ErASE. X
LD<

1000
Ib70

'"

\WF.ITING

\CALe NEW

" . BASE. 1
DE<
LD' YYFiH

Ib~O

"

E.<NE COL
LOA MOVYHI
CM>' YYRH
&NE COL
JMf> START 11
CHAR

SEC
LD' ""'5 " £:.::!

lb40

oce

• CHXY

• CHAR

1~~O

ErNE MID:
LD. MOVVHl
TSTOF<.EH
LD' M(}VVLO
5 " TSTOFcEL

,CHECt: FQFc

CMP VYRL

14~O

\DECREI1ENTINtl

•• "l.

'NE COL

NEw

CLC
LD' e:
1=;'01'<. TSTOREH
'DR TSTOREL

CLC
NOT EO 0
L"
.MID2::: RDR T5TOI'<.EH
'OR TSTORE\..

•

,COUNTlN'" Y fULSES

LOA MOVXHJ
CMP UF.I-t
&NE COL
LOA MOVYLO

'''''',

,

MI03
JMP STAlnl
.11103

L ..,~

l:;bO
1370
13BO
1-:90

CI-IECI<;

'NC 11000YHI
CLC
J"' CHECI<;
CLC

I NG

.'0

LOA 11000YLO
'NE DELOY
DEC I"IOVVHI
• DELOY DCC MOVYLO
.CKECI<; LD' M(}Vll-tl
5 " TSTOF<.EH
LOA MOVILO
5 " TSTOF<.EL

II~O

IlbO
1170
11BO
11<;10
12(0(>
1:10
1::::::0
1::!30
MODULUS
1240

CM'

'NE

\t>~CF<EMENT

.'0

&EO CH",C~
STA LASTY

"'"

.. 0
<;120

\JNCF<EMENTING I

[oNE C'iPU
77(>
INC MOVXl-tl
7BO
CLC
7~0
JMP CYPU
BOO
.FINl
JMf' FINIS
B10
.STAFo.ll1 JMP :iT.c.I=;Tj
82(>
.DECI
Cl.C
COOF<OINATE
LOA !10V_LO
8::0
ErNE OELO
DEC MOVtl-tI
OEC I'IOV_LO
•• 0
• DELO
.CYPU LOA TS10l=;E
AND .C:2
BBv
f!~')
CI11-' l. ... ~J~

STA YYF;L.
51 .. 1'1'1'<.1-1
STA LAST •
STA LASTY
.STAATI l.OA'O
STA EoUTTON
.LOOP
LOA t.FEbV
5TA TS1(1RE

",

>NC ,.,OVILO

7bO

:: STEP ::

PZ"STAI'.T

;::0

c.

CLC
LD' OIRIOCiI
C"" C>b
.NE OEC_
CLC

AI~·AINEIT

". ::7. ==b.O.O.O.O ••• :::.::.:~.:::4 ,0,0,0,0,4 .::':1.5,3.,3.18
:90
::00

FilGHT Lt:FT

D1Fo.ECU
LD. 1S.or..E

IJSEJ;. .. &.70

100

\50.... '!NG

".

VOU::;.::7,O,O,O,O,b,I:.:4B,O

COOROS

•,

LD'
STA
'N'
LD'
ST'
LD<

"

URH
&ASE.

\SETTING

x

XlRL
[oASE. t
£'I::!

LD. VYF<H
ST' [o.c.SE. l
'N.

'SETTING

~

...'"'
...
...
co.

1:'90
17Qv
180')

11010

CO"

:8::0
18=-0

'"'

18"0

C'.

18=-0

'SW
1870

111'< ..

EoASE,'

U"'bASE. I

LO: r:::
C'. roASE, I
OS. &.FFEE

. LOO ...

,Sa<>
1890

'"
'"E COO»
,,.

,.""

1910
19::0
1<;1::;0
1<;1"0
19:0

'V,"t.

bASE ,I

"'ElT OFT%
IF l'l._1

Tl-iEN C1.S. -loO. ~"'TOZM

':"MO·... 1.O."4& 1'100 :!;b.cMQVH'!.448 Olv
:!;o':'MOVYLO_::e ~O :~o'~MOVVI-i!·::8 O!V :~b
1 9 00
hEMcMOVILO-O"MDV'HI·OlcMDVV1.QsO.cMOVv~1·0
1<;170
CAl.1. STloF<T
1980
COL.OUR ::
1990
IF ,aUTTQN_o THEN ;MOVILOa"4B ~O
::~ol?MOVI~I·""8 Olv :~b'~MOVV1.O·::8 MOO :~b.:'MOVv"I-::8

OIV :~b.CAL1. ST"'F<TI:GOTO 1980
:0X00
JF ~aUTTClN.::; THE'" 7rIQ'JILO"11::8 ~O

:!.b':'MQVI~J_I::EI OIV :!.b.~I"IOV{Lo.-::EI ~D :~o"MOV{"I.::e
:~b:CAL.t. SIAkll,GOTO 1'i'80
VOU •• ~F<INT TAaCO,OI,MI_
C?IIR!...C::;oe';'IIRt-!1I ,H<lNT TAbCU,::I;M'!'a

DIV

::010
~;

M; (cYVRl....I::>b.;'!'VRHI)

:0::0
·:~RINTTA&

PF<INITAaCO,4ItMaUTTON_
CO,") I "&UTTON_ I :,bUTTQN
M
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10

R£1'l I'lONlTt

:'0

_TV::;:;,"

7_0

R"'O

4('

MODE 1

:;0

COLOUR

III

~:CO~OUR

00

GCOI. O,1:!8

70

CLG

Part

x

'80
49"

1Z9

60

V~

q,)

VDU :::.::9,48,7"::,72,48.0,0,0,0

1<0(1
110

Draws main monitoring screen

VDU :::.::='=-.8.1:-.:::'4.:::;:;.::<4.1:.8,0
VOU :3.==6,0,11:-,73,73,73,73,11:_,0
=J.==7.0.IYb.3o.3b.l~b.b8.::;.O

VDU

130

I.'DU ::.==8,0,1<1:'.1'141,144,::;0,140,''',0

140

VDU ::.:'40,0,0,0,:'4,0,0,0,0

ISO

VDU

100

VDU ==.:4:,0,0,0.::18,90,&6,96.::10

170
180
190
:00
:10
:'::::0

VDU :-::.:43,0,.),0,187,140,146.140,147
VDU :::.::"14,(',0,'),186,170,166,178,170
VDU ::::,:4:<,0,0,0,:1:0,:1:,181,180,1:01
VDU :::.:410.::;:. :~4. 199,19:5, 1 ....::. lq9.=54.~
VDU =~,=47 .::;4,19<;1,1"':;,19=>,19:1.199.::;•• :::5:::
VDU :::-::.:lI8.::4.bO, 10:'. 19:;. 19:;. 19:;,19:;.::;:;
vDU :':,:49,::;:;.19:;,19:;.19:;,19:;.19:;,19:;,19:;
VDU 23.::;0.19:;,19:;,19:;.19:;,19:;.1~5.10:,bO
VDU :~,::;I,:4,:4.: •• :::4.:.,:4.: •• :4
VDU :3,2:;:,::;;:;,::;:;,19:;,19:;.19:;,19:;,::;:;,::;:;
CC-O,F'ROCsa
GOlD 31>0
DEFPI'.Dcsa
GCOL (0, 3
FOR N~. 190 10 ~50 STEP 190
MOVE O.N".!;
DRAW 1279,N%
NEX T
ENOF'ROC
MOVE 0.150
DRAW 1279,150
PF<OCvEF<T
pr;;OCDOT
PI'.'OCTEXT
PF<OCTIMES
PROCTITLES
F'r;;OCICCNS
"'ROCtiATA
.SAVE TTGJ;APti :;000 8,)('0
END
DEFPROCDOT

:~O

:40
::;0
:bO
:70
:80
290
:'('0
;10
3:'0
-::-::0
-::40
350
-::bO

370
:'80
;_9')
400
'110
.:0
4:::0
'1'10
4:;0
4bO

470

:::,:4I.0.0.0.b~,IOq,8:;.bq.bq

D.2.:'V,37(',MEAN EoI', 1(,,)
9'10
~OR
N% _ I TO 8
9:;;('
F;EAD A, READ A$
9bO
MOVE 11:'0,0'1
970
IF AJ"'''37't:~ THEN
c;.SO
PRINT HI
)(")0
DATA
8':"-',3.7' C. 7'0':;. :::,b8u, I'.",'.
::;.(1
1','1"
'Jl!U 4
1.:':1)
ENDPhOC

VDU:;

510
5:;0

J.CoR N% '" 1 10 1:
F<EAD to

540
iF ",,1._1 0", N::_4 "" N'l.~7 Ufi N:~'"IV THEN
:ll .. :4(o,v-I3,Goro ~ .. ~,
550
V~ I
560
MOVE 11, ..
570
F"OR r;:: = .: IG ::~
590
F>FdNT CH'" ';::'0, :
:;90
NEtT D~
000
NEl T N%
blO
DATA
"40, 9U,. 79:;. 7:;0, e>9Co ...05. '5bC', 4"0. "IS. :71). :(N). ::':5

:3.:=4.:~,_e.l:7.=:;~.1:7.4a.lb.O

1::0

I.·OU 1".:'.:,').(1.0
GCOt... ').:'

S(.o

",::0

.. :.0
640
bSO
bbO

b70
.;80
.. 90
7(>(>
710
7~O

7::0
740
7:;0

VDU <I

ENDPRQC
OEFPROC'.'iORT
GCOL C,.::
MOvE ('.I":;:D"AW 1:;79, I';=<
FOR X% .. 1::';9 TO lIJ:: STEP 1:!;9
MOVE ~::.(,:!)", .. w X%,I:;O
N£XT
MOVE S.:,,14~'Lf,,/;;1ol Bv.7":':MOVE 0.7'J.LR':'W 1~".l'J
DEFPRQCTExT
VDU 5.&CO,- '.'. I
MOVE 0,"8(0
P"'INT "!)Al;<v.
':'nonymou ...
AI-R 17
ENDPI'<OC

7b~

DE~Pf"OCTIMES

770
78(1
7 .. (>

VDU S
MOVE ",180
PI'.INT"1
~
ENDPROC
DEFPkOC1IT'-ES
VDU 1".:'.=.('.0,0
GCO,- ('.:
FOR N:: • I TO 4
VDU ~
F.E:AD A, "'EAD (,l, F.'E~D EoI'
vDU 5
MOvE f).A
PF<INT ra
MOVE 11::0,A
PF<INT EoI'
NEXT

ao~

810
8:0)
B~O

840
8:;0
eoo
870
eeo
8 .. 0
9(>(1
.. 1(1
9=0

'J:"','

I ,V.t;.

,,:...._' .. ·,u......w

.O>~ ••••

'.

:U>,,,""

.

,":...=-,.;~"

,

...;..,

",5(',~v, D",AW
~50.(·'GCO'- o),'::MOV!:: ...... ,:::'5:[>"''''101 ::.i:lb,:::~:MOVE
6 ...... ::1: [;I'<AW ... 66,:::1

I :::,60 MOVE 7 ..... :_I'DkI'oW 774,:'::1:'IDV£ 77t;1.'':l':DF<I'oW
7'18,4("MOVE 7S::,::u,uR"W 78:::.4"
I ::7v MO~'E 6 .. b. ~4, 1)1'0",,101 .... e. 8"1 :I'~"""E "::'~,~4: Wi"'W 7&~ ... 4
1:::80) loF.;:'W c'rb.84:MD·.·E bS6,<>t.:l;kI'o0l ':::;:;;.6<>
1 :::.9(>
r,C.l,L '-',:!
14(") H(IVE. "3l'.":L",,W ,,1'),'):UFo':'W ill'-'.I-:_,'
141'"
FuR N" I Tn ..
l.l~'j
F,EAI! A.t-<.C
l .. ::v
GCO'- '_'."
14"')
FOR X=l'i TO (1:0.:,(" STEP 4,~nl,-'E '.I",l;k':;"

.U·":::7~+CtiR$(:::9'+"C~

b')~,O.

4<,10,10)1,PA, 4\:5 ••:., :;v(l. 5UMM,::

VDU ~'MQvE 15.1:')
PF.INT CHI'..fC::4):"
":CHRS(:::'5)
/"lOvE 1:;,5:5
l(07~'
I"RINT":4h,.-"
lOGO
GCO,- 0,:'
10"(1 MOvE :'!".O,O,LlI'<AW 180,(o:DI'<AW 18Co.I::<"OI'<AW
:'50.I:'O,DRAW:50,(I
11(>0 FOF< N%" 18(' TO ::50 STEP I:;,/"IOVE N%.I~O'DI'."W
1040
1050
1" .. 0

X,C'NC::~l'X

14:;0
14 .. (,
1470
1480

NEAT N
OA;" :.,8~(>.I::",.:.",4::;.8(.,:"EI;>'J.l('i,,:-.c."::;.ev
VDU ~'GCO!.. ';'.:
MOVE '"'b4,I'''."PPll;lCHRl(::4 .. "MOo,'E
I (,~,,). 1 ('c': PR J NTCHk i • :'48' I MOVE
1(':';0. Il'(': F'k lI~TLHR~ (:46) ,~UvE 1"/::. j "l': 1--... I N (CHf<l \ ;;!;;u,
14"0 MOVE 9e>4,7(':PkINTOIR'(:"47i,MOI.'E
I v(,(>. :'(., PR I NTCHRi \ 249) : MOVE i',':,,,,. 7U: Hi 1lll CHF.l ,::471 "1UVE
I 07~. 7(" F'R I NTCHR.f ,:~ 11
1:;,'0 GCUI. (',:
I::'IV
MOVE 11:3."'.1
15:::0
PRINT"Sl()P"
1:;3(> MOVE 111= • ..,0
154(0 Pr;.INT
CHRi (::'41' : CH"I (:4=) ; Ctihl ':'4::1 I CHJd ,:44,: CHI" (:C4~,
1550 ENDF'ROC
15b')
DEFF'RUCDATA
1:;7(, GCO'- 1.::
I~~O
FOh AA ~ I TO 4
1:;<;0,)
F.EAO ':',RE':'O 8:1'«"'0 C
IbC'O
FOR N '" 1 TO luoO STE~
161(1
A.«(RND(1(J)~E<!"AI
Ib::Q
IF N .. I THEN MOvE N.A
16=0
DR/;;W N.X
Ib40
NExT N
Ib50
NElT AA
IbOO
vDU 4
Ib70
DATA 84~,:.::5 Fit:M TEMPS
1680 DATA b8C'.::, 1(, hEM HE. ... I'\T F.':;TE
I bq(,
DATH 4~(o. 1 ,:(' REM T(.P 0::
170('
OATA ::5.:..:. :.,., kEM MEAN 1'01-'
171 V CNOF'i"i(JC

N:~,IIO'NE:lT

GCO,- 0.::
/"lOvE ::O':O.I:::,s,DI<AW ~'.'<J.::5
MOVE 3(.4,13I'DF.AIII 142,1"
MOVE :;08,1:7.DI'.AW 2':'8.:4
MOVE :00.:::;;.01<001111 1'i:.19,DRAW :'('8.;::4
IlbO GCO,- '-',;::
1170 MOVE :::::8.(O,DF.AW :,78".:MOvE ::;::a,';:DI'.~W 378,';,MOvE
:'5I,O,DRAW:::;I.I::1
118(> MOVE -::.5:;.C',Dkklll 3:;:;.17.1:DRAW 41=<.131,DRAW
41:;.III,MovE ';II,131:0RAW 411.111
It9U MOvE ::,47.5(O:ORAW ::47. 8(1, MOvE ::'5'<,:;;o,oI'<I'IW:'.59.80
12('0 GCO!.. 0.::
1;'10 FOR N ~ I11 10 79 STEP-4
I::!:O
/"love 401.N,ORAW 4:'I,N
12::0
NExT N
1::!40 MOvE 411.75.LlRAW 415.75.MOvE 41I,71,!)RAW 415.71
1 ::;0 GCOL. O. ~
1:'00 MO~'E 41:;,b7:0RAW 430.50,DF;AW 4'1(1,4(>,DF<AW 4c.(~.40
1:70 GCQL 0.:
1::80 MOvE S·:,b.(', DRAW bOC.,U: DRAW bC'b .BO
1:.. 0
DRAW S"b."(o.OF<AW 51c.,9(o,DF<AW :;Oo.80,ORAW :I'}o • .:.o
1300 MOVE 541 ... Co:OkAW 541,1(>0'MOVE 571 ... 0:0R"W '!;;71.I(o(l
1:::10 MOvE 5::6,IV('.OR;:'w S:;b,I::C',ORAW 576.130,[;RAW
57b. 1(0(0, DRAW ~:::b,luv
1:::'0 GCO,- 0,:'
1:::;0 MOVE ":.H',b("PRINT CHk.(;:::: .. I;CHR.f(:'27J,Ctild':::81
1110
11:0
11:::0
1140
1150
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..
..
00

9.
9.

_!AI

470
480
4qO

NEtT

~

DATA

:;10

,.no:;

1:0

N£Jl
OATA

170
ISO

:00

DEFPF<OCAXI5

=.:. I. I, Z, I. J ,0.0,0,0,0,0,(1
AoOO

blO

0::'"
b'X>
b40
b:;O

:40

'1''':00

=~

FOF< ••

bOO
b70
bBO
b90

19.~.:.O.O.O.O

e:

10 1:'01 STEp 49

:bO

MOYE _,V,OMAW .,'1'-:0

:70

NEn

:80

.-a:5

:90

FOR '1'-<;>00 TO :00 STEP -70

700

MOvE., Y: OF<AW

::10

FOR L-S:5 TO 1:01 STEP 49,PLOT b9,L,Y,NElT L

4(IV
4~

4::0

44V

'1''':80 TO 97(1 STEP 70

I\I_N·\
MOVE o,v

77C)
790
790

IF N,IO THEN PFdNT- -,
PF.INT'N

ut:""'''ul.."ub
1.."-1
FOFc x_a:; TO I ::'1>0 STEP 49
1..-1.."1
~.tL.).I~AltL.).70) .. ZOO
AF'tU_tAF'(U.7(.,)+:!c>O
IF HA_'L.).AF'IL) THEN APIL).~(LJ-B
IF ~"l (Ll :"P(L.) THEN r:oIGN.~AX IL) ,GOTO 930
r:oIGN.~(LI

IF L-O THEN 9:00
Fal< R_::70 TO blGN STEF' 7(.,F'LOT 71._,R'NE_T
FOR R_=70 TO &IGN STEP 70.PLOT 71,x+49,R,NEXT

GCOL. 0.2

~OVE 0.8010"AW 1:70,BO
1"I0VE 0.7:,OJ<oCIw 1:70,7:
900 I"IOVE IvbO,7:IOFcAW !(lb(>.(',MQVE iv70.7::0R.:oW
1(~70.0.~O'JE 840,7:.0r.AW 840.0:I"IOVE 8~(,,7::DR(.,w 13=:,),,-,
910 MOVE 0.4~,F".tNT"R.turn to ~AFHS "'8n"
(ES
NO'
e:o VDU 4
8:(0 ENOF'ROC

NEXT
FOR 1..-0 TO 7
~E~D _,READ N.
I"IOVE 1.170
PRH.tlN,
NElT

q:o

M.

0.:.

!IIElT

VDU :5IN-O

9=0

FOR N_t.F 11.. I TO 1 STEF' -70
MO'JE .·t3.N,Or..:oW ' .. :::.N
NEIT N
NEtT L
ENOf'Fo:OC
DEFF"I'dXllTL.ES
VOU:;
GCOL O,I,J'IOVE O.IO:;:'::'PRINT"E<r.AOyC.AAOI"
GCOL o.:;,F'F<INTM .. ,tn M;
GCOL O.:,F"RINTMAF'NOEA MI
~OVE O,970,GCOI.. O.:;,PRINT"L •• t
::'4 Hr. M
MOve: 0."'8e, Df'<oCIw 7:::;,968

710
7:;:'0 I"IOVE 800,IO:3:GCOL. O,I:Fkl"T~(,"'r"':Ancn~ .. ou •• ~
7;0 GCQL
MovE 1090, '<70, F'I<INT" 17 .:oFR"
740 GCOL O.:'MOVE O.9:;0;ORAW 1:7(',9:;0:l1OvE ( •• 9:C',DF.AW
1:70.9:0
7:50
GCOL 0.:;
7bO ~OVE 5:;0.lZO.PF<lNl·TI .... IHr.)"

x-:o. v

;00

410

9bO
970

bOO

VDU

:70
::'80
:"'0

9:;0

1+3:. "

euoo

I'IOVE e~.9(OO,!)f;,oQo", 8:5,:OCIILoFiAW 1::01,:'00

"Of<

GCOL. O,C
' · ... 49

=

GCOL 0,3

::40

~E~PJ<OCDATA

F'ROCJ<1J&
1 .. 4u'1_=0~,C_l
F~ 1..-0 TO =3

IF H'::'_'LI,APtLI lHEN E<IG""",I{LI'GDTO !;bO
& IG'".:.F-IL I
:;bO
HOVE 1+4.::"V4:0f.AW •• 4,E<IG'DF;AW •• 4(•• E:oIG'Pf'. .....
•• 40,:04
:;70
GCOL. O.
:;BO
IF ~tLI.::'OO THEN 630
:;90
"",-,E 1+8,1'O"A'" ... e.AF-IL)'O""W '''-;:,;:'F'tL):Dk''W

:10

::~

940

~:O

:;::-0
:;40

:':;!V
=:0

:00

qV<)
91f)

.s.=. .... E-~ADI·

END

::0

to......

MOOE I
F'F<OC'::'lIS
F'RO(.TITLES
Pr.OCDIH A

1<;'0

:;:;::0

8:00
8bO
870
BBO
B9(,o

.•••.•. :.3.3.:.:.:.2.=.:.l

Ilb:',(.o

VDU 4
ENDF'J<OC

:;~

4, 'I, 4, 4,:.:, :-.,:, J.Z.
l~\l

• 4bO

L.",vTC:3
"'£AO I'IA. ILl

FOf( Ns
I'<£AO ArlN)

Ot-lA

1:9.0Ijl,:76.1:,4:!S.1:;.~7I,le. 7:::.:1 9~e..w. 1':'14.07.

AP123:)

.TY:'~:;.I

100
110

140
\:;0

Draws Bradycardia and Apnoea graph

&F.AOIC~I'OIA GF<Af'I-IS
MAl~::J,OII'l

OH'!

'.7.~.b.:.~.:.b.6,b.:

1:;0

:

""ON'

"""
"E"
•• ,
,. n,.
'0

:0

,~

Part xi

HI

NEXT X
ENOF'F<OC
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IH

Part xii

'v

F;EI'I ifoHEAr;;T

::00
~

F<Ef'I HE.:.J;,TIO. .. TE Gli.APH$
011'1 M.:o~t:':;):OII'l Uo'I:'3'

.0

F .. O

!.O

.TV::5~.1

00
70

FOI'< La(lTO::-l
I'<EAD I'IAltLl'''''l'Ll,"tMAXCL/_IVO'/IO

eo
'iv

:

Draws Heart Rate graph

N£H

"'''OCT 1 Tr..ES

1::0

PF<OC(lt.TA

''''''

-StlIIE-Hf<tr.T[-::.uvo 9(0()()

I~

END

'!;O
'bO

PROCf<tJ&
._4(, •• a::'~"::C"1
FOR L-O ro : l
GCOt.. v.c
1,.,.,<;1

• • • , .... :'::1,14

PEFF'Fo:OCAlIS
VOU 1<;1,:'.:.0,0),0),0)
GCOl. 0,::

190

MOVE 9:5,'iov.pr;;AW a:5,ZOu;OF<AW 1::01,:00
y_:;>oo

.i>OO

::10

FOI'< l· 8:5 TO I::el STEP 49

610
0:'0

::;0

.·:.z, "(
:;&0
5<;10

MOVE .,y,OF.AW .,Y_ZQ

NEXT

:.0 ._85
::::'0
::bO
::70

:90
::00

FOR '1'·::10 la <;170 STEP 70
N-N.IO

:·10

:::0
:;~o

:;bO

::70
::80

::90
,MO
'10
1~9.~'"

-

bbO

N'-SH•• tNl

e:·o

I"\OI,IE ~7.~.P~JNTII'IID.IN •• :'.1I
I"I()I,IE ~'.VIl"~INTIRIGHT'(N'.JI
NEXT
FOR L-O TO 7
READ XI~EAO N'
1"I0l,lE x. I 70
F-"<INTN.
NEXT
DATA
.=7b. I:' ,4::-:;. 1~.:;71. 18.7=::.:'1 .8bb.00. 101' .03. I Ib:.O

~U(1.)_tI"lA.(L).70)"'=(")
APCL).(~ILI.70).Z(~

970

BAO
90;>(1

q~lo
0;>1(1

q::O
q:;o

GCOL.
/'lOVE
I'IOVE
MOVE
GCOL

NO-

760
7<;10

VOU 4

8"0

DEFF-ROCRUB
1.*-1
FOR .-65 TO l:'bO STEP 49

810
eZO

1.:1..1

9'(l

850
BbO

DEFp~TJTLES

I,lDU::;

070

::=0
MOVE O,Y,IF LEFT"'CN',I).-O· 1HEN
LEFT.tN.,I)a-O-,PRINTILEFTStNS.I) ELSE P~JNTILEFT'IN.,I)

:.'0

b::O

640
b!;O

FOR L-B5 TO 1:01 STEP "''i,PLOT b'i,L,YINElT L
NE':T

VDU 5SN_QO

FOr. N",APILI 10 Y STEP -I:'
!'lOVE ~·8.NIDRAW .'::::,N
NE.T N
NEXT 1.
ENDPr.OC

(I.1:1'I0VE ('.IO:-:·,f"F<INl"HOIJI<Lf I'IE"N I-1E.::."n,':;TEw
0.97'):GCOL. O.:..'O-RINTMl .... t :'. _ ..
O.ge91DR~W b75.988
",1:;0
800,IO:'3:GCOL. ~I,l.f"Rltn.&':&"" .. non~",Qu" ••
",QO
O,:::r'lOVE j(1"O,"70,,'FdNT"17 "f-R"
700 GCOL O.:!:t1OVE O,9"30;ORAW 1:70,9:;,):1'I0I,lE 1.'.<;IZ')::"Ii':'W
1:'70,<;ZO
710 GCOt.. 0,3
7:'0 I'IOVE !030,l:'(IIPRINT"T, ... iHr .. )W
7:.<1
GCOL 0.2
740
MOVE o.ao: DRAW 1:'70.aO
7:;0
MOVE O.7~:Dr.AW 1:70.7Z
7bO 1'I0l,lE J('bO,7::DFcAW J(lb('.(',J1OVE lu70.7:.,DFiI-OW
1070,011'lOI,lE 840.7Z:0RAW 840.V,MOIJE S:;o),7:',0"A.. 6S(.,1.'
770 MOVE O,45;F·RINT""Fi.t"''-n to Gf<AF-1-IS "'."u
VEs

FOR '1'-900 TO :X00 STEP -70

:80

IF I'It.XIL);*_1.) htEN [OIG~I'I':"'L"I.:oQl0 :;::0
[tIG.... PtLJ
MOVE '.4.:'::v4:0ktoOl ' . ' • .,IG:DF. ..... '4<"'.[OIG,vli';'W

:;:;0
"'Ef'lFOR N"'r1<'oJILI 10 • SlEfo -.:1"\0\'£ "4.fI:LIh':::"
1·40.N.NExIN
!;40
GtOL 0, I
~:;o
GaTa blO
:;bO
GCOt.. CI.2
:;70
MOVE .o;·8.·f:0,:; .... 1·8 • .:.F'U.DFi':'W X.::::,HfoILI:!lf,.,;. ...

170
16('

:::::0

OEFF-ROCD~T~

5(.0
510
:;::0

IbO

:00

.

VDU 4
ENOl"f<QC

.70
'80
4<;10

DATA
I'v, J BO, 175, 17:;, 17(.. , 17:5, 180, IS:;. 180, 17:5, 1 Bu, 180, 11:;, 170,
lo:o,lo:o,105,170,10:5,170,170,17:;.17:;,lbO
100 !'lOPE I
110 HdlCIUIS

1=0

'ZO
4:;0
440

IF MAIILI_APCL) THEN API1.)_APIL)_8
IF I"IAllC1.))APCLI THEN f<IGN_I'IAICLI,GOTO e<;lo
f<IGN-AF-IL)
[F L-(I THEN q I 0
FOR "-Z70 TO f<IGN STEP 70,PLOT 71.~."<INEIT
FOR "'-Z70 TO f<IGN STEP 70.PLOT 71.X*,<;I.R,N£lT
NEXT I
ENDPROC
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Part xiii

III

)(.

REM CirOleo

:Of>
::0
4(0
=';0
00

!'"EM TO A 1'0 1 t,p OPII SCREEN F"OR LP,
"EM I"lOUSE 3. TOUCH SCF1EEN

eo

VDU:::.:,:,:;,:4 .:4 .: ••

7(1

qa

1(00

Draws A to Z Keyboard

4:-0
NEX T I
4A1
FOR 5_10:"." TO 1:::7q SlEP BO,GCOL O.I.!'\Q'VE
S.VIDF<AW S.Y-80.GCOL O.:-;~EAO A.:~ S.::~.V-:~
4"0
:F ",,_MIZZZZZ- n.E~ GCOL O.:::I"IOVE
S·:.Y-~.~RIN1CHF<.C::81;CHRI':::: .. I;C~.':::OIIGCOL
O.::::GOTO 470
,,:so
IF ""a"VY,," TI-IEN N.!NT CH"'I'::·:):GOTO '70
4bO
PRINT AI
.70
I>!EXT
480
N£IT v
"0;0 GOiO :5:50
:.00 REI'! T I DV UP
:510 GCOL O.I.I"IQVE O.:::o.DRAW 50,::-0.1"10\1£ e8('1,::Q:Of;AW
qb('l.:::-O
:5:0 I"IOVE 40.:.0.0RAW 0;0.:40.I"IOVE BO.lbO,ORAW
I:O.lbO:I"IOVe e80.:.0,DRAW q:O.:40
:5:.0 REI'! "'ETURN
:;40 '<EIVIOVe 80(1. :40, DRAW 100:;.:40. DRAW 1(1(1:5. I bO, Of"AW
eOO.lbO:I'!OvE 810.:I:5'GCOL O.:::PRINT"RETURN"
~:;o
REI"I ~OTTOI"I LINE
:;bO
GCOL 0.1
:570/'lOvE "O.80,DFlAW o;:O.BO.I"IOVE IO:::q.BO.DI';:AW
1:7Q.eO:I"IQVE 40.0.DRAW q:OO.O,I"IOVE IO::o;.O,DF<AW 1:7q.O

.TV=':l~.1

l"IOOEI
VDU 1~.=.=.O.(I.(I.O.O
VDU=~.::4.=4.bO.t:b.=

•• =4.:4.= •.

=.

=•. =•• l::b,bO,:;:.

VOU:::.::b.=';.,:;.,:;".o).o.o,O,O

·Joo::::.=::7,O.O,O,O,O.:4.:4,48

110
1:'0

VDU ::::,::8.:40.:110.:04,:0:;.:'0:;.:17.:40,0
VDU :::.==Q.::.I,:4',I:;:.=4'l',1::9,::43.0

I~.o

VDU ::::.=::0,1:8.1=9, l::e,I:9,1::8,1:"8,I<;I=.0
VOU ::'.:::::,0,0.::::4.::4,0,0,0,0

VDU :::.:::::1.:4,:4,0.::::;:;,0.:4,::4,0
PFo.OCSCREEN
DATA 40.e40

18(1

DAIA ~.Y~.".-."4 ••• (.>.(.).1.7.e.q.

11;>0

DATA 40.a40
DATQ Q.e.C,O,E,F,G, ... ,f,',21 •• ,::i.b.

::(1('1

:10

::-a
:::_0
::40
::~O

:bO
::70
:eo
:qO

DATA

40,840

DATA J.t .L,I"I,N,O,F-.t',R.ZZZ2Z, •• 1.=,3,
DlITA 4~,.e.o
DATA S.T.U.V.W.x.'~.1.7.ZZZl.ZZZ.ZZ1ZZZ.0.vvv.
.SAVE"AT01" ~Fao eo~.!")
END
DEF"PROCSC"EEN
CLG

:580 I"IOVE :eo.e('.O~Aw =eo.O.I"IOVE q:O.80:D~AW "':O.O.MOve
40.8010F.ClW 40,Oll"lOVE to::Q.eO,DRAW IO::q.('.I"IOVE
1:7q.BO.DRAW 1:7 .... 0
:;0;0 GCOl. <>.:,MQVE ~•• :;:;:F-RINTMPMRIISES".MQVE
4:50.:;:;,F'RINT"S P A C E-,I"IOVE I080.:;:;;F'RINTMENTERbOO ENOI"-F<OC

VJXr.5

FOR V-4(~TOqOSTEP -80
:11)
READ XI,X::
;::0
GCOL. O.I:l1OVE XI,V,DRAW x::.eo.v,l"IcVE
IO:·q.V,OF<AW 1:7'?v
:::;0
FOR X_Xl TO _: STEP SO,I"IOVE x.v,GCOI.. ('.I,DRAW
I.V-80
740
I"IOVE X"'SO.Y:DF<AW •• so.v-SO
GCOL. O.:'''EAO AI',I'IOVE x.=~.v-:::5
IF A'aMZZMTHEN PF<INT CHR'/:::b), GOTO 4:0
IF o\'a~ZZZ~ THEN PRINT CHRI'(:=4, .GOTO 4:::0
~oo

:S(·

IF A'-"IHZ" THEN F'RINT CHR.':::5). GOTO 4:0

IF A.· .. VV" TI-IEN Pr;.)NT CHI<.(:31)IGOTO 4:0
PRINT A.
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Part xiv

Draws QWERTY Keyboard
tll:!"IOIo'E S.:5."'-:;:!;
04:;0
IF ;;;o ... ~~~n::~ -;!"I£N &COL '~.:::!"IOVE
~ .. : , y-:::,I'RINICl-l'" '::31 : CH"'"'
,t:HR' C':;O) : GCOl
O.:":Goro 400
440
IF" ':'l.~VVV- THEN "".... INl C.HF.lI::::::I:G010 .... v

10
:0

f<£1'1 OWEI'<TC:
I'EI"I 10 OWEJi.l. "b !.IN SCF-EEN 'OR LP,

;0

40

"EM MOUSE
.TV:'!5.1

!.o

I10tlEI

4~

bV

YDU 1 .... :.:.0.0.~).(I.(o

70

VDU::;. :-:4,::4. bO,I::",:4 .:4 .: •• :4.:'4

400
470

90

~

,::Z" ,

TOUCH 5C"EEN

vou:;.=:~.:4.:4.:4.:4.:4.I:b.cO,:4

qO
100
110

vW:J.::b,:54,:=;'.=-;4,O,O,O,O.O
1,'00:::.• ::7 .... 1).0.0,0.: •• : •• 48
VCIU :::,:::e.:4r),:lb.:o •• ::,n:5.:'O:S,:17,:40,O

I::""

vou :3,:::.v,1:9,1:9,1:9, 1:9, 1:8,1:8,19:,0

1::0 vou ::.::q,:.1,:'4I,15:.=.Q,I:Q.:·n.o
,40

15(.1

VDU :'-::.:::·:'.(',O.:4.: •• (),O.(',U

vou

::.:::1,:4,:4,':>.::;:5,0,:4,:'4,0

100

PF<OC:SCREEN

170
lB')

0':'1A O,SSO
0:'1A ".yv ••• -.:: .... (.~.(.).·.ZZ.7.8.".

Iq(l

OAT~

:(00 to .. 1A
:1"

~o.e40

O.w.E.F<.T.~.U.I.O.P.!.4.:s.b.

0':'1A

90,;;1(")
A.S.O.F.G.I1.J.~ .•

=:0 010101

:::0

.S~V£

:!7Q

END

:::SO
:::<;Iv
300
310

::0
3::0
::.0
::~

-::00

aw=

~~S.

"'E"

0:1)

,!ZZZ,Z~ZZZZ,O,y~>(,

~::o

GCDL 0.1
!"lOVE l • .,. .. ~,OI'.AW

X_!;0.v+04ID~AW

SVOv

410
4:::0

7'''_'
D(O{'
81v
8:::0
A::(,

~.U.(.o",:D"'~W

l"b~.,.S,DRAW

l.:.o.":D~':'W

ll_XX·SO
o~
NEXT C
600
yY_YV_eO
07(.
NEXT V
oao
X'.IO::Q.YY_::60
090 FOR C .. I 10 ;,FOI'!
TO 4
7vO
GCOl. 0,0
110
IF CzI ANIJ CCzo4 TI-I£I'II 78(0
7:.'0
IF C":: OF< cc ... fl-lEN 7-::0 £L5E: MOVE
lX+OS.Vy:tI"AW lA+<;>:,Vf
7:;0
IF C"I 0 .. CC .. 4 THEN 740 ELSE MOVE

OEF~~OC~C"EEN

CLG
VOlr-i
FOF< ( .. 44~TOl:::;STEf' -80
F(EAD II,XZ
FOF< •• ~I TO ~::: !:ilEI" 6(,
GCOI.. O,::::"'EAD AI,"OVE 1+:::5,~-:::5
IF AI.~ZZ"THEN ~"'INl CHI'<II::::::ol. GO TO 410
IF ,..,.MZZZ M THEN I""'INT C",,",IIZ::.I :GOTO .10

cc ... \

IF ~s""nM 1HEN PI'iINT CHf;.lI:::::ll,GUTO 410
PRINT A.
NElT •
FOR ~:",IO::" HI 1:27<;> STEP bv.G(.OL C',:.':kE"O

Al.'V-I~

~.ll+e:v.,,~" .. 8
GClIL.. 0.1
~QvE _."".6.[,,,,&.1oI

'.~O.Y.04,DI'<AW

~l".~'ElO

1(1-0.... GCOL f},I,MOVE f',::_e:O~AW 9.=4:""AW 1:67,:4.0RAW
1:75. ::a
\(,40
GC-Ch. (',I:!"IOVE 0,4:.0"1'0101 8.::S:DF.AW 1:07,::9:0RAW
ENDPROC

32

~.'".~c:llh"W

X.oo4,y.~o.DRAW

1.8.T:IJf<AW' .... 8
7",,~
n .. yv-so
780
NE.(f CC

>(1''':06
NEJT C
"<t" SPECIALS
r:UR N" I TO 4
~40
ReAD ' , ( , l . l
050
O':'TAS,54.1.";
BbO
0111,.. IV4:.174,('.1
810
DATA :48.54.1,9
8eo
llATA If)4:",:;4,l.::
SQ0
GCOL (', 1
"n,)
!"IO~'E •• V-8:DRAW 1.V"IO.1"I0V£ 1.""4B:O"AW
~.'.50:0I'<AW '.8,"'+04:0""AW 1+lo.>(.~4
910
D~AW '.4e.v·04:D~AW '-50,1'-0.
'1::0
IF L.'I THEN X_I+llL_I,.e(,j.DI'..AW 1 .. ~6.>( ... 604
<;>:;0
D"AW '.64."(_~6,DFlAW 1_6 •• "_o4S
940
IF TZJ THEN 1"I0VE 1.004.'.4B:D~AW ~·04,>("lo
QSC'
!"IOIo'E l+bo4."_16,DFlAW '''oo4."(+B,DRAW "":;6," , DRAW
1"48,Y
<;lOO
DRAW .+lo.V
<;I7f)
IF L)I 1HEN X"'-(IL-I)"80hDF<AW X·56.V
<;IB('
D"AW X"'S,\",DRAW ',1'.8
<;>q(>
IF T_I THEN I"I()\.'E X .... lfo.D"AW •• Y.. 48
1('''0
NE~T N
!'.lIt) GCOL ('.I:!"IOVE t),045e:DF.'::'w 8.4<':10:01'<1'0101 l:'b7,4oo:0~AW
1=75.45S
10:0 GCOL f).I.!"IOVE '-'.04!;4:DI'AW 8."'0:':0"'::'01 1:;:07,40:':01'<1'0101

10!;<)

• .,. .. ~e:DF< .. W

040

740
7:;0
70v
o\~M)

~

l"bo\,("So,O"A~

_"S.":O""OoI .,Y·S

ll.VV.I::::Df<~W

-::<;>0

.:.S

L.7.1.:.:.

OATA
40,8.0
:;:40 OATA ~ZZ,Z,I,C,V,B,N,",ZlZZZ"
=~
F'''OCNE.WEYS
~oO

"''''ItIT

NEAT
NExT v
.. eo
l:"V lJI>
4qO
F<EM F.ETU~N
=..00
F.EI'II".ovE El':"'). :4(,: OF-AW l(){J:; .:::4.), 1.lF>.:<W I (>C>~, I ....~: IIF< ..",
e6.... I 6(', MO\'1:: e It),:I::: ,;(:f)t" "', -:. PF< 11111 ~I'.fl Uti"N~l..:o
FiEI"I BOlTOM LINE
5:::0 GCIJL 0. I
:'::0 GCOL O.::-,!"IOVE 10.IV<o,F'kINT"FHF<ASES":!"IUIIE
o404v.IVV.F-''INTMS P A C e.",!"IOVE 1(.8o).IVO:~t;INl-EI'ItIEF<"
540 ENDPkOC
:':;0
DEFf'kOCNHI):EvS
:'00 VY-::oo
570 FOR Io'zl TO 4
~.h(I
f<EAO ~ X,D
:'9..:0
DIHA ';',I:2.<l0.II.S('.10.4'),11
oVI)
FOF< C. 1 10 0

,;.a.",.o"':[)I'<':''''
X.. b~,\.a:D~M~ l .. ~o.y:DRAW
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I'<EI"I F'Hfo.ASE 1

:0

hEI"I

III

Part

TO fVl III SELECTION OF

xv

:

~Hh~SES

WOF<OS ON TfoIE SCREEN FOI'<

Draws key phrases screen
4:0
O':'HI
lCPO:.F"O:. l-F. ..... • "" ,",ut", •• 1~"'P ,'''''''' dl t .... V,., t_d
c.r .. Q . . . .n ••• ~'th c .. ,.. Q • • •,., . . . . . .,.,ii.y.. lIPonc.~.d ••• Cr .. 'iI .... d ... ,.,llot"",,,O I . t .. D.. ~ ... U ...
4:.<.0 P>:.TA •••• *
440 OPT':' P to :.awE .. T.... DE~ETE.EN1E~
45(1
lI':;":' V.;:').7~J,::!v.:,:v,4~)(l.6"v.7: ...... =4v
40U
0.:111'1 "e.<>.7::O.40(',I=]".7:0.]()
47"
O':'fA :~. I~, 7('.04(',1:;(,. :,<),<; ...:0. I!N, I,)

.t ... , ..d.· ... 11

~O

TO"!E TRACI,EFI Eo:.t..L .:oNO

lOUCHTEC
~O
.TW,!
40
MODEl
=.t)

'JOU 19,:.:,0,'),0,0)

"0

FI<OCE<OXES

'10

END

be.
eo

FF<OCDIlITA

_SAVE

F~AI

,~

SQVO

IVO

DEFP"'OL~IES

11£1

GCOL 0.1

1";:0

fClF< 'f&otlO 10 1::0 STE.P -eo

I~O

MOVE 0,,:01'<410' 1:79,1

140
150

NEaT Y
I"IOI,IE v,llv:DF<I'IW 1:'7'i',110

11>0
170
ISO

MOVE O.-:·OIDF<Aw 1:7<;,:..0
FOR NallOa
"'£ .. 0 '.',VI

10(1
ZOO

,.,-40"'."-40

1'I0VE 1.V.DR':'W X,1'

:>10

==Q

NEll N
CNtJFF<OC

::30
:'40
:':;0

OEF"'''OCOotlTA
GCOL 0.=
VDU:;

:bO
:70

POF< Y_o:;:; TO 175 STEP -&0
FOR X-15 TO 1:79 STEP 3~

"'EAD AI

:80
:9(>

IF A ... •••

~OO

MOVE ',YIPRINT A$

;10
:::0

:;::;0

THEN :>10

N!;:H It
NExT Y

GCOL. 0.:;

:.40

y-s:;

:::;0
; ..0
::;70

FOR
TO 1:79 STEP :;:0
"'EAD (lot
1"I0VE "y,PR1Nl AI

:80
:90
4(0<)
'110

,_,:=I

NEll 1
VDU4
ENOPf.(OC
OATA

".DY ,Gr .. n<l •• , Cl·. Intub.t .. CI.Mot""" .F .. t" ..,.. &,. .. dy .t.AI)"'o" •
• t.SI.t.,..&roth ..,.

Appendix
:v
:::(.
~u

III

Part

xvi

4(.

• rv::~~, I

MODEl
yOU 1".::.::.O,O.(I,(',U
VDU:':·,::::::4,:'4.bu,I:::o.:::4,:4,::4,:::'-,::'V[oU:::;. :!:::O.:::4,:::4 ,:::4 ,':4 ,::4 ,1:::0,00,::4

70
EI('

90
100
11')
1:::0
13.0

Draws numeric pad
'I:;"

IF A'"'''ZZ·'IHEN P"INT CHF.. 1:::::1:0). GOlD 4a('
IF A.",MZH
"HEN I-"J<INl CH1'<1 L:::;:4/ 'li,nu "au

4"-"

IF

4:'(1

J<EM NUMC.O
flEM TO NUM&EJ< '·lI ClN 5CJ<EEN FOR L.P,
Fd::'M HOUSE" "OUCH SCREEN

~u

0('

:

M

,:a .... :~z:Z~

THEI\I ..-kIN!

L:HF.'(:~:'"

G010 0180

I ... ;'OS"'·'Y1" THEN PIo.INI (Hkll:::",,:C;OTu 4& ...
F-I'<INT A.
4&~
t~EH •
4'10
FUk 5_1'):" TlI 1::7'1 51EI- 9.,.GCOL. "',I 'HOVE
5,",01'...... s,Y-av:GcOt.. O.:::I'<EAO ""~OVE 5*::5,"'-';':;
5(")
IF A'''HZ::~2Z" IHEN GL:OL. v'::'MOVE
5.;. v -:':0: F·R IN reH"'. i ~~:8' : I~Hf(, (7'.:'q, ; 'H"" (:::.•;., I '':'COL
(',::.G('10 ~;.;. .
~IO
IF A'''''.,n
THEN F"f(Wl CI-ORJI::::;::).GoClTQ 5:.(,
:::0
F"RINT A.
:;:;0
NEAT
540
NEXl Y
:=1:;0 REM llOV up.
5bO GCDt. (J,l:MOVE v.:;:O.ORAW 5':>,:;:0:MOVE 98.~,:.:':':DF.;''''
90":',::=1)
570 MUVE 4''',::4(.,uF.AW q~',::4(,.M(jVE EI(',II:o,j,LlF<Ao.I
I:O.lou:MOVE 990.::4~ICRAW q~0,:::4v
:=ISO REM "ETURN
:;1";0 F<E""OVE S('0.:40:!)RAW IV<.!5,:·40,tJR .. W IV(l~.lb';I1L1~AiII
9('(',II:o(>:MOVE 810,:I:5,GeOL. ,),::.F"f;INT'·RE1URN"
1:000 REM ElonOM L.INE
010 GeOL. 0,1
b:O HOVE ').90:DRAW "f><::O,I:IO.MovE 1(I:;I";,9u:LJF<.AW
1;:7".EI(':MOVE 0,0: [of; .. W " .. O,~"MQ\.'E 1<J:q.(',DRAW 1:::7<;O,u
1:0=0 MOvE :40. S(,. OFoAW ::4';,. ,:0. MOVE "o(',EI').[oRAW '16V,'·"MovE
0.90.DRAW ('.VIMOVE IO:;q,130.DRAW IV::<;>,v.MO\'E l:::7<l.S'J'lII'.;AW
1::7'<,(0
1:040 GCOL. V,:;:MOVE IV,:=I~IP."INT"F·H"'A5ES-:MOVE
44.).:;:O,F-f;·INT'·S F A C E'·,MOVE 1(t1:l,.,:':'.F-RINT'·I::NTEH~
1:0:'0 EN[oPROe
';0\'
410

VOU:'3,::::I:o,54,54,:04,(I,0.~',o).0

VPU::3,:':::7 .",0,0,0,0. ::4,:'4,4&

YOU ':::::<,':::::9.':::40,::II:o.:'(.4,:-O:O,:::O::,::17,::40,v
VOU :::·,::::::",:-·,1,:41,153.::'-",1::",::43,0
VDU :'3,::3u, 1::9,1::8,1::9,1:'9, 1::8,1::9.lq::,O

140
you ::3,::::;::,0.0,::4.::4,0.0,0,0
150
VDU :::3.:':;1,::'-,:::4,0.:-5:0.0,:::4,:::4,0
II:oU
f'ROC5CREEN
I:'u
O"TA 0,880
IBO
DATA K,YY, •• -.7.,_,<,>,t,J,·,ZZ,7,8,",
1 .. 0
~ATA
.0,940
::00 CA1A O,W.E,R.T,Y,U,I.0,P,!,4.:=I.o,
::,0 OA1A
9(>,900
::::u CA1A A,5,O,F,Go.H,J,t:,L.,-;",I,:,3.
=::·0
OA1A
4(t.El40
::40 LoA1A ~Z~.:,t,C.V,[o.N,M,ZZZ11, •• ZZZZ.ZZ:ZZZ.O,YVY,
:::;0 REM ~EMOVE OwE~TY
:00 GC[)L. 1.',0
:70 FO~ Y"'8~ TO 0) 51EF"-4
:90
MOVE (t,Y,ORAW 10UO,Y
:'9(j
NEXTY
::00 GCOL. 0,'::
::10
_SAVE NUM 5F80 8000
:::0 ENO
:::;0 DEFF"ROCSC~EEN
:40 CL.G
:::;0 VOU~
:'00 FClR y.40.,H090S1EP -80
::70
~Eo:.D XI,I::
::90
seOL. O,I.~aVE XI,Y,DFiAW 1::*90.y.MOVE
10::.q.y.OFiAW 1::7 .. ,Y
:::qO
FOR X.XI 10 ~:: SlEF" 80,MOVE X,Y,GCOL ('.IIORAW
.,Y-8...
MOVE X*t:;C" .. ,DRAW ~.BO,V-BO
'00
GCOL. O,:'REAO A•• MOVE X.:::O ....·_::;
410

M

33
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I fJ

I'<EI"I 1 (OS IMW

:;0

I'IODE'"

40
SO

Fr;OCCI'IF<S
-L.O. RNtJ!'14~

-:.t)

III

Part xvii

Draws tracker ball icon

bO GCOL (',O,FOR " .. ::;7:; 10 0 STEF'-4,I'\OVE 0,'1101'1&:110'
IO(lb.Y:N[ll:GCOL 0.1
:-0 Vou:;.1"\OYE ".170:p"'ltn~Ent ... d4t. u.lnQ
NUMEFICM,~E O.t:OIPRINT~?d

fl'<OCOl<AW18

,>(.

IONO

VOI)::,,::.I ,171 .170.170.171.

VOU:::.::.::-, I:;::.:::,:::: .56.S. 8.176,0

\.7 ,b.

ENOF-Roe
::::0 P"'INT1AEotlO.I01;
:::.(1 1'"01;- I'll",::::::; TO :.!:e,pl<lNT CI-II="<'(NJ"NElT
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80
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11.>0
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110

END
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140
Move XPI,VPV:DI'&lW IPI,YPV_::(I(o,DR&'W
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,F-V-:1:': DktloW 1F-1.lb4. ,.pv_::l:: DRAW

H' ... I 78.
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C~RI(N)"NElr:~OVE IPI"~O.VPV.I::4.FOR N_::9 TO :4::,PRINT
CHR! (NIl' NEXT, VDU4
::vo ENCFROC
:10 FOR "'''ANI TO AN: STEP Sl:PLOT
!!IQ. If.-C" IR_COS (RADINI I I ,vpc. (F.:"SINIRAO(NJ J J ,NElT. RETURN
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::011('
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::0')
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\:uu::::.:::::S. Q: ,8'),80, ::16, ::('8. :C.8, q:.o

:;70
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SP

•

0

1
u
'H

•
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On screen keyboard data file
0

Eo"bll
Moth ....
s,.t ....

,"

1-1'.,,1'

V"ut.d - "t"" .. d
Mouth c" .... ClI 11.0 ~
DruQ. "" .. "" ~t • .-"d 1 lIt.
G".od

~

,

SP

"•

,

so

SP

..
Co .. n
SP

UO

50

•
"

up

PH

d

,"

:

0

b

'H

xviii

•
PH

•

·

PH

~

b.c"~' ••

"""th ....
Eo .. oth ....
"'out ••
VI., t.d
Mouth
0;:111."$
0 ....... 0;:. ." .. 'nl.t .....d
.,1:1<

b

- .t"",."

SP

"" ....

U

E<r""v .,
,. e ......
'" ...."'CI"."

"
so

l.t.

~.c:.u ••

TCpaZ
.."

Cl' ", .. n
•• n.a ...
~
O"'UClB "" ... I"I.t .....d
Intub.tll!"
AD"Q ••

,

S·

..

0

"0::

"

I-Iu'" o. ty

c ...... QI v.n
••"'.ar "."0"." ~
D... uCls ""-.. I'\I.t .... "

'"

S'
p

1
SP

,
.,

Do~

..••

co

••

d
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Cc.""",
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foe· •
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e
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e
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e
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e O.
':':-1 :<,
e ('b 04: ')0
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,~

, Q'
OS
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e

(,.,:.'0
",,4,50

L

C

00

,,:;.::5

1'.1

')6,O=:;

""
,"
e ,.
"
e

('br :.::

e

C

e
e
e

')7; I:;

C',

('7, :;:;

'.'6,

"

e 'S
e ,0
e :0
e

;f)

-,
e ';4
e ::;
e
e
e 'R
e ,0
e :'.'

drop~.d

to
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Drugs data and control file

DI'UG DOSE

D.--uo

'L. .. I~"I .. l" O~"9 D~'""
\'1"" ~r ... "nt [''''''9 L. ... t
... \ .... I-'.. st 0""0 L. •• t

'. ,

Part

I~.:;

4.(,
!)J.uGS r"ENlJ

WH I CH

durtnq

11",,";;1> t. .. ~.

"' .. qu'reod 5t1/IIU1.t;0'"

19,('0

~ml/nr

Tot> ... ta,1

V, •• teod b. l"Iu'"

16. ';""

=.
=,

- ••0.

I"III~

10, (>(>
1(', :.0

1'!i,'''V
1:::1'5

Example comments data file

c .. ~. CII" ....

t.11

\1'1015

I:.: '!iO

, "..
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'JQ, :;,)

I\:l=:i
1 ,;, (>('

L

IH

OF' DRUG?

'Anl.b'ot.o:.
'"-nl"unoal"
S.d .. t.on/p.,..I" •••

Rout.
F-"-"O.,..tIO n [
Tod." . . . . 19"t
G .... t.tlC'n F.~10d
FO'lt N.t.1 Aq"£

,

F,. .. qu.no:v

,"
,,'"

Ou.nt.t~

to b.

v
o

..

QI~.n

al~.n£

1'.'.1

T, .... to b ..

ANrl~JOTICS

tI,.,I.bl .. 4rom

,:,,,,.I:.0:1n

,

'C.·ot."1 ....
Chlor ."'on.nl 0:01
F'luo:lo".o:.11 In
. G.... t."'1 0:'"
_tconld.:ol.
'F'.". 0: I l l . n

o

'"

C,
D

BAC.; ONE OUESTION
RETURN TO MONITO"iNGf

"'",p. O:lllln/A"O"~O:lllln

F",p,,".0:1111n

eo.:
WHICH !'iOUTE':'

0,..1
k.et.1
I.V.

"".,I .. tll.
BtlCK ONE

'.'

,,

mo/v, .. 1

",

8.::

[<AE'V DEHIILS
~abv •
".Iqht

___ •

q~

....

::'

to "ONlTOR1NG

STANnA~D F~EPERA1ION

o
o

8':0 mq/: ml

1.

.".t ...

Ent ..,. CHOlCE
~.tu"n

51ANDARI'I PREPA,,'ATIONS
;0') "'Of"i.1

n .. v . . . . l.ct.d

on t"l. t •• t
ENTER ANOTHER CHOICE
BABVI Anonvmou."
17 APR

"0)

1.1"1.
I.A.

~(I(>

Tt•• OOtlon ~-o",

,.,
o,'"
,'"
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IV

QUESTION SHEETS AS USED IN TRIALS

Part i

Question sheets as used in minor pilot study of
keyboard

Part ii

Question sheets as used in main trials
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USER NUMBER: ........ _'. _:

KEVEcOARD

,J.

INPUT

TRZAL

Enter .your THREE digit user number. (as at the top of the

2.

At what time did the mother last visit the infant?

3 •.

Enter on this sheet the dose of Gentamicin f9r this infant.
Gestation ••••••••• 28 weel:s
Post natal age •••• 2 days' .
Welght •••••••••••• 900 grams
Std. Preparation •• 80 mg/2ml
to be administered I.M.

!2. Enter on this sheet the dose o~ Cefotaxime given to this infant?

page~

Weight •••••••••••• 1500 grams
Gestation ••••••••• 30 weeks
Post natal age •••• 7 days
Std. Preparation •• 500 mg/vial
to be administered J.M.

13. Add SEPARATE comments to show the results of t~e atta~hed bloo~
tCPlOt.
• ••••• mg

every •••••• hours

4.
Is there any recent ..qyldence of Aminophylline tOl.:icity during the
last 8 hrs?
YES/NO

"

.
-,

•

-,...
I,.·

, I,,,..

U-H

4cJJ_

D-IJ

'1._

..

·30

-,

B.

-

and at what time(s)?

x_"

~'-n

.-

1U1I0 ,,··C

•••

. _.,.....,

-,

14.
9..

!I-I!

_ ..c .....

t_.~.·,

7.
What was the mar.imum number of Bradycardia per hour during the
last 2~ hrs?
••••••••••

""

~

:'~'-';:':~

At what time was the last Bradycardia with Apnoea?

:::

-" -"

.,

T."'-

What is' the highest hourly average heart rate during the last 24
hrs?

"."
-,
"-n

' .•"'.1

'h

1.21-UI

s.

b.

• •••••• mg every •••••• hrs

-~

M._.
IU" C JI"C

:'-'DO

.

.. --,..
-,

0-

u-u

-

~
"'.M=.
IU·IU

-,
"

--

-_.

ApPIl.ance/Voluma 01 SpecImen

-.

.1.1.'

--... <V
....
_
.
-•.-.
-,

0_

I.I~I.M

-,

U-II

/·85
m

IU1I0l1"C

Nile 1,",
11t-:IIO

~

W""')~

,.·m

-,
),.,

-,

.'.

-,

~

,,,,,~.,,

U-I.I

.~

Pathologist"
_._ ......

~_._c..

....

:::

End tri al.

stayed 20 mins"

10. Enter on this sheet the dose of Penicillin for this infant with
se-pticaemia.
Weight •••••••••••• 2100 grams
Gestati on ••••••••• 34 wcpel:s
Post natal age •••• l0 days
Preparation ••••••• bOO mg/vial
to be administered I.V.

Thilnl:you for your time and effort in hel pi ng wi th thi
td al.

. P.aul Cartmell.
R~sear~h

~ssistant.

Univer&i ty of Technology Loughborough.
•••••• mg every •••••• hrs
\

11. At "Jhat time was the infant given his last X-ray?

•••••••••• hrs

.

Additional Aesulls/Commlnts

Add a comment:
"Mother vi si ted baby

....

G

prel imi nary

KKYBOARD.

IRACKRR BALL

AND

TOUCH SCREEN TNPQT TRIAL

The aim ot the trial is to accertain which of the three input methods
Keyboard. Trecker Ball aDd Touch Screen is the most suitable tor use in the
Neonatal Intensive Care environment.

USER NUMBER: ••••••••••
(

The data collected although it will be published will remain completelY
anonymous.

KEYBOARD

INPUT

TRI"",-

)

~--------------------------

The following sheets introduce you to methods at communicating with a
microcomputer monitoring system. I hope they are realistic tasks for you.

1.

If you have difficulties with the system please persevere - I hope it is
self-explanatory - however~ if you think you are wasting too much valuable
time then please ASK for assistance. The system is not yet perfect and I
am looking for advice to improve it.

With the aid of the computer please complete the following:

Enter your THREE digit user number given at the top of the page.

Enter on this sheet the quantity of Cefotal:ime to be given to this
infant:

2.

When you have completed the tasks using all three input methods then please
complete the sbort Questionnaire at the end ot these sheets - feel free to
add comments - negative or positive - in the spaces provided.

Drug administered •• I.N.
Std. Preparation ••• 500 mg/vial
·Weight ••••••••••••• 1500 gra~s
. Gestation •••••••••• 30 weeks
Post natal 8ge ••••• 7 days

BOTTOM OF MAIN MONITORING SCREEN ysing KEYBOARD

••••••• mg every •••••• hrs

~

~

~

~

........
~
."

1/1

....
g

rt

3.

Add a comment:

1/1

Baby intubated at

Each symbol has en "f" number in its top right hand corner. This number
represents one of the RED FUNCTION KEYS located at the top of the computer
keyboard.

.. l

U

or

rt

~,

1/1

4.

BOTTOM OF MAIN MONITORING SCREEN ysing TRACKER BALl.

i

14:30 hrs

During which hour WClS the last BradycClrdia with Apnoea? . . . . . . . . . .

TOPCH SCREEN
'

f~·1

STuP

IDRlIGI

··mi~IHlp.if~~

5.

DJ
1/1

c:

1/1

...

When WClS some form of eye care last given to this infant?
. ••••• • • • •• hrs

3.
....
::I
....~

::I

The symbols YOU will notice are the same for all input methods. Four of
the functions these symbols represent are given below referenced by the "f"
number used on the KEYBOARD version. Note only these functions have been
implemented for this trial.
f1

fJ
f5
f7

Comments: Used to view previous comments or make new ones.
Drugs: Used when you want to calculate a drug dossage.
Other Graphs: of recorded physiological data. ego Hourly mean heart
rete .•
STOP MONITORING: End trial.

b.

STOP MONITORING:

....qDJ

End this trial.

.....

1/1

•••••••••• continued over page

USER NUMBER: ••.••.••••
(

TRACKER

1.

BALL

INPUT

USER NUMBER: •••.••••••

)

TRIAL

Enter your THREE digit USGr number given at the top of the page.

With the aid of the computer please complete the following:

2.

Enter on this sheet the
with septicaemia:

qu~ntity

3.

of Penicillin to be given to this

Enter your THREE digit user number given at the top of the page.

2.
Enter on this sheet the quantity of Gentamicin to be given to this
infant:
Drug administered .• I.M.
Std. preparation ... 80 mg/2ml
Weight ....•••....•• 900 grams
Gestati on •••••••••• 28 weeks
Post natal age ••••• 2 days

•••••• mg every .••••. hrs

Add a comment:

3.

Mother visited - stayed 20 mins

•••••• mg

every •••••• hours

Add the following comment:
Mouth care given and i.v. resited

4a. What was the mar.imum number of Bradycardia per hour during .the
last 24 hrs?
b.

1.

With the aid of the computer please complete the following:

inf~nt

Drug administet"ed •• LV.
Std. Preparation ••. 300 mg/vial
Weight ..•••....•••. 2100 grams
Gestation .••...•.•. 34 weeks
Post nat~l age ••••• l0 days

(~_,-__CJ~LJ__c:_r<
____~
__c:
__~__EO__EO_~
____I__~
__F>
__LJ
__
,_ ___
lr_~
__·_I__
~__L-_ _____________________~)

4.

What is the highest hourly average hs ... ,-t rate during the" last 24
hr5?

S.

When was suction last· carried out on this infant?

6.

STOP HONITORING:

and during \'lhich hours?

s.

At what time was the infant given his last X-ray?

6.

STOP MONITORING:

hrs

End this trial.

•••••.•••• continued over page

..•.•••• hrs

End this trial.

., __ •••••• continued over page

NUMBER OF ERRORS

YOUR ASSESSMENT OF THE INPUT METHODS
We would now welcome your opinions·on the suit~bility of the three input
methods YOll have used for each of the tasks you have tried.
Would you
ple~se judge each part of the trial under the following si~ headings;

NB.

The ,.ur:tber of" errors of" you feel

TASK

Keyboard

0-2

How eilsy did you find each particular task?

(t)

<i i)
How quicl:ly were you able to use the system for each task?
(i i i) How many errors di d you make whi 1 st performi ng each task ?

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

How much did you improve in using each input method?
How would you rate each input method against its counterparts?
Do you type? If so how often 7

**

Please tick the Dost appropriate box for each input Dethod.

,

EASE OF USE

( ")
TASK

*.

3-7

y .... u It.ade whilst perf".Jrr:dr,g e.ch

Tracker Ball
8+

0-2

3-7

t.~1:

Touch Screen

8+

0-2

3-7

8+

To move from
moni tori ng graph
Drugs Calculation
To MAI':E a Comment
To VIEW a CO"tiJment

Keyboard

Tracker Ball

Touch Screen

EASY SATIS DIFF

EASY SATIS DIFF

EASY SATIS DIFF

To move from
monitoring graph

To view Graphs

(iv)

RATE OF IMPROVEMENT WITH EACH INPUT METHOD

NB.
Ye are interested here in the rate at Nhich you ir::prl.lI'ed as Yl.lU used
each input Qethod.
A score of
5
'''ould indicate that your perfor;;.;;nce
with the particular input method iIJproved corlsiderably.
A s.:orc of
1
would denote HO iQprovetle~t.

Drugs Calculation
To MAI<E a comment
To VIEW a comment
To View Graphs

,

INPUT METHOD
'.

LITTLE

IMPROVEMENT

1

2

:s

I

MUCH II'lPROVEMENT
5

•

I

J~eyboard

,

SPEED YOU PERFORMED TASK

TASK

Tracl:er Ball

Keyboard

Trac':er Ball

Touch Screen

SLOW ACCEP QUIY.

SLOW ACCEP OUIK

SLOW ACCEP CUll(

To move from
monitoring graph

(v)

MAI~E

PLEASE RANK THE 3 INPUT DEVICES IN YOUR ORDER OF PREFERENCE

H.B.

Drugs Calculation
To

Touch Screen

a Comment

I ••• HOST

~avoured

1 TO 3

3. _ .LEAST "favoured

Keyboard

To VIEW a Comment

Tra.cI:er Ball

To view Graphs

Touch Screen
••••••••.•• continued over paoe
•••• _ •••••••••• conti n~ed over page

hd)

HAVE YOU EVER USED A TYPEWRITER

If YES how often?

Several times
WEEK

•

7

YES/NO
Several times
MONTH

•

Please give comments comparing all three input methods

Thank YOU very auch for
Nith thi$ trial_

SeverClil times
YEAR

•

(If you wish);

all the tiAe and effort YOU have given in helping

Paul Cartmell
Jilnuary 1986

Paul Cartmell
Research Assistant
Design ~ Technology
University of Tech.
Loughborough
LEICS.

Hr J S Smith
Senior Lecturer
Dasign and Technology
University of Tech.
Loughborough
LEICS.

Or 0 A Ducker
Consultant Neonatologist
Dept. Neonatology
All Saints Ho~pital
Chiltham
"ENT.
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V

DEMONSTRATION DISKE'll'E -

TOUCH SCREEN

Part i

Using the diskette

Part i i

Getting started

Part iii

The Escape and Break Keys
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APPENDIX

V

DEMONSTRATION DISKETTE - TOUCH SCREEN

To be able to appreciate the full sophistication of the trial software
it would be necessary to replicate all of the hardware configuration
used in the trials.

In most cases this would be inconvenient as

several pieces of specailist equipment were used.

In order to allow

the interested reader to view the software, a demonstration disk has

been prepared and is included as part of this appendix.
The demonstration has been configured so that no specialist equipment
is required.

It can be used on a standard BBC model B Microcomputer

fitted with a Watford Electronics DDDFS (double density disk filing
system) .
The software on the disk has been arranged so that the user is given a
guided "tour"

through the whole trial system.

Selected screen

displays have been included to demonstrate various points, these are
all supported by text screens to explain their purpose.

In order to

show some of the presentation techniques used on the Touch Screen
system, all of the demonstration screens have been taken from this
system.

PART i

USING THE DISKETTE

YOU WILL NEED:
1.
2.
3.

BBC Model B Microcomputer.
80 Track Single Disk Drive.
Watford Electronics Double Density Disk Filing System.

43

4.

Medium/High Resolution Colour Monitor.
(Monochrome will do but many of the effects of the colour grapics
will not be realised).

PART i i

GETTING STARTED

Ensure that the Disk Drive is set to 80 TRACKS.

Place the

Demonstration Disk in DRIVE 0 (or your default drive).

The disk is

configured for the conventional "AUTO BOOT", so whilst holding down
the SHIFT KEY, press and release the BREAK KEY.

You will hear some

whiring from the disk drive and an intoduction screen will appear on
the monitor.

LEAVE the disk in the drive ALL THE TIME when USING this

DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE.
To view the first "real" screen press the SPACE BAR.

To step through

all of the subsequent screens press the SPACE BAR as soon as you have
read the text or studied the display (There is NO time delay in this
software which automatically selects the next screen).

To allow the

user to review the previous screen press the left most RED FUNCTION
KEY "fO".

This will work indefinately until the introduction screen

is reached, whereupon a I'beep" will be heard, and the only way to

continue is to press the SPACE BAR.

There are Thirty

screens in total, and the software makes continual

use of the disk drive to load> some of the graphic displays.

For this

reason it is essential that the disk is left in the drive throughout
the demonstration.
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PART iii

THE ESCAPE AND BREAK KEYS

The ESCAPE key has been made inoperative, and a familiar DO NOT TOUCH
"beep" will be heard if it is used.

The BREAK key has not been disabled, however, the conventional OLD,
RUN routine will return "Bad program".

In order to reset the machine

hold down the CTRL key and press and release the BREAK key.
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